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ABSTRACT
Cooper, Gina M. PhD, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Wright State
University, 2009. Improving Remote Homology Detection Using a Sequence Property
Approach.

Understanding the structure and function of proteins is a key part of
understanding biological systems.

Although proteins are complex biological

macromolecules, they are made up of only 20 basic building blocks known as amino
acids. The makeup of a protein can be described as a sequence of amino acids. One of
the most important tools in modern bioinformatics is the ability to search for biological
sequences (such as protein sequences) that are similar to a given query sequence. There
are many tools for doing this (Altschul et al., 1990, Hobohm and Sander, 1995, Thomson
et al., 1994, Karplus and Barrett, 1998). Most of these tools, however, focus on closely
related, or homologous, sequences.

Distantly related proteins sequences (remote

homologs) are of interest to biologists but remain notoriously difficult to find. This
dissertation presents a novel method for finding remote homologs in databases of protein
sequences. In this method, proteins are characterized according to physiochemical and
sequence-based features.

Features are then weighted according to their utility in

identifying distantly related protein sequences. The feature weights are optimized by a
custom genetic algorithm. Position-specific-scoring matrices are used to further increase
the ability of the tuned algorithm to generalize its search capability to new sequences.
The resulting search method outperforms the most well-known techniques for finding
distant homologs, both in terms of accuracy and computation time.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation
Comparison or alignment between two or more sequences of amino acids
provides molecular biologists with insight into the evolutionary history and function of
proteins. An alignment of amino acid sequences reflects a specific hypothesis regarding
the evolutionary relationship between two related sequences (homologs) (Krane and
Raymer, 2003). In addition to discerning evolutionary relationships, sequence searching
and comparison is an integral component of modern techniques for protein secondary and
tertiary structure prediction, functional proteomics and genomics, and pathway inference
(Chothia and Lesk, 1986, Altschul et al., 1997, Bork et al., 1998). As these and other
applications demonstrate, there is a wealth of biological information that can be obtained
from the identification, alignment, and comparison of related amino acid sequences. As a
result, searching sequence databases for related sequences has become a foundational
activity in the field of bioinformatics.
Comparing sequences whose primary structure is very similar is a simple task.
However, two protein sequences with less than 25% sequence identity are often
categorized as belonging to the “twilight zone” of sequence similarity and are considered
remote homologs (Doolittle, 1986). Further distinction of a “midnight zone” has been
coined when protein sequence identity is less than 8-10% (Rost, 1999). Even though they
may have a similar three dimensional structure, distant or remote homologs are difficult
to discover using sequence information alone.
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Several comparison methods exist to search for and align polypeptide sequences
and to discover remote homologs. These methods often employ large public databases
containing a multitude of sequences from a variety of species of organisms. Current
search methods utilize exhaustive or heuristic methods to obtain sequence alignments
(Fariselli et al., 2007). As the number of sequences available in public databases grows,
fast and accurate sequence comparisons may provide new insights into the relationships
among newly discovered proteins and between organisms and their genomes. While
these methods may discover many relationships between sequences, often they miss
sequences whose sequence identity is lower than a certain threshold, or in the twilight
zone of sequence similarity.

1.2 Contribution
To address the issue of remote homology detection, Hobohm and Sander developed
a sequence property approach for sequence comparison (Hobohm and Sander, 1995).
Their method indexes each sequence in a database based on several predefined features
such as the number of hydrophobic residues in the sequence, sequence length, molecular
weight, and other property features. Weights are assigned to each feature according to its
importance in determining the relationship between two sequences. To compare two
sequences in the database, the weighted Euclidean distance is calculated between two
feature vectors. Those sequences with the smallest distances are assumed to be most
closely related.

2

This dissertation extends the work performed by Hobohm and Sander to create a
more accurate remote homology search program. The search program, named Database
Search Technique (DST) utilizes a database of position specific scoring matrices
(PSSMs, Section 3.3.1) to more accurately characterize each sequence in the database. In
addition, a genetic algorithm (GA) was created and optimized to determine the best
feature weights for remote homology searching. By using biological features calculated
from the sequences utilizing PSSMs and optimized weights obtained from the GA, the
DST was able to retrieve a higher number of remote homologs at a lower percentage
sequence identity threshold than current search techniques. Several tests have been
conducted using this technique, yielding results with low false positives even in protein
datasets with less than 10% sequence identity. Furthermore, the features with the highest
and lowest weights are explored to gain a more complete understanding of the factors
affecting homology detection with two sequences. The goal of this research is to aid
molecular biologists in identifying homologs for newly discovered proteins with low
sequence identity. This dissertation explains these results and discusses the design of the
DST, which outperforms current searching techniques at low sequence identity.

3

2 Background
2.1 Biology
2.1.1 Proteins
Proteins are biological macromolecules (polymers) consisting of chains of amino
acids. While there are a few uncommon variants, most proteins synthesized by the
majority of living organisms are composed of only twenty distinct amino acids. These
twenty amino acids have a common structural backbone as shown in Figure 2.1. The
different amino acids vary only in the side chain (also known as the R group).

Figure 2.1 Chemical Structure of Generic Amino Acid (Adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

The chemical structure of an amino acid side chain determines the category to
which it belongs. For example, some amino acids have side-chain atoms joined by
nonpolar covalent bonds of mostly carbon and hydrogen, and sulfur in the case of
methionine. Because of their inability to form hydrogen or ionic bonds with water, such
amino acids can be grouped together and considered “hydrophobic” amino acids.
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In contrast, side chains with charge or polarity can form a weak association with
water molecules called a hydrogen bond. Polar amino acids have side chains containing
hydrogen, oxygen, and sulfur, but tend to remain uncharged. The four charged amino
acids are classified based on either negatively (glutamate and aspartate) or positively
(lysine and arginine) charged side chains.
Two individual amino acids can be covalently bound into a single molecule (a
dipeptide) resulting in one of the amino acids losing a hydrogen from its amine (NH2)
group, while the other loses an oxygen and hydrogen from the carboxylic acid group
(COOH). This synthesis of two amino acids forming a dipeptide results in a single water
molecule and two amino acids joined by a rigid peptide bond. This is known as
dehydration synthesis.

Figure 2.2: Primary structure of protein (Adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
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By repetition of the dehydration synthesis process, linear chains of amino acids
(polypeptides) can be formed. Such a chain will have one end with an unbound amino
group. This end is referred to as the amino terminus, or simply the N-terminus of the
protein. Similarly, the other end of the chain will have an unbound carboxylate, and is
referred to as the carboxy terminus or C-terminus of the protein. By convention, protein
sequences are usually written in the N to C direction.
The primary structure of the protein is simply the order in which the amino acids
are linked or strung together. One end contains the amino group (NH2) and the other end
finishes with the carboxylic acid group (COOH).

Figure 2.2 displays the primary

structure of protein (as well as the makeup of an individual amino acid).
A single protein chain consists of covalently linked amino acids. The nature of
the peptide bond forces most of the backbone (non side-chain) atoms in each amino acid
to remain mutually rigid. However, the covalent bond from the amide nitrogen to the
alpha carbon of each amino acid, and from the alpha carbon to the subsequent carbonyl
carbon, can be rotated (Figure 2.3). These two bonds rotate independently and the angles
they create are called phi (Φ) and psi (ψ).
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Figure 2.3: Phi and Psi Angles (adapted from Horton et al., 2005)

Each angle is numbered sequentially beginning with the N-terminus and proceeding to
the C-terminus of the protein. Protein chains generally range in size from 200 to 400
amino acids and thus usually have between 200 and 400 pairs of phi and psi angles.
Although the rigid peptide bonds allow only these two degrees of freedom for each amino
acid, the resulting protein chain has a high degree of flexibility. Protein chains can adopt
a huge variety of three dimensional structures.

It is this overall three dimensional

structure that gives each protein its unique capabilities.
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2.1.2 Secondary Structure
Among these many possible conformations within a protein chain, local regions
often fold into common patterns. Two such patterns, the alpha helix and the beta strand,
are so common that examples of one or both of them appear in most proteins. The
position of these patterns within a protein sequence is referred to as the secondary
structure of the protein.
One such conformation resembles a spring in which the amide nitrogen of each
amino acid is joined by a hydrogen bond to the carbonyl oxygen of the amino acid four
residues earlier in the chain. This pattern is known as an alpha helix. Alpha helices are
distinguished by phi and psi angles near -60° as denoted in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.4 Alpha Helices (Brutlag, 2008)
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The second conformation consists of several beta strands connected by hydrogen
bonds. Beta strands are virtually linear and range in size from 5 to 10 amino acids in
length.

Beta strands are distinguished by phi and psi angles of -135° and 135°

respectively. They form two types of beta sheets. Anti-parallel sheets are comprised of
adjacent strands that run in opposite directions moving along the protein backbone from
amino group to carboxy group. In contrast, parallel sheets run in the same direction.
Examples of parallel and anti-parallel sheets are illustrated in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5 Parallel and Anti Parallel Beta Sheets (Brutlag, 2008)

2.1.3 Tertiary and Quaternary Structure
The secondary structures of a protein combine to form the tertiary structure which
is the three-dimensional shape of the single protein chain. The tertiary structure of
single-chain proteins is often characterized by a central core of hydrophobic amino acids
surrounded by an outer shell of polar and charged residues.

Some proteins are not

comprised of a single chain. Rather, two or more (even hundreds; Lehninger, 2005)
independent polypeptide chains come together, stabilized via hydrogen bonds and other
molecular interactions, to form a functional complex structure. This multichain structure
is called the quaternary structure of a complex protein. Figure 2.6 illustrates a quaternary
structure of a protein. Figure 2.7 depicts the primary, secondary, tertiary, and quaternary
structures for an example protein.
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Figure 2.6: Quaternary structure of a protein (adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)
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Figure 2.7: Protein Structures (adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

Determining a protein’s tertiary structure or the quaternary structure of a complex
protein subunit can assist biologists in discerning the function of the protein. The wide
range of protein functions is largely the result of the protein’s ability to bind other
molecules to an active site on the protein’s surface. The active site depends on the
tertiary structure of the protein as well as the chemical properties of the adjacent amino
acids (Nelson and Cox, 2005). Protein binding at an active site is very precise with even
minor changes to the chemical structure preventing binding from occurring (Lehninger,
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2005).

The shape of the protein gives it unique properties allowing it to perform

particular roles in living organisms. Proteins that fold similarly or have similar shape
often have similar function and shared evolutionary history (Eisen et al, 1998,
Koppensteiner et al, 2000). A complete understanding of the many interacting forces that
cause proteins to fold into a particular structure is a significant open question in
molecular biology.

2.1.4 Protein Structure Prediction
Observation of the three dimensional structure of a protein is central to
understanding the functional role and mechanism of the protein. Current methods for
experimental determination of protein structure include X-ray crystallography and
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy. There are significant limitations to
both these methods. Crystallography is expensive and time consuming, and is subject to
failure when proteins cannot be crystallized in the lab. NMR can yield a number of
model structures for a protein, but is often unable to provide a single structure with high
confidence. In light of these limitations, it is enticing to pursue computational methods
for prediction of the three dimensional structure of a protein based upon its sequence.
Protein structure prediction refers to computing the higher-order structure of a
protein based on its primary structure and is one of the most challenging problems in
current bioinformatics research (Crescenzi et al, 1998, Jaakola et al., 1999). Difficulties
arise from the number of possible protein structures and the fact that protein structural
stability is not completely known. In addition, since the tertiary structure of a protein is
13

so closely related to its active site, the ability to predict the higher order structure of a
protein from its primary structure will give researchers insight into the function of the
protein.

Structure prediction is performed using prediction algorithms based on

comparative or other techniques.
Secondary structure prediction algorithms attempt to accurately foretell the
secondary structure of a protein based on its primary structure. A reasonable conjecture
can be made that two sequences with similar primary structure will also have similar
secondary or tertiary structures (Anfinsen, 1973). Even so, sequences with a common
ancestor can have a similar structure and fold in the same way yet differ in their primary
structures. Protein folds tend to be more evolutionarily conserved than the amino acid
sequence (Chothia and Lesk, 1986).

Newly discovered protein sequences are often

compared to existing sequences using prediction algorithms to determine the probable
higher order structure of the protein. Current algorithms are able to achieve a level of
80% accuracy in predicting secondary structure (Dor and Zhou, 2007). Predicting tertiary
structure is more complicated as various forces, such as electrostatic forces, hydrogen
bonds, and covalent bonds all play important roles in determining the final configuration
of the protein.
Some methods to predict the secondary structure of a protein rely on comparing
the primary structure of the protein to other proteins with similar primary structure. The
application of sequence-based search and comparison methods to locate similar
sequences in a large database of protein sequences is called sequence searching.

14

2.1.5 Sequence Searching
Determination of a protein sequence is significantly less demanding, both in terms
of cost and time, than structure determination. As a result, sizable databases of protein
sequences from a wide variety of organisms are publically available (Berman et al.,
2000). Much can be learned about a specific protein by identifying proteins with similar
sequences. Sequence search tools aid molecular biologists in a variety of activities. Some
activities include finding the function or family of a newly discovered gene, identifying
gene variations that may lead to diseases, analyzing the changes in gene sequences that
have taken place over evolutionary time, identifying regions of the genome that change at
different rates, and comparing proteins to one another to infer their structure or function
(Chothia and Lesk, 1986, Bork et al., 1998, Muller et al., 1999, Aravind and Koonin,
1999, Liu et al., 2006,).

Basic sequence searching can be organized into six main

groups: exact alignment and score comparison, approximate alignment, iterative
approximate alignment, properties comparison, machine learning methods, and structural
comparisons (Fariselli et al, 2006).

Methods for sequence searching are described in

detail in Section 3.3.
2.1.5.1 Exact Alignment and Score Comparison
Exact alignment algorithms involving dynamic programming are one of the most
accurate methods of determining the relationship between two sequences. These methods
(see Section 2.1.6) locate the optimal match between two query sequences and the search
can be local (Smith and Waterman, 1981) or global (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970).
While exact methods produce optimal solutions, they are only tractable when searching
for matches between relatively short sequences. Time and size complexities impose a
limit on the length of sequences that can be compared in a reasonable time.
15

2.1.5.2 Approximate Alignment
To allow for larger sequences and large database searches, approximate alignment
methods, including the most well known and commonly utilized method: the Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool (BLAST), were developed (Altschul et al., 1990).

These

methods are often heuristic in nature with various indexing schemes to increase the speed
of searches. These methods are fast and relatively accurate when sequences are similar;
however their accuracy diminishes when searching for distant homologs, or two or more
sequences or proteins that share a common ancestor.

Approximate methods are

explained in detail in Section 3.3.1.
2.1.5.3 Iterative Approximate Alignment
While BLAST and other approximate alignment methods improve query speed
compared to exact methods, searching for remote homologs remains a challenging
problem.

Position Specific Iterated BLAST (PSI-BLAST) and other iterative

approximate methods create position specific scoring matrices (see Section 4.2.2) to
condense previous searches into a matrix allowing more sensitivity in results (Altschul et
al., 1997). PSI-BLAST and DST (both of which use PSSMs) are more accurate than nonPSSM-based approximate algorithms when searching for more distantly related
sequences.
2.1.5.4 Properties Comparison
One technique that has been proposed for the identification of distantly-related
protein sequences is comparison based on a combination of local sequence, global
sequence, and physiochemical properties of proteins. PropSearch (Hobohm and Sander,
1995) and the DST described in this paper are two methods utilizing properties
comparison.

Rather than using a pairwise comparison of sequences, properties
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comparison evaluates features that can be determined based on the sequence alone but do
not compare the order of amino acid residues. For example, one might tally the number
of hydrophobic, aliphatic, and aromatic amino acids in two sequences, using these counts
as measures of sequence similarity.

As these methods do not use direct sequence

comparison, they perform less accurately than exact and approximate alignments for
similar sequences, however these methods have been shown to perform more accurately
for distantly related sequences (Hobohm and Sander, 1995, Cooper and Raymer, 2009).
2.1.5.5 Machine Learning Methods
A variety of classic pattern recognition and machine learning techniques have
been applied to the problem of sequence searching.

Among the most commonly

employed techniques are Hidden Markov Models (HMMs), Neural Networks (NN), and
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) (Krogh et al., 1994, Jaakkola et al., 1999). These
approaches use machine learning to score or build alignments between sequences (Krogh
et al, 1996).

SVMs utilize a kernel function to measure similarity between two

sequences. While these methods often can detect similarity between sequences, they do
not generate improved alignments between sequences (Wan and Xu, 2005).
2.1.5.6 Structural Comparison
Sequence comparison methods may miss similarities that can be identified with a
structural alignment using atomic coordinates.

Differences in the methods used to

determine structural alignment produces a large variation in the results of structural
comparison programs.

Some search for matching regions that are topologically

connected (Holm and Sander, 1999) while others require topological connection
(Shindyalov and Bourne, 1998).

Wide differences in results as well as slower
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performance of these methods versus sequence comparison methods are some of the
disadvantages to structural comparison methods.

2.1.6 Scoring Methods for Sequence Alignment
Sequence alignment is the first step in comparing two amino acid (or nucleotide)
sequences. When two sequences of amino acids are not aligned, it is impossible to
compare them in a meaningful way. Consider the following two input sequences of
amino acids.
MKIGKLVI
MIGLVI

A sequence alignment between these two sequences will align them in three ways when
internal gaps are not considered. The possible alignments are:
MKIGKLVI
MIGLVI

MKIGKLVI

MKIGKLVI

MIGLVI

MIGLVI

This output can be evaluated to determine which is the most evolutionarily likely. In
order to assess which alignment is the optimal alignment, a numeric scoring system must
be applied to the alignment. An example scoring system would assign a score of +1 for
matches and 0 for mismatches. Using this system the score for the three alignments
above would result in scores of 1, 2, and 3 respectively.
When gaps are considered in the alignments, there are many more possible
alignments. Consider these three:
MKIGKLVI

MKIGKLVI

MKIGKLVI

M-IG-LVI

M--IGLVI

MI-G-LVI

The introduction of gaps adds the complexity of a gap penalty into the scoring function.
For example, if a gap penalty of -1 is included in the scoring system, the above three
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alignments would have scores of 4, 2, and 3 respectively. Based on these scores, the first
alignment, with a score of 4, is the most likely to represent the true evolutionary
relationship between the two sequences – provided that our scoring system accurately
reflects the likelihood of substitutions and gaps in homologous sequences.
Using gaps and gap penalties in alignments can provide a better picture of the true
alignment between two sequences. Even so, several alignments will often yield the same
score.

Since the alignment is meant to represent the most evolutionarily likely

comparison between the two sequences, those alignments that invoke a larger number of
improbable events can be further penalized. Considering that there is a length difference
between the two sequences being aligned, an insertion and/or deletion of amino acids
must have taken place. However, since insertions and deletions are relatively infrequent
compared to amino acid substitutions, alignments that invoke numerous insertion or
deletion events are less probable than those invoking fewer insertion or deletion events.
Thus an origination penalty can be given more weight than the gap length penalty. With
the addition of an origination penalty of -2, the new scores are 2, 1, and 1. This new
scoring function penalizes new gaps harshly and rewards alignments with consecutive
gaps.
To further distinguish evolutionary events, the mismatch penalty can be
differentiated.

Examination of aligned protein sequences will illustrate that some

substitutions are more likely than others. For example, consider a sequence containing
the amino acid alanine at a particular position. Alanine is a small, hydrophobic amino
acid with a low molecular weight. A substitution with another small, hydrophobic amino
acid with a low molecular weight such as valine will typically have a small impact on the
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function of the protein. However, if alanine was substituted with a large, hydrophilic
amino acid such as tyrosine, the result may have a large impact on the function of the
protein. Every amino acid can be compared based on chemical and physical similarity, or
on observed substitution frequencies in aligned sequences to generate a scoring matrix.
Two commonly used scoring matrices are Point Accepted Mutation (PAM) matrix
(Dayhoff et al., 1987) and the BLOSUM (Blocks Substitution Matrix) matrix (Henikoff
and Henikoff, 1992). The PAM matrix is a 20x20 matrix of amino acids based upon
observed substitution rates among amino acids in closely-related orthologous sequences.
The concept of relative mutability was employed to create the matrix. The relative
mutability of an amino acid is the number of times the amino acid was substituted for
another amino acid in alignments of similar sequences. The matrix is composed of
probabilities that the amino acid in one column is replaced in some row after an interval
of time. A PAM-1 unit corresponds to one substitution per 100 amino acid residues. To
create a PAM-N matrix, the PAM-1 matrix can be multiplied by itself N times. PAM250 is a commonly used matrix that provides estimated substitution rates among amino
acids between sequences that differ by 250 substitutions per 100 amino acid residues.
In addition to the PAM substitution matrix, BLOSUM is commonly used as a
scoring matrix for alignments. An example of the 20x20 BLOSUM matrix can be seen in
Figure 2.8.
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Figure 2.8: Section of the BLOSUM 62 Scoring Matrix (adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

The BLOSUM matrix utilizes groups of aligned related proteins called blocks. Scores of
substitution rates are developed from observing substitutions in blocks. As with PAM
matrices, BLOSUM matrices can be calculated with different degrees of similarity. The
most commonly used BLOSUM matrix is BLOSUM-62 which compares sequences
sharing no more than 62% sequence identity. PAM and BLOSUM matrices can be used
to compare sequences with differing rates of identity.

To further understand the

relationship between these two sequences, Figure 2.9 shows which matrices should be
used when comparing sequences of differing sequence identity.
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Figure 2.9: Relationship between BLOSUM and PAM substitution matrices (adapted from
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

Alignments discussed thus far are considered global alignments.

Global

alignments compare two sequences entirely with a gap penalty regardless of whether gaps
exist internally or externally to one of the sequences. However in cases where searching
involves entire genomes, this is not practical. In fact, molecular biologists often wish to
search for subsequences of the query sequence and/or database sequence that are similar.
This type of search is a local alignment. Consider the following two sequences of amino
acids MKIGKLVIEEGYDEKG and LVIEEGVYKG. While many possible alignments
exist between these two sequences, the optimal alignment is this:
MKIGKLVIEEGYDEKG
-----LVIEEGVY-KG

This alignment reveals matching subsequences between the two longer sequences. When
searching long sequences with thousands or millions of amino acids, global alignments
are not practical. Comparing a particular gene with the entire genome of another
organism is best done with local alignments.
The most accurate method of aligning two sequences is using an exhaustive
search of all possible combinations.

Exhaustive search, however, quickly becomes

intractable with even moderately-sized databases (Agrawal et al., 1993). To solve this
problem, Needleman and Wunsch applied dynamic programming techniques to the
sequence alignment problem (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970). Dynamic programming is
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a method for solving complex problems by breaking a larger problem into subproblems
and combining the subproblems to compute the final result. Dynamic programming
calculates the results of the subproblems using a recursive formula in which each step is
based on previous subproblems.

When two sequences of length n and m are to be

aligned, Needleman and Wunsch’s dynamic programming alignment algorithm can solve
this problem in O(nm) time complexity.
The Needleman-Wunsch algorithm results in a global alignment between the two
sequences. The algorithm was later modified by Smith and Waterman to perform a local
alignment between two sequences (Smith and Waterman, 1981). Sequence search can be
viewed as a local alignment between the query sequence and the entire database.
For any database search result or sequence alignment, there is a possibility that it
has arisen by chance. To analyze the likelihood of an alignment occurring by chance, a
random sequence of amino acid residues is needed. It is expected that the score for
aligning two random sequences would be very low. The number of random sequences
attaining a score above a certain threshold S is known to follow a Poisson distribution
(Karlin and Altschul, 1990). With sequences of length m and n, the expected number of
alignments with a score above a threshold S can be characterized by Equation 2.1.
𝐸𝐸 = 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾𝑒𝑒 −𝜆𝜆𝜆𝜆

Equation 2.1: E-value for score S

This equation also relies on statistical parameters K and λ which are scales for the search
space size and scoring system. Most database search tools provide this “E-value” as a
measure of the statistical significance of each aligned search result. From observing this
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equation, one notes that the E-Value decreases exponentially with respect to the score S
meaning that lower E-values indicate a higher chance that the alignment is statistically
significant.
While Equation 2.1 addresses the statistical significance of two sequences of
length m and n in an alignment, often one sequence is searched against an entire database.
Thus the statistics for database searches must be considered. Popular search algorithms
consider the chance of relatedness from a query sequence to a sequence in the database as
proportional to the sequence length. The entire length of the database is considered to be
a long sequence of size N. The E-value of each match of length n obtained by searching
a database of size N is multiplied by N/n (Altschul and Gish, 1996). Detail describing the
K and λ parameters which are estimated using substitution matrices and gap penalties can
be found in Altschul and Gish, 1996. Since speed is important in database searches,
database search algorithms generally avoid optimal alignment score calculations for all
but the most closely matched sequences.

2.1.7 Database Searches
Database searches involve exploring a database of numerous sequences to find
those that match a given input sequence. As mentioned previously, this can be viewed as
a local alignment between a single, long sequence formed by concatenation of all
sequences in the database, and the query sequence.

One of the most commonly-

employed sequence databases is SWISS-PROT database (Junker et al., 1999) which
contains approximately 167 million amino acid references at the time of this writing. The
results from the search indicate which sequences align well with the input sequence. This
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can lead to inferences about its structure and function and its possible relationship to
sequences in other species.
Efficiency in performing protein sequence alignments is vital when considering
database searches. The number of sequences in SWISS-PROT and GenBank (nucleotide
sequences) continues to grow rapidly (see Figure 2.10). Due to the growing size of
public databases, using an exhaustive method or dynamic programming to solve sequence
alignments is intractable in space and time.

Because of the complexity of optimal

sequence alignment, algorithms using heuristics or indexing techniques are generally
used for database search. While these methods are not guaranteed to find the best
matches, they will generally return most sequences that align well in pairwise comparison
to the query sequence, and will do so in a reasonable time frame.

Figure 2.10: Growth of Sequences in GenBank (adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

Currently, several heuristic algorithms exist to perform database searches and
subsequent sequence alignments. One of the most popular sequence search tools is
BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) developed by Altschul et al. in 1990.
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BLAST breaks down a query sequence into subsequences, called words, of a given
length. The database is searched for occurrences of the query sequence words. When a
match is found, it is extended in both directions beyond the word until a specific
threshold is reached. The extended amino acid residues are included in the score based
on the scoring matrix. The most optimal alignments are returned to the user. A detailed
explanation of BLAST is located in Section 3.3.1. Figure 2.12 illustrates a BLAST
screen shot when searching for an insect globin protein.

Figure 2.12 illustrates an

example of a sequence alignment for a particular non-coding sequence (the ALU-Y
repeat) and a region of Human Chromosome 1. The top sequence is aligned with the
bottom sequence using * to indicate a match and | to indicate a mismatch. Spaces
indicate gaps in the sequence alignment.
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Figure 2.11: BLAST search result web page
GCCGGGCGCGGTGGCTCACGCCTGTAATCCCAGCACTTTGGGAGGCCGAGGCGGGCGGATCACGAGGTCA
***|**|*|**************************************|********|*************
GCCAGGTGTGGTGGCTCACGCCTGTAATCCCAGCACTTTGGGAGGCCAAGGCGGGCAGATCACGAGGTCA

GGAGATCGAGACCATCCTGGCTAACACGGTGAAACCCCGTCTCTACTAAAAATAC--AAAAAATTAGCCG
************************** * *******|******************

************

GGAGATCGAGACCATCCTGGCTAACAGGTTGAAACCTCGTCTCTACTAAAAATACAAAAAAAATTAGCC-

Figure 2.12: Sample sequence alignment for the ALU-Y consensus sequence and Human Chromosome 1 at
position 444334

Variations of the BLAST algorithm have been developed to increase speed and
accuracy.

One such variation is PSI-BLAST (Position Specific Iterated BLAST)
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developed by Altschul et al. in 1997. PSI-BLAST creates a Position Specific Scoring
Matrix (PSSM) from the multiply aligned sequences resulting from an initial BLAST
search. The PSSM is generated based on the frequencies of amino acid substitutions at
each position of the multiple alignment. Positions that are highly conserved will result in
a high score; likewise, low scores are assigned to weakly conserved positions (see
Section 3.3.1). This matrix is refined from each subsequent BLAST search greatly
increasing the sensitivity of BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997). Numerous other search
algorithms have been developed and will be expanded upon in Section 3.3. All of the
“standard” search algorithms presented in Section 3.3 suffer from decreases in search
quality for distant homologs. Section 3 details more popular distant homolog search
algorithms and their strengths and weaknesses.

2.2 Feature Weight Optimization Using Evolutionary Algorithms
The primary objective of this research is to develop an index of sequence-based
properties that will facilitate faster and more accurate searches of protein sequence
databases.

In order to do this, proteins will be characterized by a set of physical,

chemical and sequence features and searching will be based on the degree of similarity
between the features. Since some features can be expected to vary more than others
among homologous proteins, an optimization algorithm is used to assign weights to the
features according to their utility in identifying remote homologs. In this work, the
optimizer is an evolutionary algorithm.
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Evolutionary computation has been utilized to solve a wide variety of problems in
science and engineering.

Genetic algorithms (GA) are a subset of evolutionary

computation inspired by biology to solve optimization problems. The vocabulary and
algorithm the GA employs is based on evolutionary biology. A key advantage of GAs
and other evolutionary methods over other optimization methods (e.g. Monte Carlo
methods, gradient following, etc.) is that evolutionary algorithms maintain a diverse
population of problem solutions.

By maintaining diversity in the search process,

evolutionary algorithms can balance exploration of new solutions with exploitation of
learning during search, while avoiding premature convergence at locally (but not
globally) optimal solutions. GAs represent problem solutions using a structure called a
chromosome which maps a string of values (binary, numeric, or categorical) to a problem
solution. Most genetic algorithm implementations maintain a fixed population size over a
number of iterations (sometimes called generations). First, an initial set of chromosomes
is generated – usually at random. This population of problem solutions then undergoes a
number of iterations consisting of 1) evaluation and ranking, 2) selection, and 3) genetic
operations (for GAs, usually crossover and mutation).
Each iteration, every chromosome in the current population is interpreted as a
problem solution and evaluated. The nature of this evaluation is specific to the problem
being optimized. The objective function that evaluates the solution must determine the
quality of each solution and assign a numeric fitness value to each solution according to
its quality. After all chromosomes have been assigned a fitness value, a subset of the
population is selected to undergo genetic operations.

These operations are the

evolutionary equivalent of mating and offspring generation. A defining feature of genetic
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algorithms is that this selection process is stochastic. Highly fit chromosomes have a
higher probability of selection, but even very poor solutions generally have some chance
of being selected for genetic operations. A wide variety of selection methods have been
explored in the literature (Holland, 1975, Goldberg and Deb, 1991, Miller and Goldberg,
1996).
Chromosomes selected for mating can undergo a variety of genetic operators. By
generating new problem solutions based on previous solutions, it is these operators that
perform the actual search of the GA. The various classes of evolutionary algorithms
[genetic algorithms (Holland, 1975), evolutionary computation (Fogel et al., 1966)
evolution strategies (Rechenberg, 1971, Rechenberg, 1994, Schwefel, 1975), etc.] are
distinguished in part by the genetic operators they most commonly employ. For genetic
algorithms, the most common operations are mutation and crossover. Mutation involves
modifying a random number of elements in a chromosome. Various types of mutation
are used and explained in Section 3.2. Mutation creates chromosomes with new values to
provide better solutions to the optimization problem.
In addition to mutation, chromosomes are recombined using a probabilistic
scheme.

Two parent chromosomes may be recombined using biological crossover

similar to actual reproduction. In crossover, sections of one chromosome are swapped
with sections of another. This provides opportunity for a child chromosome to be a better
solution than either of the parent chromosomes if the best elements of the parent
chromosomes are combined to create the child chromosome. Various types of crossover
are explained in Section 3.2.
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The genetic algorithm will continue until a termination condition is met.
Depending on the fitness of the chromosomes (see Section 3.2), a specific value may be
required before termination. The genetic algorithm may also halt after a maximum
number of iterations have been reached. More details on the history and implementation
of GAs are provided in Section 3.2.
In order to reveal relationships between distant homologs, a GA was applied to
several features to discover which ones had the greatest impact on determining whether
two sequences were related. These features comprised the chromosomes of the GA and
were based on the research of Hobohm and Sander and their PropSearch program
(Hobohm and Sander, 1995).

Hobohm and Sander identified several properties for

sequence comparison, such as sequence length, molecular weight, percent composition of
tiny residues, etc. Their work was extended in this research to improve search accuracy
for distantly related homologs and the details of the GA are explained in detail in Section
4.
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3 Literature Review
Numerous techniques have been developed, tested, and reported in the literature
for searching protein sequence databases.

Current methods are described below

including a section on the latest trends in remote homology detection algorithms.

3.1 Search Algorithms
A variety of search algorithms have been developed to reduce query time while
continuing to return accurate results.

Several search algorithms are reviewed, each

providing a significant increase in speed over a complete dynamic programming solution
such as the Needleman Wunsch or Smith Waterman algorithms.
Wilbur and Lipman proposed an algorithm in 1982 to improve search speed for
nucleic acid and protein databases.

Their algorithm utilizes k-tuples to match two

sequences. This is accomplished by locating all matches of length k between the two
sequences, and considering only those that occur in a specified window space. The
window space is a region around the most significant diagonals in the comparison.
Diagonals are considered significant if they have a number of k-tuple matches that falls a
certain number of standard deviations above the mean for all diagonals with k-tuple
matches (Wilbur and Lipman, 1983). After the significant diagonals are determined, a
Needleman Wunsch alignment is performed. This algorithm greatly increases speed by
reducing the size of the input sequences for the Needleman Wunsch alignment.
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Later, Orcutt and Barker describe a novel method for identifying similar protein
sequences within protein sequence databases. Each tripeptide in the protein database is
assigned a unique position number as its index. To search for a match to a string of
residues, the search string is separated into sets of three residues. The positions are
compared with the index to find identical locations. For example, to search for CPGC,
the string is split to CPG and PGC. A match exists if at position n CPG occurs and at
position n+1 PGC occurs (Orcutt and Barker, 1984).

This method allows for

substitutions but not gaps. Also, the search sequence must be less than 25 amino acids to
obtain results quickly. If larger search sequences are needed, the original sequence must
be split into shorter sequences and searched individually. In addition, the preprocessing
of the database requires a great deal of time and storage space. Even so, exact matches
can be returned very quickly.
In sets of unaligned sequences, it may be useful to identify specific functional
elements. Wolfertstetter et al. describe such a search algorithm. This algorithm, named
CoreSearch, identifies functional elements such as protein binding sites represented by
short cores such as a TATA box. A TATA box is a sequence in eukaryotic genes that is
rich in adenine and thymine residues (Klug and Cummings, 1997). CoreSearch analyzes
a set of nucleic acid sequences for common elements based on a search for n-tuples,
which occur in at least a percentage of the given sequences (Wolfertstetter et al., 1996).
A tuple set and position set are generated and limited based on several indices. The
position set allows the tuple flanking bases to be taken into account. CoreSearch is useful
for LTR (long terminal repeat) sequences that have well defined elements.
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One

limitation of CoreSearch is that it can only analyze 20-30 sequences at a time. However,
it is a useful tool as an accompaniment to a search tool such as FASTA.
Once a search tool yields a collection of sequences aligned to the query sequence,
a method for determining the statistical significance of these matches must be applied. A
general scoring scheme can reflect biophysical properties such as charge, volume,
hydrophobicity or secondary structure potential. Karlin and Altschul use a random first
order Markov model to precisely define the statistical significance using mathematical
formulas in high scoring regions (Karlin and Altschul, 1990). They outline a scoring
system that uses a maximal segment score, which is the segment of a sequence alignment
with the greatest additive score. The score associated with each letter is based on the
frequency with which the letter appears by chance and the letter’s implicit target
frequency. So a set of scores for target frequencies must be developed based on the
letter’s distribution in regions of interest. In addition, the composition of high scoring
chance segments is important in selecting the scores, and allows for the optimal set of
scores. A scoring matrix should also be able to differentiate between subalignments that
are similar by chance and those that are similar by descent. Karlin and Altschul propose
that the PAM-250 protein comparison matrix is the best approach due to its loglikelihood character. A log-likelihood matrix refers to the fact that the entries of the
matrix are based on the log of the substitution probability computed individually for each
amino acid (Krane and Raymer, 2003). Accurately determining statistical significance
between sequences is vital for comparison purposes.
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3.2 Genetic Algorithms
The simulation of natural evolution to solve optimization problems is known as
evolutionary computation. Since its initial use in the 1960s, evolutionary computation
has become a powerful problem solving tool.

While evolutionary computation is

composed of many subfields such as genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies
(Schwefel, 1971), evolutionary programming (Fogel et al., 1966), genetic programming
(Koza, 1990) and classifier systems, only the history of genetic algorithms will be
explored here.
In 1975 John Holland introduced the concept of genetic algorithms to solve
complex problems using natural selection (Holland, 1975). Genetic algorithms (GA) are
inspired by evolutionary biology. They attempt to implement genetic operators that
mimic evolutionary processes such as inheritance, selection, mutation, and crossover, and
have been used in a wide variety of optimization applications (Eshelman, 2000).
Holland's original algorithm utilized bitstrings to represent a problem; these structures of
bitstrings are referred to as chromosomes.

Each chromosome represents a possible

solution to the optimization problem being explored. Fitness values are assigned to these
chromosomes according to an objective function that evaluates the quality of the solution
represented by the chromosome. Since Holland’s initial bitstring experiments, many
other representations, such as integers and real numbers have been explored. The initial
population of chromosomes is generated randomly and the fitness of each chromosome is
evaluated. Some individual chromosomes are selected for mating and these produce
offspring. The offspring will undergo mutation and crossover with probabilities such that
they may be significantly different from the parent chromosomes. However, with low
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enough probabilities, the offspring may be identical to the parent chromosomes. A new
population of chromosomes is produced and the process iterates until a stopping
condition is met. The pseudocode for a genetic algorithm is as follows (Eshelman, 2000):
begin
t=0;
Initialize P(t);
while termination condition not satisified do
begin
t=t+1;
select_for_reproduction C(t) from P(t-1);
recombine and mutate structures in C(t) forming C'(t);
evaluate structures in C'(t);
select survivors P(t) from C'(t) and P(t-1);
end
end

In this pseudocode, the variable t indicates the iteration the GA is currently
running.

P(t) are the parent chromosomes at iteration t and C(t) are the children

chromosomes. When C(t) is mutated and recombined, C'(t) is formed. This represents
the next generation to undergo the algorithm. The stopping condition can be based on
any number of factors. For example, the termination condition can occur when a desired
fitness level is attained, after a specific number of iterations, when the fitness has reached
a plateau such that successive iterations do not improve on the fitness, or by human
inspection.

3.2.1 Selection Techniques
To select chromosomes for the next generation, a wide variety of selection
schemes have been proposed, including ranking, fitness proportionate, and tournament
selection methods (Goldberg and Deb, 1991). Each of these methods imparts varying
degrees of selection pressure. Selection pressure indicates the extent to which high
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ranking or high fitness chromosomes are favored (Miller and Goldberg, 1996). With high
selection pressure, those chromosomes with a higher fitness tend to reproduce more
often. This leads to a faster convergence rate of the GA, and sometimes to population
convergence at a local optimum that is not the globally best solution. Low selection
pressure results in a slower convergence rate, which can be helpful in deceptive search
problems.
In the ranking selection scheme (also known as elite selection), all chromosomes
are sorted by fitness and individuals are copied based on an assignment function (Baker,
1985). Generally the assignment function is defined from the best chromosome to a
fraction of the current population.

Thus, ranking selection places a high selection

pressure on the GA.
Fitness proportionate selection methods (roulette wheel) assign a probability to
chromosomes and select chromosomes for reproduction based on a proportionate scheme
(Goldberg, 1989). Each chromosome can be selected for reproduction based
proportionally on its fitness. Thus even chromosomes with lower fitness values have a
chance to be selected.

Each chromosome is selected independently of previous

chromosomes and may or may not participate in future tournaments.

Fitness

proportionate selection methods have a lower selection pressure than elite selection.
A third commonly used selection scheme is tournament selection. In tournament
selection, a group of chromosomes known as a tournament is selected randomly from the
entire population. The chromosome with the highest fitness in the tournament is chosen
for reproduction. Tournament sizes can be increased to apply more selection pressure on
the GA (Miller and Goldberg, 1996).
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3.2.2 Genetic Operators
After chromosomes are selected, the mutation and crossover genetic operators are
applied to the parent chromosomes to produce chromosomes for the next generation
(children). Mutation is simply the process of selecting one or more random elements from
the chromosome and making random changes to them. For a binary chromosome, for
example, one or more bits might be selected at random and inverted. For numeric
chromosomes, a zero-mean Gaussian deviate with a fixed variance might be added to the
current value. An upper or lower boundary to the value of the mutated weight may be
added to reduce variation. Mutation in genetic algorithms mimics point mutation in
biological reproduction. The rate of mutation is generally low (at most a few bits per
chromosome) as a high mutation rate may cause a good solution to be lost. Increasing
the mutation rate is one method for maintaining diversity in a population and avoiding
premature convergence at local optima (Eshelman, 2000).
In addition to mutation, chromosomes are recombined using a probabilistic
scheme.

Two parent chromosomes may be recombined using biological crossover

similar to actual reproduction (Eshelman, 1991). Chromosomes may be recombined
using a variety of techniques. One point crossover involves exchanging elements at a
single point between parent chromosomes to produce children for the next generation
(see Figure 3.1).
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Parent 1:
Parent 2:
Child 1:
Child 2:
One point crossover
Figure 3.1: One point crossover in genetic algorithms

For two point crossover, like one point crossover, two points are chosen and the elements
between those two points are exchanged between the parent chromosomes to produce
children (see Figure 3.2).

Parent 1:
Parent 2:
Child 1:
Child 2:
Two point crossover
Figure 3.2: Two point crossover in genetic algorithms

One point and two point crossover mimics biological reproduction by retaining
contiguous elements for the next generation. Even so, uniform crossover is also used to
produce children for the next generation. Uniform crossover involves swapping random
elements of the chromosome based on a specific probability. PMX or partially mapped
crossover initially acts as two point crossover by exchanging elements within two points;
however the remaining elements are exchanged using a position specific approach
(Goldberg and Lingle, 1985, Starkweather et al., 1991). PMX crossover is best for
categorical or permutation problems in which each element in a chromosome occurs only
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one time. Each type of crossover is used frequently as a genetic operator for genetic
algorithms.

3.3 Remote Homology Detection
Remote homology detection or superfamily classification deals with assigning a
superfamily to an unknown protein sequence with low sequence identity to its related
sequences. As mentioned in Section 1.1, protein sequences with less than 25% sequence
identity which are actually homologs are described as being in the "twilight zone". These
sequences are of great interest to molecular biologists yet many sequence identity
programs miss finding these homologs. Remote homology detection algorithms can be
grouped into six distinct techniques. These methods fall under the following categories:
pairwise search (sequence based), profile based, motif based, Hidden Markov Models,
support vector machines, and unique methods. These techniques will be explored below.

3.3.1 Pairwise Search
Several alignment search tools exist that facilitate sequence comparison.
However, in biological sequence comparison there is a tradeoff between sensitivity and
selectivity. Two of the most popular tools used for sequence alignment are BLAST and
FASTA.
In 1988, Pearson and Lipman proposed three computational search tools for the
purpose of comparing protein and DNA sequences. Their tools are known as FASTA,
FASTP, and LFASTA. FASTP, their original method, is a program for searching amino
acid sequence databases. FASTP uses a lookup table to find identities between two
amino acid sequences and scores them using a scoring matrix. The best scoring region
signifies the pairwise identity between the two sequences. This algorithm decreased the
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time required to search the National Biomedical Research Foundation protein database by
two orders of magnitude (Pearson and Lipman, 1988). FASTA is a more sensitive
version of FASTP and can translate a DNA database as it searches through it to compare
it to a protein sequence. FASTA improves on the FASTP algorithm’s pairwise alignment
result. FASTA joins regions and adds a join penalty, which can be characterized as a gap
penalty. LFASTA finds areas of local identity and displays those sequences with scores
greater than a threshold.

Four steps are used to determine a pairwise identity score in

these programs. Much of the time benefit over exhaustive search (such as a full Smith
Waterman alignment) occurs in the first step, which utilizes a lookup table to obtain
identities. A ktup parameter determines the number of consecutive identities required in
a match. The second step rescores the identities using a scoring matrix. A PAM250
matrix is used for both protein sequences and DNA sequences since they are translated
“on-the-fly” to amino acid sequences using FASTA. In the third step, a joining penalty
similar to a gap penalty is assigned to calculate the optimal alignment (in FASTA only).
The optimal alignment is calculated as a combination of compatible regions with
maximal score. The final step aligns the high scoring regions using an optimization
method similar to the Needleman and Wunsch algorithm. Accompanying FASTA is an
evaluation tool, known as RDF2 that can assess the statistical significance of matches.
RDF2 compares one sequence with randomly permuted versions of the potentially related
sequence. Even so, spurious tuples can be generated due to locally biased amino acid or
nucleotide compositions or to A+T or G+C rich regions in the DNA. In order to prevent
this, a Monte Carlo shuffle analysis creates random sequences by taking each residue
from one sequence and randomly placing it along the other sequence. FASTA, FASTP,
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and LFASTA produce accurate results since at each step they incorporate an implicit
model of molecular evolution by guaranteeing that the optimality of the alignment is
based on a set of scoring rules.
BLAST or Basic Local Alignment Search Tool, like FASTA, compares protein
and DNA sequences. It uses a simple scoring scheme for evaluating alignments in which
identities are scored as +5 and mismatches as –4. BLAST begins its search process by
comparing the query sequence with the entire database in search of maximal segment
pairs. The maximal segment pair is the highest scoring pair of identical length segments
chosen from two sequences. This maximal segment pair is a measure of local identity
between two sequences. This segment pair is locally maximal if its score cannot be
improved by extending both segments. BLAST reduces computation time by limiting
results to those consisting of segment pairs whose score is above some threshold T. In
order to save space, the database is compressed by packing 4 nucleotides into a single
byte. Since there are 4 possible nucleotides, a two bit code is used to represent each
possibility. By loading the compressed database completely into memory, substantial
time savings can be achieved. While BLAST database searches can sometimes result in
spurious tuples, it can scan at 2x106 bases/sec (Altschul et al., 1990).
Another algorithm, named WORDUP, utilizes a first order Markov model to
isolate short nucleotide sequences. These sequences can be promoters, introns, enhancers
and DNA binding proteins, which tend to be short but not homologous. Words within
sequences are considered statistically significant by comparing the expected and observed
number of sequences, which contain the word at least once (Pesole, et al., 1992).
Several query sequences are submitted to WORDUP.
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Rather than performing an

alignment, WORDUP will return a list of sequence motifs that are significantly shared
between all query sequences. All words with an expected number of occurrences value
above a given threshold are considered in the results.
In 2002, Yu and Hwa proposed a modification to sequence alignments to make
the calculation of match statistics more computationally tractable.

Their alignment is a

hybrid of Smith Waterman and a probabilistic local alignment algorithm. The goal of the
hybrid algorithm is a high performance algorithm with well characterized null statistics.
Using this hybrid alignment with key parameters taking on an asymptotic value of 1
removes the need for time-intensive computer simulations needed to assign P-values to
alignment scores. Thus computation time is saved by having well characterized statistics.
Even so, computational time for alignment scales as the products of the lengths of the
sequences for this algorithm making search computationally expensive (Yu and Hwa,
2002).
To improve upon BLAST and PSI-BLAST (see Section 3.3.2), Espadaler et al.
introduced protein interactions as another step to remote homology detection with PSIBLAST.

Their approach combined protein interactions identified using the DIP

(Database of Interacting Proteins) and SCOP (Structural Classification of Proteins) to
improve PSI-BLAST's ability to recognize remote homologs. The authors used the
commutative nature of protein interaction to assume that proteins connected to another
protein (protein X) are considered partners. Protein X will be partners with proteins at
different levels (those connected to other proteins). The authors considered four levels of
protein linkage. Their algorithm of assigning a fold to a family consists of five steps:
1. A profile is constructed using PSI-BLAST of the query sequence
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2. Query homologs are detected in the DIP-SCOP using the profile from step 1
3. Partners of the query at levels 1-4 are extracted by using reference links
4. The sets of partners are grouped into four main groups: set of partners at level 2,
union of partners at levels 1 and 2, union of partners at 2 and 4, union of partners at
1,2,3,4
5. Members of each of the groups are ranked based on the E-Value calculated in step 2.
The authors of this method define specificity as the number of true positives returned
divided by the number of total true positives. They note that the specificity for an EValue less than 1 is 75% for their method whereas it is 54% by PSI-BLAST alone. A
disadvantage of this method is that it cannot correctly assign a fold to a protein sequence
when no experimental data about protein interactions exist. Thus this method cannot be
used as a general sequence comparison method for remote homolog detection (Espadaler
et al., 2005).

3.3.2 Profile Based Methods
Profile methods combine a family of sequences into a single profile that best
represents the probability of a specific amino acid occurring at a certain position. A
sequence is aligned to a profile yielding an alignment score. Those sequences generating
high scores can be classified into the profile family to which they were aligned. Authors
of this approach claim that it yields greater sensitivity than pairwise methods.
In 1987, Gribskov et al. introduced profile analysis for detection of remote
homologs.

A position specific scoring table (profile) is created from a group of

sequences previously aligned by structural or sequence identity. This profile represents
the fold as a position dependent scoring matrix with the probability that each amino acid
can fit in the fold. A group of such sequences of functionally related proteins that have
been aligned is called a probe. The profile is 21 columns by N rows, with N being the
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length of the probe. The one additional column contains a penalty for insertions or
deletions at that position.

A sequence is compared to the profile using dynamic

programming methods such as Smith Waterman. A score is read from the column of the
profile corresponding to the amino acid residue in the target sequence and the row
corresponding to the position in the probe. An advantage of this method is that any
number of known sequences can be used to construct the profile, which allows more
information to be used in the testing of the target sequence than with pairwise alignments.
The authors tested this profile method using FASTP and found that it was able to select
244 of 271 globins in their test database as homologs.
One year later, Henikoff et al. created a blocks database containing multiple
alignments representing conserved regions of proteins for distant homology detection.
Protein or nucleotide query sequences are searched against blocks which are converted to
PSSM's. Results are reported based on a local measure of identity for single blocks and a
global measure with multiple blocks. The high-scoring hits using PSSMs from Blocks
substantially outperformed BLAST and Smith Waterman searching using singlesequence representations. However, highly simplified representations of motifs, such as
PROSITE (Hulo et al., 2006) patterns performed worse overall than single sequence
searching using BLAST.
As an improvement to BLAST, Gapped BLAST and PSI-BLAST were introduced
in 1997. In order to increase speed, the original BLAST algorithm was modified to use a
‘two-hit’ method when extending the word pairs and the threshold T was lowered. The
‘two-hit’ method requires two non-overlapping word pairs on the same diagonal in order
to extend the sequence. These sequences must occur within a window of size A. Another
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improvement was the ability to generate gapped alignments by using dynamic
programming to extend a central pair of aligned residues in both directions (Altschul et
al., 1997). PSI-BLAST or Position Specific Iterated BLAST improves search specificity
by considering evolutionary conservation of specific positions within a sequence. PSIBLAST uses the Gapped BLAST algorithm to generate a position-specific scoring
matrix, or PSSM, that represents the probability that each amino acid or nucleotide will
appear in a specific position of a set of multiply-aligned homologous sequences. To
generate a PSSM, first a multiple alignment must be generated for the target sequence.
For example, the first twenty amino acids of the sequence for the bovine ATPase defined
as 1H8E_1 are: AYWRQAGLSYIRYSQICAKA.

The multiple alignment for this sequence is

shown in Figure 3.3.

1H8E_I
gi 75029848
gi 82089825
gi 74694979
gi 74956688
gi 74824620
gi 74606648
gi 74610948
gi 416683
gi 74699655

2
2
3
2
2
3
2
9
2
4

10
20
....*....|....*....|
AYWRQAGLSYIRYSQICAKA
TYRRTAGPTYLQFSSIAAKA
AYWRQAGLSYIRYSQICAKA
SAWRKAGLTYNSYLAVAART
VAWRAAGLNYVRYSQIAAEI
AYWRQAGLNYLQFSRIASNT
STWRKAGLTFNNYVSVAANT
TAWRKAGLSYSSFLAIAART
SAWRKAGISYAAYLNVAAQA
ASWRAH-FTFNKYTAICARA

Figure 3.3: Multiple alignment for 1H8E_1

A PSSM is generated from this multiple alignment by calculating the frequency by which
each amino acid appears. Table 1 illustrates the PSSM for 1H8E_1. The table is an nx20
matrix where n is the length of the sequence. For the case of 1H8E_1, the sequence
length is 20 amino acids. All amino acids are listed in the first row of the table. The
value in each cell of the matrix corresponds to the percentage by which the amino acid in
the first row appears in the position listed in the first column. When an amino acid
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appears in all sequences of the multiple alignment, its PSSM value for that position is
100. For example, in the alignment of 1H8E_1, position 4 contains an arginine (R) in
each sequence. Therefore, in the matrix the cell for arginine at position 4 is 100. In
contrast, position 17 contains 3 cysteine residues (C) and 7 alanine residues (A). At
position 17 in the C column the value is 30 and at position 17 in the A column the value
is 70. While the actual sequence 1H8E_1 contains a cysteine at position 17, more alanine
residues appear in the multiple alignment and thus alanine has a higher frequency for that
position.

A
Y
W
R
Q
A
G
L
S
Y
I
R
Y
S
Q
I
C
A
K
A

A
40
40
0
0
20
90
100
0
0
0
10
10
0
0
30
0
70
90
0
50

G
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
70
0
0
0
10

L
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
70
0
0
20
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0

V
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
10
0
30
0
0
0
0

M
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

F
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
20
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

W
0
0
90
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

P
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

C
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0

S
30
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
40
0
10
20
0
50
20
0
0
10
0
0

T
20
10
0
0
10
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
40

Y
0
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
80
0
0
70
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

N
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
30
10
0
0
10
0
0
0
20
0

Q
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
30
0
0
0
10
0

H
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

K
0
0
0
0
40
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0

R
0
0
10
100
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
10
0
0
0
30
0

D
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

E
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
10
0

Table 1: PSSM for 1H8E_1

Positions in the matrix that are highly conserved have high scores and weakly
conserved positions have low or near zero scores. The PSSM generated from the first
Gapped BLAST search is then used as the basis for a scoring matrix for a second gapped
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BLAST search, which produces another set of homologous sequences that can be aligned
and used to further refine the original PSSM.

PSI-BLAST continues until no new

sequences are found or a user defined stopping criteria is reached.

The resulting

algorithm has been shown to outperform Gapped BLAST in terms of search specificity.
Even with the addition of these extra features to increase sensitivity, Gapped BLAST
performs three times faster than the original BLAST program; however PSI-BLAST is
significantly slower than BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997).
Tang et al. (2003) proposed a method of protein homology detection using hybrid
profiles. This method combined sequence, secondary and tertiary structure into hybrid
profiles and named it HMAP (Hybrid Multidimensional Alignment Profiles).

The

effectiveness of the profile is analyzed by its ability to detect true positives as defined by
being in the same SCOP (Murzin et al., 1995) superfamily or fold or by being structurally
related as defined by a threshold PSD score of greater than 2. The authors compared
HMAP to CLUSTALW (Thompson et al., 1994) rather than PSI-BLAST to focus on
global rather than local alignments. A five-fold improvement was seen in the accuracy
of HMAP showing that secondary structure information strongly enhances sensitivity for
homology detection. One challenge the authors noted was finding good gap penalties
when using profile methods for alignment and homology detection.

3.3.3 Motif Based Methods
In biology, a motif is a sequence of nucleotides or amino acid residues forming a
pattern.

One example of a motif is "N followed by anything but P, followed by either S

or T, followed by anything but P." Pattern matching with regular expressions is often
used to discover motifs in sequence searching.
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In 1994, Bailey and Elkan introduced the consideration of motifs to the process of
sequence search. Their algorithm, titled MEME (Multiple Em for Motif Elicitation),
determines one or more motifs in a collection of DNA or protein sequences by using
expectation maximization.

The input consists of a set of sequences and a number

specifying the width of the motifs. The algorithm returns a model of each motif and a
threshold which can be used as a Bayes-optimal classifier to search for the motif in other
databases. MEME was analyzed by using the motifs found during a single run of MEME
to classify the dataset from which they were learned. The two measures employed by the
authors for evaluation of their algorithm are recall and precision defined by Equation 3.1
and Equation 3.2.
𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷𝑷 =
𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹𝑹 =

𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 + 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑
Equation 3.1: Precision

𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑
𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕 𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑𝒑 + 𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇𝒇 𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏𝒏
Equation 3.2: Recall

The authors found that MEME finds all known motifs with recall and precision of
0.6.

Even so, MEME is subject to noise, which are sequences in the dataset not

containing the motif. The authors noted that MEME can tolerate noise for some motifs
but weaker motifs require less noise in the dataset (Bailey and Elkan, 1994).
Four years later, Bailey and Gribskov (1998) improved upon MEME by using pvalues to improve classification of new proteins. Each piece of evidence for a potential
family member is expressed as a p-value and then the product of these p-values is used to
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determine membership in a particular family. The p-value of a match score of a query
sequence is the probability of observing a match score at least as good when the motif is
compared to a random sequence. Thus a small p-value is strong evidence for family
membership. Classification accuracy is shown to be superior when using p-values.

3.3.4 Hidden Markov Models for Detecting Remote Homologs
Hidden Markov models (HMM) are statistical models that describe a series of
observations of a partially observable stochastic process. HMMs are used frequently in
speech recognition in which the observations are sounds forming a word. A hidden
Markov model for speech can generate every possible sound sequence with some
probability, but combinations of phenomes that form words are assigned much higher
probabilities than nonsensical sounds. The alphabet in a speech recognition model is the
set of phenomes for a particular language; in a biological model the alphabet is twenty
amino acids.
HMMs were introduced to biology by Krogh et al. (1994) in "Hidden Markov
Models in Computational Biology: Applications to Protein Modeling". A HMM portrays
the consensus sequence of a protein family so that relationships between a new sequence
and the protein family can be easily identified. The authors generated HMMs on three
protein families with the same overall three dimensional structures but widely divergent
sequences. These were globins (whole proteins), protein kinase catalytic domain (250300 residues), and the EF-hand calcium binding motif (29 residues).

The HMM

describes a set of positions that define the conserved sequence for a given family of
proteins. Krogh’s HMMs contain a sequence of M states (match states) that correspond
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to a position in a protein. Each of these states can produce a letter x from the 20 letter
amino acid alphabet according to a probability distribution. From each state, three
possible transitions to other states exist as can be seen in Figure 3.4. Transitions to match
or delete states always move forward in the model whereas transitions to insert states do
not. Transition probabilities exist for each state in the model, and these parameters for the
HMM are estimated from a training set of unaligned sequences using an expectation
maximization algorithm. Building models to search for a motif requires the HMM to
have initial and final match states that do not match any amino acid. Two new insert
states iB and iE are also introduced to the model corresponding to those amino acids
before the domain and those at the end of the motif respectively.

Figure 3.4: Example Hidden Markov Model illustrating states and transitions. Adapted from Hughey and
Krogh, 1996

Once the model is built from the unaligned sequences, a multiple alignment of the
sequence can be generated using dynamic programming. An advantage of HMMs is that
it takes into account a large amount of statistical information in matching a sequence,
weighing this information properly rather than relying on strict matching rules as other
sequence searching techniques use. The HMMs were evaluated for the three protein
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families on the alignment produced as well as the ability to discriminate between the
protein family and non-family members. The authors noted that the HMM performed
very well for full protein searches (globin family), however for the protein kinase
catalytic domains it performed generally better than PROSITE in discrimination tests. A
disadvantage of HMMs is that some interactions in proteins are not easily modeled by
HMMs.

For example, pairwise correlations between amino acid sequences that are

widely separated in the primary sequence but have similar three dimensional structures
are computationally intractable.
Hughey and Krogh extended the work of Krogh et al. (1994) by adding
regularizers, dynamic model modifications, and free insertion modules. Regularization is
a method to avoid overfitting the data and is connected to the prior distribution in
Bayesian statistics. When a model is overfit it represents the training data well but will
not fit sequences from the same family. The regularization adds a number alpha for each
parameter in the model, and when the number of sequences is small compared to alpha
(such as when there is little training data), the regularizer determines the parameter. For
example, the penalty for starting a deletion is generally larger than continuing a deletion.
The prior belief that matches to delete transitions are less probable than delete to delete
transitions can be built into the HMM. In addition to regularizers, dynamic model
modification is also implemented to improve HMM accuracy. To prevent the HMM
from ending up in a local maxima, the algorithm is started several times from different
initial models. The resulting models represent different local maxima, and the one with
the highest likelihood is chosen. The third extension occurs when generating a HMM for
a domain. The HMM must be augmented by insertion states at both ends of the domain
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that have no preference for which letters are to be inserted. These flanking modules are
called free insertion modules since the transition probability in the insert state is set to 1.
These enhancements to the original HMM paper introduced by Krogh et al. (1994) were
tested using the SH2 domain of length 100. A search was made of the SWISS-PROT
database and all 88 sequences with the SH2 domain were retrieved using the model when
a cutoff threshold score was used. Retrieving all sequences for the SH2 domain is a
significant improvement of HMMs in sequence searching. The authors state that this
improved version of HMMs resolves many of the shortcomings stated in the previous
paper for a more robust design.
Karplus et al. (1998) introduced SAM-T98, a method optimized to recognize
sequences within the same protein superfamilies. This method starts with a single query
sequence and iteratively builds a HMM from the sequence and homologs found using the
nonredundant protein database by using WU-BLASTP (Altschul and Gish, 1996), a
sensitive gapped protein BLAST. Two sets of potential homologs are produced, one with
very close homologs E<.00003 and one of possible homologs E<500. SAM-T98 uses
four iterations of a selection, training, and alignment procedure. From the alignment and
regularizer an HMM is built and used to score the set of sequences. Those sequences
scoring better than a threshold value are used to estimate a new HMM. Building the
HMM is an involved process and requires substantial computing time. Even so, SAMT98 performed significantly better than WU-BLAST and DOUBLE-BLAST (Park et al.,
1997). SAM-T98 considers a pair of sequences to be homologous if both sequences are
in the same SCOP superfamily. In a test using the FSSP database to ensure that no two
sequences had greater than 40% sequence identity, WU-BLAST was able to retrieve 148
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true positives, DOUBLE-BLAST retrieved 233 true positives, and SAM-T98 gathered
256 true positives. This data was observed at a minimum error point (no false positives)
and is illustrated in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Comparison plot between SAM, WU-BLAST, and DOUBLE-BLAST. Adapted from Karplus et al.,
1997

Griffiths-Jones and Bateman (2002) tested the accuracy of HMMs in detecting
remote homologs when structural information was added to the HMM. They compared
the sensitivity and specificity of profile HMMs constructed using structural alignment
and those made with sequence only alignments.

Families were aligned using

CLUSTALW for multiple sequence alignment after which a HMM was built from each
of these differently aligned families and used to search sequence databases. The authors
noted that models based on sequence only alignments match the performance of structure
based alignments. Structural alignments do not increase the sensitivity of HMM's even in
the lower sequence identity range (less than 30%). Even so, the authors noted that
PSSMs outperformed purely sequence based methods.
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3.3.5 Support Vector Machines for Detecting Remote Homologs
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) are classification methods used in both linear
and nonlinear machine learning. The goal of SVM's is to determine the hyperplane that
achieves the maximum separation distance between two parallel hyperplanes mapped
from input data. When the dot product of the hyperplanes is replaced by a non-linear
kernel, the algorithm can be fit in a specific feature space.
The first authors to introduce the concept of SVMs to remote homologs were
Jaakola, Diekhans, and Haussler (1999). Their implementation involved an SVM using a
kernel derived from an HMM. Their program, named SVM-Fisher uses an HMM trained
to a set of family members to model a given protein family. This HMM is used to map
each new protein sequence into a fixed length vector which is its Fisher score. Then the
kernel function is computed on the basis of the Euclidean distance between the score
vector for the example protein and for known examples of the protein family. The
HMMs were developed by SAM-T98. The authors used the rate of false positives (RFP)
to compare different methods. The maximum RFP for BLAST was 0.867, SAM-T98 was
0.568, and for SVM-Fisher 0.051. Thus SVM-Fisher yielded a much lower false positive
rate than BLAST or SAM-T98. However, since SVM-Fisher uses the HMMs generated
from SAM, if a limited training set is used, the model is less accurate.
Liao and Noble (2002) extended the work of Jaakola et al. (1999) by using a
pairwise sequence identity algorithm in place of the HMM in the SVM-Fisher method to
yield more accurate results. Their work, titled SVM-pairwise utilized a protein vector
representation as a list of pairwise sequence identity scores. This method is simpler, as it
does not require a multiple sequence alignment to generate the HMM. As with the SVM55

Fisher method, a training set was mapped into high dimensional feature space and a plane
was located in that space separating the protein family sequences from the non-protein
family sequences. SVM-pairwise uses the plane to predict the classification of a new
sequence example by mapping it into the feature space. From the authors' analysis,
SVM-pairwise outperformed SVM-Fisher as well as PSI-BLAST. Unfortunately, the
SVM optimization runs on the order of O(n2), and the vectorization runs on the order of
O(m2), with n representing the number of training set examples, and m representing the
length of the longest training sequence.

Thus SVM-pairwise is computationally

expensive with a running time of O(n2m2).
Later work has attempted to compute a kernel efficiently by using motifs. Benhur and Brutlag (2003) used motif content as the kernel for an SVM classifier, and
computed the kernel as a dot product between sparse vectors. The database was stored in
a trie (Knuth, 1998) to improve efficiency. The authors used the ASTRAL (Brenner,
2000) database to test their method. From their results, the motif kernel shows similarity
between families whereas none were detected using pairwise sequence identity as the
kernel.

3.3.6 Other Methods
A novel method for searching protein databases was proposed by Hobohm and
Sander (1995) dealing with protein sequence dissimilarity. Protein sequence dissimilarity
is measured by a weighted sum of differences of compositional properties such as singlet
and doublet amino acid composition, molecular weight, and sequence length. In this type
of search the researcher can gain functional or structural information about the sequence.
This tool, named PropSearch used a system to classify proteins into 620 families with
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90% accuracy (Hobohm and Sander, 1995). It assumed that similar structure means
similar function, which tends to be true (Klug and Cummings, 1997). The authors
showed that sequence length and molecular weight are highly conserved properties
within protein families. A protein sequence was characterized by several numerical
values calculated from amino acid content, physical properties such as average
hydrophobicity, average charge and amino acid residue content. These numerical values
were optimized using a genetic algorithm. This tool is useful to detect remote homologs
and other sequences that may not be detectable by FASTA or another search tool.
Another new method for detecting remote homologs involves biological literature.
Several researchers have explored this area by using scientific literature associated with
the sequences. Andrade and Valencia (1997) introduced this concept by using keywords
from MEDLINE abstracts. MacCallum et al. (2000) created a program called SAWTED:
Structured Assignment with Text Descriptions that enhances PSI-BLAST by comparing
text of SWISS-PROT comments and keywords with poor scoring hits. The score between
two SWISS-PROT records is compared using a vector cosine model. Further work in this
subject was done by Chang et al. (2003) in which the authors modified the PSI-BLAST
algorithm to use literature similarity in each iteration. The authors created a database of
sequences that are associated based on word content in biological literature. For each
PSI-BLAST iteration, sequences with poor literature similarity to the query sequence
were removed from the list of possible homologs.

While this method improved

performance with some families, with others the performance remained the same. Even
so, the authors found that PSI-BLAST alone yielded a 33% recall and 84% precision, and
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with the inclusion of the biological literature the results were 32% recall and 95%
precision. Thus the sensitivity was maintained while precision was improved.
The problem of remote homology detection has received a great amount of
attention and research. Innovations have improved the accuracy of classifying proteins
into a superfamily. Original attempts in pairwise sequence methods proved to detect few
remote homologs. Later work introduced profiles, motifs, and HMMs to detect remote
homologs. SVMs and unique methods have been established as accurate, new methods,
even utilizing earlier methods to detect remote homologs.

3.4 Compression Techniques
In addition to improvement of search specificity and recall, another important
aspect of sequence searching is computational complexity and search time. Querying
large databases requires heavy disk access, which can be very expensive.
compressing files, disk retrieval time can be greatly reduced.

By

Thus, appropriate

compression schemes can provide both space and time savings for sequence search
algorithms utilizing large databases.
A common element in many sequence search algorithms involves searching for
strings with repeated patterns or characters in a certain position. In this type of retrieval,
a large range of permutated strings exists. An implementation for this situation would
require one pointer for every character in the database. Zobel et al. (1993) proposed a
method for indexing a database and compressing files using an inverted file scheme. The
inverted file index consists of a set of inverted file entries and a search structure for
mapping from an entity to the location of its inverted file entry (Zobel et al., 1993).
These inverted files can consume more space than the database they are indexing, thus
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compression is necessary. Pattern matching is facilitated using n-grams. An n-gram
consists of n-character substrings of a particular query word. To search for a word, all ngrams in the word are first extracted. Then the inverted file entries containing those ngrams are found. Empirical studies have shown that n-grams of size 2, 3, and 4 are
acceptable. N-grams of size 1 are excessively slow and space requirements for n-grams
of size 5 are prohibitive. Patterns from the run length encoding of these inverted files can
be compressed. Performance can be further improved by grouping adjacent entries into
blocks.
Rivals et al. (1997) later described a compression algorithm to encode genetic
sequences by eliminating repetitive sequence information. Their compression algorithm
tests the presence of a particular type of approximate tandem repeat, referred to as
dosDNA (defined ordered sequence-DNA). dosDNA are approximate tandem repeats of
small length. The algorithm locates and encodes all approximate tandem repeats and
outputs a new version of the text, in which the original sequence is shortened by
compressing and encoding the repeated regions. In order for the algorithm to encode the
repeat, it must begin and end with an exact motif. Rivals et al. (1997) provided a proof
that the time complexity to locate the approximate tandem repeats is linear.

The

compression algorithm is lossless and has a good compression rate (Rivals et al., 1997).
Williams and Zobel (2002) proposed a model for compressing integers for fast
file access. Compression consists of a model for data, which is used to determine codes
for each symbol. Compressing text using a Huffman model is utilized since it allows
order independent decompression (Williams and Zobel, 2002). The data can be modeled
using simple tokens; using a token for each integer for example. Variable-byte integer
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schemes are useful to compress integers of unpredictable size. These code the seven
most significant bits with the value of the integer, while the last bit determines whether
further bytes are needed. Another more efficient scheme is variable-bit coding. With
parameterized variable-bit coding, a parameter k must be calculated with each array of
coded integers. Storing large arrays of integers in a compressed format can improve the
speed of disk access.

3.5 Existing Indexed Sequence Search Techniques
Indexes allow rapid access to specified values in a database. Without an index, all
values in the database must be read from the beginning to the end in order to answer a
query. Selection of an appropriate index can speed database access by allowing the use of
specialized data structures, such as hashes and balanced trees, and efficient search
methods to speed the process of locating records that match a specific query. When
searching for exact objects, indexing makes searches faster.

Given a sequence, all

substrings of a given length could be indexed. However, since sequence search is
approximate, this can be complicated.
Zobel et al. (1992) described an indexing technique for text databases. This
technique assumes that there is sufficient main memory to support an in-memory
vocabulary so that at most one disk access per query term is needed to resolve queries.
Indices should support three types of activity: efficient retrieval of records, efficient
insertion of records, and ranking of records with respect to the query. Two ranking
criteria include the frequency of the word in the collection or the length of the record.
Types of possible indexing schemes include indexing on adjacency of words to allow
word sequences, and indexing on stems, substrings or patterns. The type of indexing
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technique proposed by Zobel et al. (1992) is that of an inverted file scheme based on
compression. The inverted files contain a set of inverted file entries, a search structure
and an address table to map to the records. Several methods can be used to compress the
inverted files, such as run length encoding or Huffman coding, however an ideal
compression scheme would compress the files on the fly. Ranking can be characterized
by storing the overall frequency of the word, and its frequency in each record in the
inverted files. An extension of the index stores the location where each word occurs in
the document.

One limitation of the inverted files approach is that decoding can take

longer than disk accesses. However, retrieval is rapid and efficient using this indexing
technique.
The above technique is useful for finding exact matches. However, at times it is
necessary to find approximate matches. Zobel and Dart (1995) describe a method for
finding approximate matches in large lexicons. Their method uses a coarse search to find
initial matches followed by a fine search to limit results. The fine searching uses edit
distances to determine string similarity.

They proposed several methods for coarse

searches. For example, they proposed an index based on n-grams which indexes each
string according to the n-character substrings it contains. To determine matches, the
number of n-grams two strings have in common is determined.

A second method

employs phonetic codes based on the sound of each letter that is used to translate a string.
A third method for coarse searching is an index based on permutations in which a lexicon
is permutated by adding every rotation of every word. Using the expanded index, query
matching is performed using a binary search (Zobel and Dart, 1995). This permutated
lexicon requires a pointer to each character position. The main disadvantage of this
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scheme is that the entire lexicon must be stored in memory. Based upon their analysis,
Zobel and Dart (1995) concluded that n-gram indexing for coarse searching, coupled with
a fine search achieves the most accurate, rapid results.
RAMdb or Rapid Access Motif Database is a ‘bibliographic’ tool used to quickly
retrieve short sequences in a database (Fondrat and Dessen, 1995). While it can be used
to find patterns in a database or large sets of sequences, it does not produce alignments.
A hash table is used to index the database. Each sequence is assigned a number and each
position corresponds to an integer value (k-word). All the sequences and positions of
words with the same code are stored in the same record of the hash-coding file. From
this, two tables are built: an entry table with pointers to the database sequences, and a
frequency table containing the word occurrences. RAMdb requires approximately twice
the disk space occupied by the flat files. A parameter k is defined as the length of
overlapping subsequences. K is important since each query is searching for k-length
strings in the query sequence.

The best string has the lowest frequency in RAMdb,

meaning it is also the least ambiguous string. RAMdb is preprocessed, meaning the
indices are precomputed, which minimizes time spent searching for a pattern, making it a
useful tool for finding patterns in a database.
Chen and Aberer (1997) present a description for a sensitive indexing technique
for coarse searching. They propose that Williams and Zobel’s indexing technique, which
uses inverted file indices, is less sensitive for greater interval lengths and nondiscriminating for shorter queries. Their method uses GNAT trees and M-Trees to
perform metric space neighborhood searching.

The coarse search uses a mathematical

formula to select candidates based on edit distance between two sequences and the length
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of those sequences. They use a parameter σ to refer to the score of a local alignment
between two sequences x and y. The mathematical formula is represented in Equation
3.3.
𝑑𝑑(𝑥𝑥, 𝑦𝑦) ≤ 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑥𝑥) + 𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙𝑙(𝑦𝑦) −

2𝜎𝜎
𝑐𝑐

Equation 3.3: Score of a local alignment between two sequences

In this equation c is a constant, len(x) is the length of the x sequence and len(y) is the
length of the y sequence is used to calculate the edit distance between x and y.
The goal of their scheme is to avoid complete examination of the database from
scratch by directly evaluating the edit distance between two sequences. A Dirichlet
domain is utilized. The Dirichlet domain consists of all points in a dataset that are closest
to a main point called xi (Chen and Aberer, 1997). The GNAT tree structure divides
space into Dirichlet domains and calculates a range of distances for each pair of root
nodes. An M-tree index however, is balanced and each node n stores the radius. The
radius is the distance between the node n, and any descendant node m. These methods
have not been implemented, and should be studied to determine their selectivity and
speed.
Another technique, known as FLASH, indexes based on a probabilistic scheme.
FLASH uses an interval of length n, and stores in a hash table all similarly ordered
contiguous and noncontiguous subsequences of length m, where m<n (Califano and
Rigoutsos, 1993). Therefore the index is by nature redundant. Each permutated string
begins with the first base in the interval. The hash table stores each permutated sequence,
and the sequence that contains the permutation. Thus, this index is very large. It can be
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on the order of 180 times the data being indexed. Even so, Califano and Rigoutsos
(1993) found that FLASH was about ten times faster than BLAST for small collections.
Stokes et al. (1999) discussed representing genomes as structured documents.
They propose a plain text document format to characterize an entire genome.

By

describing the genome as a structured document, a correspondence between genes can be
established. This plain text document can be queried using an adaptable document
language based on XML. Stokes et al. (1999) define this new language as GXML.
GXML has the ability to easily define, modify, and parse the structure and content of the
document. A document type definition or DTD is the set of rules that governs the format
of the GXML document.
To query the GXML document, Stokes et al. (1999) propose a language named
GQL or Genome-oriented Query Language. GQL performs biologically meaningful
queries including the ability to determine the distance between nucleotides, neighbors of
features, matching features upstream or downstream of each other, and other similarity
features.

While query times are not specifically reduced by this scheme, the GQL

language provides an intuitive format for composing queries.
An alternative approach to indexing can be implemented using a suffix tree. Hunt
et al. (2001) indexed large biological sequences using an optimized suffix tree structure.
Their method indexes all suffixes of a given string. For example, for a string of length
10, all substrings from 0 to 9 are indexed in a trie (Hunt et al., 2001). Each trie is merged
and compressed into a suffix tree. Construction of the suffix tree is costly. The average
time to create the tree is O(nlogn) and requires 65 B per letter indexed.
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To query the suffix tree requires tracing from the root through the tree until a
match is located. Short query sequences result in many matches and poor response times,
while longer sequences produce fewer matches more quickly. Suffix trees provide a fast
method to query large sequences; however they require a great deal of space and are
difficult to load.
Williams and Zobel (2002) presented an indexing technique for genomic
databases named CAFÉ. The authors discuss the disadvantages of their system, including
the time to build an index and the space needed to store the index on disk, however the
advantages greatly outweigh the costs when fast, scalable searching is considered. CAFÉ
implements a coarse search, which selects a subset of sequences that display a broad
similarity to the query sequence, and a fine search that ranks the sequences from the
coarse search in order of relevance to the user. Genomic data is indexed based on the
intervals occurring in each sequence, in which each interval is an overlapping substring
of length n. The inverted file index contains a search structure and postings list. The
search structure is comprised of the set of intervals, and the postings list contains the
numbers of the documents containing the search term and their corresponding positions
within the document. Due to the large size of the inverted files, compression techniques
using Golomb codes were implemented. The ranking technique used with CAFÉ is
named FRAMES. A frame is a set of matching sequences between a particular database
interval and query sequence that are at the same relative offset.

Each frame is

considered independent. FRAMES provides order and arrangement of common regions,
and permits partial sequence retrieval. FRAMES is a modified version of the heuristic
used in FASTA applied to inverted lists. To reduce the overhead of FRAMES, a ceiling
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is placed on the number of frames generated for a given query. To assess the results of
CAFÉ, the PIR and GenBank databases were used. CAFÉ was less accurate and 1 to 2%
lower in precision when compared to BLAST and FASTA. However, CAFÉ can be up to
eight times faster than BLAST, although it has high constant costs due to the FRAMES
structures. Figure 3.6 illustrates the comparison between CAFÉ and other major search
tools.

Figure 3.6: Comparison of CAFE and other search tools. Adapted from
Williams and Zobel, 2002
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4 Methods
4.1 Algorithm Overview
As stated in Section 2.1.5, searching through genetic data to locate sequences with
low sequence identity that are actually ancestrally related is desirable for a variety of
molecular biology applications. Such sequences may fall within the "twilight zone" or
“midnight zone” of remote homologs. In this range, most pairwise sequence searchers
fail to accurately find homologs. While improvements to pairwise methods have been
made with statistical and unique models, the accuracy and speed of these methods still
leaves room for further advances. By way of example, consider the five globin-family
protein sequences from four taxa aligned in Figure 4.1. The sequence identity is as low
as 12.4% yet there is a high level of structural conservation at the three dimensional level.
Globins comprise one of the many families with structural conservation but low sequence
identity. How can remote homology detectors discover such relationships when sequence
identity is extremely low?
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Humanalpha
Humanbeta
Lamprey
Clam
Insect

-------MV-LSPADKTNVKAAWGKVGAHAGEYGAEAL----------ERHFD----LSH
-------MVHLTPEEKSAVTALWGKV--NVDEVGGEALGRLLVVYPWTQRFFESFGDLST
PIVDTGSVAPLSAAEKTKIRSAWAPVYSTYETSGVDILVKFFTSTPAAQEFFPKFKGLTT
---------SLSAAQKDNVTSSWAKASAAWGTAGPEFFMALFDAHDDVFAKFSGLFSGAA
KLLILALCFAAASALTADQISTVQSSFAGVKGDAVGILYAVFKADPSIQAKFT-QFAGKD

38
51
60
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59

Humanalpha
Humanbeta
Lamprey
Clam
Insect

-----GSAQVKGHGKKVADALTNAVAHVDD---MPNALSALSDLHAHKLRVDPVNFKLSPDAVMGNPKVKAHGKKVLGAFSDGLAHLDN---LKGTFATLSELHCDKLHVDPENFRLLG
ADELKKSADVRWHAERIINAVDDAVASMDDTEKMSMKLRNLSGKHAKSFQVDPEYFKVLA
KGTVKNTPEMAAQAQSFKGLVSNWVDNLDNAGALEGQCKTFAANHKARG-ISAGQLEAAF
LDSIKGSADFSAHANKIVGFFSKIIGDLPN---IDGDVTTFVASHTPRG-VTHDQLNNFR

89
108
120
110
115

Humanalpha
Humanbeta
Lamprey
Clam
Insect

HCLLVTLAAHLPAEFTPAVHASLDKFLASVSTVLTSKYR
NVLVCVLAHHFGKEFTPPVQAAYQKVVAGVANALAHKYH
AVIADTVAAG---------DAGFEKLMSMICILLRSAYKVLSGFMKSYGGD------EGAWTAVAGALMGEIEPNMAGFVSYMKAHTDFAG---AEAAWGATLDAFFGMVFAKM-

128
147
149
142
150

Figure 4.1: Multiple sequence alignment between 5 globins and 4 taxa showing the low sequence identity even
though these sequences are considered homologs

The work here extends remote homology detection methods by using a genetic
algorithm to discover optimized weights for specific properties that can classify a new
sequence into a superfamily. The program, known as the DST can be used to identify
remote homologs and is outlined below. Given a sequence, properties are calculated and
compared with a database of sequences and their associated property values.

The

weighted distance between them is used to identify and return the most similar sequences.
Individual feature weights have been optimized by a GA to achieve the best search
accuracy. The algorithm is outlined below:
1) Collect and cull sequence data for training and testing.
2) Create PSSM’s based on all sequence data.
3) Identify features. Compute feature values for each sequence. Build a database
of sequences and feature values.
4) Implement a PSSM-based search using the features and distance metric.
5) Use a GA to optimize the feature weights as follows:
a. Separate the sequence data into training and tuning/testing sets.
b. Create an objective function that tests a set of feature weights by returning the
search accuracy on the tuning sequences using a given set of feature weights.
c. Implement the GA – set GA run time parameters (mutation rate, crossover
rate)
d. Optimize feature weights
6) Finally, after the best feature weights have been found, test the accuracy of the
trained search algorithm on new data, never seen before by the GA or training DB.
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This chapter discusses the methods and parameters used to implement the genetic
algorithm and optimize the overall sequence search program.

The validation and

observations on time complexity is also detailed in this chapter.

4.2 Datasets

4.2.1 Training Dataset
The training dataset for the GA was based on the dataset used by PropSearch
(Hobohm and Sander, 1995). Protein families were chosen with broad structural diversity
and having a pairwise sequence identity greater than 35%. Fifty two protein families
representing different 3D folds were collected. To collect sequences with the same 3D
structure, the HSSP database was used (Schneider and Sander, 1996).

HSSP is a

database of homology derived secondary structure of proteins. The authors of the HSSP
database have merged structural and sequence information for each protein of known
structure from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). The homologs in HSSP are generated based
on an iterative search of SWISS-PROT to find those homologs with similar 3D structure.
To filter out sequences representing homology limited to short domains, only
proteins with a sequence identity of more than 35% over an alignment length at least 75%
with a length difference no more than 25% relative to the first sequence were collected.
The first sequence in each collection search was identified as the query and those
retrieved from the HSSP search comprised the database.
A PERL program was written to retrieve the sequence data and cull the necessary
sequences from the full family files.

Only those sequences that met the above

requirement were saved in the results. This collection resulted in a full database of 2,733
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sequences in 52 query sequence families. Table 2 lists the 52 query sequence families
identified by PDB code. Those sequences identified as being in the same family from the
HSSP database were listed as true positives to these sequences for the purpose of the
genetic algorithm fitness function. Files were created listing the query sequences and
their true positive matches as well as an entire sequence database file listing every
sequence and its identifier. Sequences with wildcard amino acids were not removed from
the database; rather these wildcards were not factored as part of the feature set used for
GA implementation but were used as placeholders.
1AAJ

1AHC 1ARS

1ATX

1BFG

1C4A

1CAM 1CBN 1CCR

1CUS 1ECO

1ENH 1FHA

1FKB

1FXD

1GKY

1GPS

1IAG

1IFC

1IPD

1LIS

1MUP 1OFV

1PDA

1PHO 1PHP

1POA

1PPN

1PPT

1RCB

1TYS

2ACQ 2CDV 2CMD 2HBG

2IHL

2LIV

2MHR

2SN3

3CLA

3DFR

3PGM 4ENL

7RSA

4GCR

5P21

1CRL

1CSH

1HBQ 1HMY 1HUW
2LH7

Table 2: Collection of proteins used in training dataset. This list contains on the PDB code of the query protein.
All sequences determined to be homologs to this protein were collected from the HSSP database

4.2.2 Position Specific Scoring Matrices
Once the sequences are gathered and stored in a flat file, the position specific
scoring matrices can be generated. To do this, local BLAST was employed such that a
user generated database could be easily searched and BLAST parameters could be
changed via command line. PSI-BLAST was run for each query and the output PSSM
file was created.
PSI-BLAST trials were performed using 2, 5, and 10 iterations and few variations
were noted beyond 2 iterations. Thus 2 iterations were chosen for speed. Separate PSSM
files were generated for all sequences, both query and database. The PSSM output file
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consisted of an nx20 matrix where n is the length of the query sequence. The PSSM files
generated by PSI-BLAST were culled and organized for easy input to the GA. Table 3
illustrates the first 25 lines of the 1aaj PSSM file after removing extraneous information:
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Table 3: The first 25 lines of the PSSM file generated for the query 1aaj. The leftmost column contains the line
number corresponding to the sequence position of 1aaj and the top line is the arbitrary listing of all 20 amino
acids generated by PSI-BLAST

This example PSSM corresponds lengthwise to the first 25 characters in 1aaj:
DKATIPSESPFAAAEVADGAIVVDI and widthwise to the 20 amino acids in the
following order: ARNDCQEGHILKMFPSTWYV. Each row represents a single position
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in the multiple alignment of the homologous sequences. To illustrate the significance of
the values in the PSSM, two rows will be considered from Table 4. Row 1 corresponds to
the amino acid aspartic acid (D) in 1aaj and is listed as the first row in the table below.
The second row to consider is row 22 corresponding to amino acid valine (V).
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0

0

0
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0
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0
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Table 4: Rows 1 and 22 of the above PSSM for 1aaj used as an illustration to the meaning of the PSSM

Row 1 is composed of 0's for all values except for the amino acid D in which the number
"100" appears. In this instance, all homologs are represented by a D in this sequence
position. From iterating through BLAST searches, these position specific values are
created and the values in the PSSM represent the percentage each amino acid appears in
the given position. This can be seen in position 22 for which, 32% of the time glutamine
(E) appears, 37% of the time glycine (G) appears, and 31% of the time valine (V) appears
in homologs. In general, these values sum to 100% but not in every case due to rounding
error. Separate PSSM files were generated for each sequence and used as input to the
GA.

4.3 Feature Calculation
Using the PSSM files previously created, feature values were calculated for every
protein in the database. These features were calculated based solely on sequence data
from the PSSMs and are based on the properties used by PropSearch. Features are listed
in Table 5 and are described in detail below.
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0-19

20 amino acids
(CFILMVWYHNPQSTDEKRAG)

20

Charged Residues (ILVHDEKR)

21

Positively charged residues (HKR)

22

Negatively charged residues (DE)

23

Polar residues (WYHNQSTDEKR)

24

Aliphatic residues (ILV)

25

Aromatic residues (FWYH)

26

Tiny residues (molecular weight <80D:
AG)

27

Bulky residues (molecular weight>120D:
QKEMHFRYW)

28

Sequence length (as a logarithm)

30

Average hydrophobicity (CFILMVWY)

31

Molecular weight (as a logarithm)

32-143

Doublet composition

Table 5: Features used to describe each sequence as detailed in PropSearch

Values 0-19 were calculated as the count of a particular amino acid divided by the
length of the sequence. Composite properties 20 – 31 and doublet compositions were
also expressed in percent sequence length, while sequence length and molecular weight
were expressed as the logarithm.
Doublet composition was calculated by grouping the 20 amino acids into four
groups: hydrophobic (CFILMVWY), charged (DEKR), tiny (AG), and other (HNPQST).
Amino acids were grouped according to the scheme used by Hobohm and Sander (1995).
Doublets were considered with gaps between 0 and 6 residues. This led to 112 values for
doublet composition per sequence (16x7). The doublets were calculated using a sliding
window, and for those doublets with a length greater than 0 the leftmost and rightmost
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residues were the ones considered. For example, the sequence DKATQ can be shown to
have the following composition in Table 6.
Residue pair

Group left
residue

Gap length

Group right
residue

Content
(percent
sequence
length)

DK

Charged

0

Charged

20%

KA

Charged

0

Tiny

20%

AT

Tiny

0

Other

20%

TQ

Other

0

Other

20%

DA

Charged

1

Tiny

20%

KT

Charged

1

Other

20%

AQ

Tiny

1

Other

20%

DT

Charged

2

Other

40%

KQ

Charged

2

Other

40%

Table 6: Doublet composition for the sequence DKATQ. This composition is calculated without using any
PSSM values.

The above doublets would be identified as CC0, CT0, TO0, and OO0. CT1, CO1,
TO1, and CO2 representing the group of the first and last residue and the gap size. The
content is calculated as the count of the number of the doublets within the sequence
divided by the sequence length. Each of the first seven doublets exists only once within
the 5 residue sequence and thus has a content of 1/5 = 20%. However, CO2 exists twice
and is calculated as 2/5 = 40%. Doublets with a gap length of 3 or 4 amino acids may
indicate alpha helixes and doublets with a gap length of one may indicate beta-sheet
secondary structure. In this way, a simplistic method was used to incorporate structure as
a possible feature in the property list.
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Once all features were created, they were normalized between 0 and 1 by dividing
by the maximum value. This maintains all values in the same numerical range and
corrects for large variations in different genes. After all features were calculated and
normalized, they were stored in a database for easy access.

4.4 The GA Chromosome and Mutation
The GA chromosome consisted of a vector of weights for the 143 features.
Chromosome weights were real-valued, with randomly assigned initial values between
0.0 and 100.0. Chromosomes were initialized with integer values for simplicity, however
real values were used during optimization to improve precision.
Preliminary tests were performed by assigning initial weights of 1.0 and 100.0 to
all features on the chromosome, however experimental results showed that the GA was
slower to converge with a homogeneous initial weight. In addition, when a homogeneous
initial weight was used, the population adaptive method for determining a new, mutated
weight was not used since the standard deviation is zero. Rather, a random value was
generated and the old weight was added to the new random value. To incorporate
population adaptive mutation into the GA with an initial weight, a random number was
chosen and depending on the value of the number, a multiplier of the standard deviation
for the given weight was added or subtracted from the old weight. Table 7 illustrates this
concept.
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Random Value

Multiplier

Less than 0.05

Subtract 3 times the standard deviation
from the old weight

0.05 to 0.31

Subtract 2 times the standard deviation
from the old weight

0.32 to 0.49

Subtract the standard deviation from the
old weight

0.5 to 0.67

Add the standard deviation to the old
weight

0.68 to 0.94

Add 2 times the standard deviation to the
old weight

0.95 to 1.0

Add 3 times the standard deviation to the
old weight

Table 7: Mutation of weights based on a random number when an initial weight for each chromosome was used.

This scheme provided a population adaptive method when using an initial weight. An
improvement to the original population adaptive method of mutation resulted from
experimentation, which led to using a zero-mean Gaussian deviate with the standard
deviation based on feature values as a faster and more accurate method. Random float
type weights were assigned to every feature on the chromosome as initial weights. To
mutate the weight, the standard deviation across all chromosomes for that particular
weight was calculated. Then a Gaussian value with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation
equal to the standard deviation of the population was generated. Since the range by
which the weight was mutated depended upon the current values of the same weight
across the entire population, the term population-adaptive was applied.
To speed convergence, multipliers of 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, and 30 were applied to the
new weight and tested.

A multiplier of 5 yielded the lowest fitness results, and

consequently all subsequent experiments used a multiplier of 5.
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Finally, the new

population adaptive value was added to the old weight to produce the mutated weight. In
addition, an initial fitness of 0.0 was assigned to each chromosome.
To prevent negative weights, all weights were limited to only those greater than 0,
which is discussed in detail in Section 5. If a negative weight was returned, the weight
value was set to 0. Using only positive weights kept weights in the same range. In
addition, applying a maximum weight value was also evaluated. In the same way a
minimum value was forced on the data, a maximum value of 100 was forced on the data.
However, due to the experimental results illustrated in Section 5.2, the maximum value
was removed. This allowed the GA to find the best positive weights for the chromosome
without limiting its potential values. Performance evaluation of the individuals in the
population will be detailed in Section 5.2.

4.5 The GA Fitness Function
The GA must compute the quality of each chromosome relative to all the other
chromosomes in the population. The GA seeks to minimize the objective function and
thus lower scores are preferred. A proper objective function is vital to the success of the
GA. Thus the objective function must be formulated properly.

4.5.1 Euclidean Distance
The first step in fitness evaluation requires calculation of the fitness for each
chromosome. Fitness calculation here is similar to that used for the PropSearch program.
Since the goal of the GA is to detect remote homologs, the fitness function must test
query sequences against a database of sequences and separate true positive family
members from non family members. The fitness of a gene is calculated by taking one
query sequence and calculating the distance between it and the 2733 non-query
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sequences.

The distance is calculated using root weighted mean square difference

between the component vectors. The distance uses the formula specified in Equation 4.1,

Equation 4.1: Distance Calculation

where Ai is property i of sequence A and Bi is property i of sequence B and Wi is
the weight for property i. A low distance indicates that the property vectors are similar
and thus the sequences may be related.
Following the distance calculation, the sequences are sorted by distance in
ascending order to the query sequence. Lower distance scores indicate closer
relationships and possible homologs. Distances are stored based on individual sequences
so all 52 queries will have a distance to each of the 2733 database sequences.
The actual fitness of the chromosome is calculated based on the ranking of known
true positive family members. After all sequences are sorted, each family member is
ranked in the list. Rank for a particular family member is calculated by Equation 4.2,
𝑅𝑅 = 𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 − 𝑖𝑖 + 1

Equation 4.2: Rank calculation

where Ri is the rank of family member i in the total list of hits. To calculate the
fitness for the query sequence, the ranking of family members is added and divided by
the number of family members as seen in Equation 4.3.
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𝑅𝑅𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓𝑓 = �

𝑅𝑅𝑖𝑖 − 𝑖𝑖 + 1
𝑁𝑁

Equation 4.3: Fitness calculation

The fitness of the entire chromosome is the sum of all family rankings for
individual query sequences. Thus, when a query sequence results in its family members
at the top of the output, the chromosome will have a high fitness implying that the
weights used classify family members properly.

Fitness is calculated for all

chromosomes at each generation.

4.5.2 Cosine Distance
Both Euclidean distance and cosine similarity metrics were tested as similarity
measures in fitness calculations. The cosine of the angle between two vectors defines the
similarity between two data points. If A and B are attribute vectors representing two data
points, then the cosine of the angle between them is defined as seen in Equation 4.4.
cos(𝐴𝐴, 𝐵𝐵) =

𝐴𝐴 ∙ 𝐵𝐵
‖𝐴𝐴‖‖𝐵𝐵‖

Equation 4.4: Cosine Between Two Vectors

Where ∙ represents the dot product between the two vectors and ||A|| represents the
length of the vector. For this application, A represents a query sequence and B represents
a database sequence. To calculate the cosine distance, the weight for a specific feature
was retrieved and the features values for both A and B at that position were multiplied by
the weight. The cosine distance for each query and database sequence was calculated in
this way. In contrast to Euclidean distance metrics, larger cosine values represent a
greater similarity between vectors.

Therefore all sorting must be performed in a

descending manner to retrieve the highest scoring true positives at the top of the list.
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When cosine similarity is used, all other GA parameters remain the same as Euclidean
distance.

4.6 GA Implementation and PSSM Calculation
The GA described here was implemented using the Java programming language.
The author chose the Java programming language as it is flexible, object-oriented, and
well-suited to creating genetic operators. A chromosome contained float values that were
initially set to a random number between 0 and 100.

In addition, any number of

chromosomes could be created however most experiments were completed using 100
chromosomes.
Initially, a database of proteins, query list, and a list of true positives were loaded
into the program. In the protein database, the first several proteins were the query
sequences. A static value stored the number of proteins within the GA and this could be
changed depending on the number of queries needed for a particular run. Protein gene
identifiers were stored in a hash map for easy retrieval. The list of true positives was
stored in a comma delimited format with each line containing a query sequence and its
true positive.
Once all proteins were loaded into the program, the feature array was calculated.
Recall from Section 4.3, the feature array is a listing of the 143 features calculated for
each protein. These features were calculated based on the position specific scoring
matrix and stored for each sequence, both query and database.
A sliding window was used to tally the number of occurrences of each amino acid
in the sequence. These numbers were stored for later use in other calculations. In the
feature array, indices 0-19 were set to the count of the corresponding amino acid divided
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by the length of the sequence (see Table 5 for further details). Using the PSSMs, a
percentage was applied rather than a count for each value. For example, consider the first
row of the PSSM given in Table 8, a count of 1 for the amino acid aspartic acid (code
letter D) would be added to the number of aspartic acid residues already in the sequence.
In contrast, row 22 would add 0.32 to the current count of glutamic acid (E), 0.37 to the
current count of Glycine (G), and 0.31 to the current count of valine (V). Thus, the count
of each amino acid will not appear as an integer. Some sequences contain key letters
such as "X" or "B" to designate an amino acid placeholder. The count of these residues
was also stored and their locations were kept intact within the sequence, however these
residues were not included in the final feature array calculation. In addition, these
residues did not appear in the PSSMs and were thus ignored.

Next the count of

composite properties: charged, positive, negative, polar, aliphatic, aromatic, tiny, bulky,
and hydrophobic was computed and divided by the length of the sequence such that these
properties could be expressed as a percentage of sequence length. Just as with the count
of amino acid residues within the sequence, these were also represented as a percentage
using the PSSMs. Finally the doublet composition was computed based on a sliding
window through the sequence. The sliding window utilizes the PSSMs as shown by the
following example sequence DKAT. In this sequence, the following PSSM is applied and
illustrated in Table 8 and Table 9.
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A

R

N

D

C

Q

E

G

H

I

L

K

M

F

P

S

T

W

Y

V

1

0

0

0

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

3

40

0

0

0

0

22

0

0

0

0

30

0

0

0

0

0

8

0

0

0

4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

100

0

0

0

Table 8: The PSSM for sequence DKAT used as an illustration for doublet composition calculation

This sequence would produce the following doublets and their compositions:
Residue pair

Group left
residue

Gap length

Group right
residue

Content
(percent
sequence
length)

DK

Charged

0

Charged

25%

KA

Charged

0

Tiny

10%

KQ

Charged

0

Other

7.5%

KL

Charged

0

Hydrophobic

7.5%

KT

Charged

0

Other

7.5%

AT

Tiny

0

Other

10%

QT

Other

0

Other

7.5%

LT

Hydrophobic

0

Other

7.5%

TT

Other

0

Other

7.5%

DA

Charged

1

Tiny

10%

DQ

Charged

1

Other

7.5%

DL

Charged

1

Hydrophobic

7.5%

DT

Charged

1

Other

7.5%

KT

Charged

1

Other

25%

DT

Charged

2

Other

50%

Table 9: Doublet composition calculation using sequence DKAT with the PSSM from table 4.7. A larger
number of doublets are produced when PSSMs are used

Using the PSSM, new doublets were generated with smaller percent content.

For

example, CO0 (Charged Other with a 0 gap length) is calculated by adding KQ = 0.22
and KT = 0.08 to yield 0.3. This is divided by 4 for the sequence length to yield a value
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of 0.3/4=0.075 or 7.5%. All doublets are calculated using this sliding window in the
PSSM to generate the content percentage for each doublet in the sequence.

4.7 GA Experiment Parameters
Each GA run attempts to optimize a set of feature weights.

For each

chromosome, the GA calculated its fitness using the method described in Section 4.5.
Once the fitness was calculated for each chromosome, chromosomes were sorted in
ascending order by fitness value. Lower values indicated a higher fitness and a closer
relationship between query sequences and target sequences.

Following the sorting,

selection, mutation and crossover took place.
To select which chromosomes would be mutated and recombined, tournament
selection, elite selection and a mixture of the two were employed. The methods tested for
each of these selection techniques will be explained respectively. After the fitnesses were
calculated for each chromosome and the chromosomes sorted in ascending order by
fitness value, a standard deviation calculation was performed on the chromosomes. The
standard deviation of each weight was calculated and stored.
When tournament selection was used, parents were retrieved based on the
tournament size. Tournament selection is explained in detail in Section 3.2.1. As the
chromosome list was sorted, the top chromosome in each tournament had the best fitness,
thus the top chromosome was chosen as a parent for the next generation. Tournament
sizes ranging from two to five chromosomes were tested and explored. This new list of
potential parent chromosomes was sorted ascending based on fitness value after mutation
and recombination occur.
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Elite selection was also explored. In this selection method only the top ten
chromosomes were reproduced according to the scheme shown in Table 10.
Gene rank

Number of copies

1

50

2

20

3

10

4

5

5

4

6

3

7

3

8

2

9

2

10

1

Table 10: Elite selection copy scheme for the next generation of chromosomes

In the elite selection technique, after chromosomes were reproduced, all chromosomes
except the first one and second one were mutated and recombined with probabilities
listed in Table 11. The first chromosome (which was copied 50 times, was not mutated
or recombined), however the second chromosome was mutated at a rate of 17.5% to
provide greater variation in the chromosome list for high fitness chromosomes.
Finally, a combination of tournament and elite selection was employed. In this
selection method an E value was used as a variable indicating the number of
chromosomes to which elite selection would be applied. For example, with an E value of
2, the top two scoring chromosomes would be copied without recombination or mutation
to the next generation. Only one copy of each would exist in the next generation. The
remaining chromosomes would undergo tournament selection to determine which
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chromosomes would be selected for the next generation. Following the selection of
parents, mutation and recombination occurred. E values of 2, 4, 6, and 8 were tested
using tournament sizes of 2. Results are explained in Section 5. While several methods
exist to determine which chromosomes would be selected for mutation and crossover,
selection methods with high selection pressure were found to yield the most accurate
results.
When two parents were chosen, crossover and mutation occurred based on a fixed
probability. A crossover probability of 20% was used to determine whether crossover
would take place between two parents. If two parents were selected for recombination, a
one-point crossover occurred at a random location in the chromosome.

After

recombination, mutation occurred with a 3.5% probability. GA parameters typically used
for each run are given in Table 11.
GA Run Parameter

Typical Value

Population size

100

Mutation rate

0.035 per gene

Crossover Probability

0.20 per gene
Table 11: Typical GA run parameters

Since real values were used as weights for each chromosome, mutation was more
complex than the original genetic algorithm method of simply switching a bit as
described in Section 3.2. A population adaptive method involving the standard deviation
of each weight was used to mutate weights. Prior to mutating any weights, the standard
deviation for each weight across all chromosomes was calculated. If a weight was
selected to be mutated, a random number was generated with a mean of 0.0 and a
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standard deviation of 1.0. The standard deviation for the weight to be mutated was
extracted and multiplied by this random number. This new random number associated
with the standard deviation of the population was then added to the current weight being
mutated. If the new weight had a value less than 0, it was set to 0. A maximum value of
100 was used in some of the tests to determine whether a maximum value was needed. In
addition, a multiplier was used for the standard deviation to accelerate the mutation
process. Multipliers of 0, 2, 4, 5, 10, 20, and 30 were tested and analyzed to determine the
best fitness.
Once the new generation of chromosomes was chosen, the GA iterated through
the fitness calculation again with a new set of weights. This continued for a specific
number of iterations. Fixed iterations of 30, 50, and 100 were tested along with using a
stopping condition based on the fitness to determine the best result.

4.8 Benchmark Dataset
The ASTRAL (Brenner et al., 2000) dataset was used to obtain a nonredundant
set of protein sequences from the Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) database.
When downloading a database from ASTRAL, a threshold can be chosen for maximum
sequence identity. The SCOP database provides a detailed description of the structural
and evolutionary relationship between all proteins whose structures are known. This
information is categorized in a hierarchical fashion with hyperlinks to navigate
throughout the levels of the hierarchy. Proteins with low sequence identities, but whose
structure and function suggest a possible evolutionary relationship are placed in the same
superfamily. In this research, a sequence pair was labeled homologous if both sequences
were in the same SCOP superfamily, otherwise they were assumed to be not homologous
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(or at least not sufficiently closely related to be of interest).

Three datasets were

generated from the ASTRAL database. ASTRAL30 contained sequences with less than
30% sequence identity, ASTRAL20 contained data with less than 20% sequence identity
and ASTRAL10 contained data with less than 10% sequence identity. All databases list
the hierarchy of the sequences such that the superfamily is known. SCOP hierarchy is
arranged

in

the

following

manner:

SCOPclass.SCOPfold.SCOPsuperfamily.SCOPfamily. For example, the following
sequences are taken from the ASTRAL10 database:
>d1dlwa_ a.1.1.1 (A:) Protozoan/bacterial hemoglobin {Ciliate (Paramecium
caudatum)}
slfeqlggqaavqavtaqfyaniqadatvatffngidmpnqtnktaaflcaalggpnawt
grnlkevhanmgvsnaqfttvighlrsaltgagvaaalveqtvavaetvrgdvvtv
>d1ux8a_ a.1.1.1 (A:) Protozoan/bacterial hemoglobin {Bacillus subtilis}
napyeaigeellsqlvdtfyervashpllkpifpsdltetarkqkqfltqylggpplyte
ehghpmlrarhlpfpitneradawlscmkdamdhvglegeireflfgrleltarhmvnq

The first sequence d1d1wa has a SCOP classification of a.1.1.1. This indicates
that the sequence is part of the SCOP class "all alpha proteins", SCOP fold "globin-like",
SCOP superfamily "globin-like", and SCOP family "truncated hemoglobin". In addition,
the PDB code for the above sequence is d1wa. The sequence following d1d1wa, which is
d1ux8a has the same SCOP designation and is thus considered a homolog for the
purposes of this study.
In order to set up target sequences and a database of all sequences, the first
sequence with a new classification was considered the query sequence. All sequences in
the same superfamily were considered homologs and were thus considered true positives
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of the query sequences. Using this scheme, query sequences were created as well as true
positive lists.
To determine whether the ASTRAL data was related to the training dataset,
BLAST searches were performed using each ASTRAL sequence as a query to the entire
training dataset. The top match from the training dataset to each ASTRAL sequence was
gathered and its sequence identity was recorded. The list of top matching sequence
identity was averaged for each of the ASTRAL databases to show the sequence identity
with the training set. As noted in the table, the training and validation datasets had
between 22% and 26% sequence identity. Table 12 lists the number of queries, total
sequence size of each of the three benchmark datasets, and average percent identity with
the training dataset.
Dataset

Number of
Queries

Total Number of
Sequences

Average
Percentage
Sequence
Identity with
Training
Dataset

Standard
Deviation
Sequence
Identity with
Training
Dataset

Astral30

1133

4695

21.83%

0.2

Astral20

866

3209

22.62%

0.2

Astral10

207

716

25.81%

0.22

Table 12: Number of queries and sequences in three Astral databases

These databases were used to test a variety of results from the GA runs. In
addition, PSSMs were generated for all ASTRAL database sequences using the same
procedure described in Section 4.2.2. These matrices were stored in separate text files
using a filename to identify the sequence name.
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4.9 Validation
Using the ASTRAL databases, validation tests on the DST were performed. The
performance of the GA-optimized weights was tested against the original PropSearch,
BLAST, PSI-BLAST and an SVM (for ASTRAL10).

Both pairwise and sequence

property techniques were tested to determine the sequence identity range in which each
technique performs most accurately. The weights discovered from the optimized GA runs
proved to be a more accurate method for determining remote homologs than traditional
methods for low sequence identity databases. Results are presented in Section 5.6.
To validate the weights from the GA run, the DST was run using the weights of
the chromosome obtaining the best fitness metric from the last generation of the GA run.
All sequences from the ASTRAL databases were loaded including the true positives and
PSSMs. A fitness calculation was performed as described in Section 4.6. As described
above, each query had an associated list of ranked possible true positives. All true
positives to the query sequence, their Euclidean distances, and their ranks were printed as
well as the rank of the first false positive encountered.

This data was transformed to

display percent true positives and number of false positives. The number of false
positives was calculated to be any that occurred prior to the true positives in the ranking
list. The list was sorted by percentages such that at every increment of 5% true positives,
a number of false positives were recorded.
To compare these results with those of current trends, PropSearch weights were
used in place of the weights discovered by the GA. PropSearch weights were tested
against the ASTRAL databases using the PropSearch algorithm described in Hobohm and
Sander, 1995.

PSSMs were not used for distance calculations as PropSearch does not
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incorporate PSSMs into their algorithm. This data was extracted and sorted as described
above and compared with the weights used by the DST.
As BLAST and PSI-BLAST are currently top homolog detectors, these two
algorithms were good choices for comparisons against the Database Search Technique.
Local copies of BLAST and PSI-BLAST were installed so that user generated databases
and query files could be executed. A large E value (10000) was chosen for the BLAST
test, and a small h value (0.0005) was chosen for PSI-BLAST to ensure that most
sequences would be retrieved in the results. The h value in PSI-BLAST is the e value
threshold for including sequences in the multipass model results. The input database file
for both BLAST programs was the full ASTRAL database denoted by the –d switch; a
separate query file was created and input to the program using the –i switch. The Q and o
switches indicate output files. The following commands were used to run BLAST and
PSI-BLAST respectively:
blastall –p blastp –d database.txt –i queries.txt –o query.out –e 10000
blastpgp –i queries.txt –d database.txt –Q myoutput.txt –h 0.0005 –j 10

The resulting files were of the following format:
Score
Sequences producing significant alignments:

E

(bits) Value

gi|AMCY_METEX

106

1e-025

gi|PLAS_SYNY3

59

3e-011

gi|PLAS_SYNP7

55

6e-010

gi|PLAS_CHLFU

53

2e-009

gi|PLAS_PROHO

47

1e-007

gi|PLAS_SOLTU

42

4e-006

gi|PLAS_PETCR

42

5e-006

gi|AZUP_PARDE

40

2e-005

gi|ENO_DESVH

25

0.69

90

gi|ENO_DESVM

24

0.90

gi|PGK_LACLA

24

0.90

The output is ordered such that the highest hit has the lowest E value and is the
most significant match. To sort through these results, the gene identifiers were extracted
in order and ranked according to the order found in the results. This ranking was
compared to the actual true positive data for the query sequence. The data was grouped
by query sequence then ordered. For each true positive found, a percentage of false
positives were reported.
Another method that is gaining popularity for remote homology detection is
support vector machines, detailed in Section 3.3.5.

To implement support vector

machines and compare them to the DST, a commercial program was used. Libsvm
version 2.84 (Fan et al., 2005) was downloaded and configured to run on a Windows XP
machine. Libsvm required a test set and a training set of data. Data must be in a format
suitable for the SVM to read and recognize. The number of classes in the training data
was equal to the number of true positive matches. In the training dataset there were 52
classes and the ASTRAL10 dataset had 207 classes. Data was formatted as a fixed length
with specific features.

The 143 features discussed above were used as the

feature/attribute values.

The data input to the SVM also needed to be normalized

between -1 and 1 or 0 and 1. Figure 4.2 illustrates the data format required for Libsvm.
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1 1:0.0517625 2:0.5849999 3:0.3066 4:0.2039679 5:0.489
1 1:0.04580752 2:0.7356776 3:0.18807079 4:0.39148742 5:0.46592918
1 1:0.04697917 2:0.7105262 3:0.26599997 4:0.53468424 5:0.44999996
2 1:0.005979167 2:0.53190786 3:0.6286001 4:0.6511891 5:0.13749999
2 1:0.0052952026 2:0.58860934 3:0.63759416 4:0.6666679 5:0.19760147
Figure 4.2: First 5 feature/attribute pairs of the first 5 lines of the training data set used in SVM analysis

Lines were numbered with the class (or query sequence) and feature/attribute
pairs were separated with a colon. 143 feature attribute pairs were listed for 52 classes in
the training dataset with each line representing a sequence. Data in this format was input
to the SVM.
Libsvm contained a method to perform cross validation. Libsvm’s 10-fold cross
validation separated the data into 10 groups and the SVM was trained on 9/10 of the data.
The remaining 1/10 was used for testing. This was repeated 10 times and the average
accuracy was reported. Cross validation accuracy on the training data set was reported at
69.52%. This data was trained using the C-SVC SVM model type with radial basis
function described in Equation 4.5 which were the default parameters in Libsvm.
𝑒𝑒 (−𝛾𝛾∗|𝑢𝑢−𝑣𝑣|)

2

Equation 4.5: Radial Basis Function

In order to create the SVM model to use with the ASTRAL10 test dataset, a
series of commands and programs were executed. Once the model was generated, it
could be used to classify the test data set. The accuracy reported from the SVM was
0.42%, illustrating that for this low sequence identity testing dataset, the SVM performed
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poorly. The results of all benchmark experiments, BLAST, PSI-BLAST, SVM, and
PropSearch are compared in Section 5.6.

4.10 Observations on Time Complexity
To compare running time of both the GA and the DST, time complexity
observations were performed. These were completed on the training data set using
differing database sizes. Table 13 lists the number of queries and the database size.
Number of Queries

Database Size

52

704kB

26

188kB

13

74kB

7

36kB

4

20kB

2

4kB

1

381B

Table 13: Time complexity value parameters and the resulting database size

The number of queries was halved for each complexity run, however the database
size was not halved due to the fact that each query has a different number of true
positives and those true positives must all be included in the full database file.
Time complexity studies were performed on a Pentium 4, 2.66GHz machine with
1.00GB of RAM for both the GA run and the Database Search Technique. System times
were recorded at the beginning and end of each run and were compared. Results are
described in detail in Section 5.7.
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5 Results
5.1 Sequence Based Properties
This chapter discusses the performance of the techniques discussed in Chapter 4
used to create a remote homology detection program for the dataset described in Section
4.2. This chapter first analyzes the different parameters modified when testing the GA
and shows the reasoning behind the final selected parameters.

The performance of the

DST is then compared to other remote homology detection programs using datasets with
low sequence identity. Time complexity is also observed and compared to leading
homology detection programs. A case study of one protein tested against a database is
described. The chapter concludes with an analysis of sequence based indices and the
results from those tests.

5.2 GA Parameter Variation Performance
The objective of the GA optimization techniques utilized here is to determine
weights that can be applied to a dataset and generate a list of possible homologs even
when sequence identity is low. Weights were optimized on training data to yield the best
fitness and thus the best classification of homologs.

This section discusses the

parameters tested for the GA and the results based on modifications to these parameters.
To illustrate the performance of the GA, the best (lowest fitness) chromosome and
average fitness chromosome are plotted over the duration of the GA run.

When

comparing modifications to the parameters of the GA, often only the best chromosome is
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plotted for all generations. The section begins with a discussion of tournament selection,
elite variation on tournament selection, and elite selection. The use of PSSMs in the GA
is also introduced as well as the difference between Cosine distance and Euclidean
distance when determining similarity between two sequences. Finally an explanation of
the population adaptive methods used in the GA and its subsequent results are
characterized.

5.2.1 Tournament Selection
Recall from Section 3.2 that tournament selection employs a tournament between
several chromosomes to determine which chromosomes will be mated for the next
generation.

For example, a tournament size of five retrieved five chromosomes at

random from the population. The one with the highest fitness was selected for mating in
the next generation. The larger tournament size applied greater selection pressure to those
chromosomes with a higher fitness. Smaller tournament sizes gave chromosomes with a
lower fitness value a higher chance to be chosen for the next generation. To keep results
consistent, all GA runs testing various tournament sizes were run using 30 iterations with
mutation and crossover defined in Section 4.6. No maximum value was used for weights;
however a minimum value of 0 was enforced. Tournament sizes from two to five were
tested as GA parameters and illustrated in Figure 5.1.
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Fitness Variation in the Best Chromosome For Various Tournament Sizes
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Figure 5.1: Fitness variation over 30 generations for the best chromosome using various tournament sizes

The chart depicts larger tournament sizes with a lower fitness result.

As

tournament sizes rose, the fitness of the best chromosome decreased consistently. A
tournament size of 5 yielded a final fitness level of 2806, 12% lower than a tournament
size of 2 which resulted in a final fitness level of 3433. Tournament sizes of four and
five yielded similar results showing that the advantage of using a tournament is limited
beyond a certain tournament size. This plot demonstrated that higher selection pressure
resulted in better weights for this application.
From the shape of these curves, it appeared that the GA may continue to find
better weights. To test this assumption, the GA was run for 100 iterations to determine a
convergence point. A tournament size of 2 was used to test the GA for 100 iterations. As
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the GA would run for an extended time, the use of a fixed maximum weight of 100
versus no maximum weight was also tested. Forcing a maximum weight restriction on
the GA was seen to have a negative impact on the fitness of the best chromosome. Figure
5.2 illustrates the results of this study.

Fitness Variation for Tournament Selection T=2 100 Iterations
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Figure 5.2: Fitness variation using a tournament size of 2 with 100 iterations. Forcing a maximum weight of 100
versus no maximum weight were tested

From the above analysis, the best and average chromosomes converge at
approximately 60 generations. When using no maximum weight value, the best fitness
value result is 1773.6 after 100 iterations, which is 22.5% lower than forcing a maximum
weight value on the GA. Therefore, most analyses did not use a maximum weight value
for the GA.
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The performance of the tournament selection gave rise to the idea that larger
tournament sizes or elite selection may yield lower fitness values. Tournament selection
with elite selection modification as well as elite selection were tested and compared to
tournament selection to test this hypothesis.

5.2.2 Elite Variation on Tournament Selection
Results of the tournament selection analysis showed that higher selection pressure
was desirable for this GA. A mixture of elitism and tournament selection was applied as
a selection method by introducing an E value. The E value sets aside a certain number of
chromosomes (equal to E) that will not be mutated or recombined. These chromosomes
have the best fitness in the entire list of chromosomes and will thus be used in the next
generation without modification. Tournament selection determined the remainder of
chromosomes selected for mating in the next generation. Even values were used for E
ranging from two to eight. Figure 5.3 shows the effect on varying E on the fitness curve
of the best chromosome. As can been seen from the plot, lower E values correspond to
higher fitness values and thus a poorer result than higher E values. This indicates that
keeping a larger number of the best chromosomes for the next generation without
mutating or recombining them is a better approach than using a high degree of
randomness in selecting chromosomes.
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Fitness Comparison of GA for Best Chromosome by Varying Elitism
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Figure 5.3: Fitness Comparison when Elite Variation on Tournament selection is used

5.2.3 Selection Comparison
To determine the best selection method for this application, several experiments
were performed using a variety of selection methods. Figure 5.4 compares all three
selection methods: tournament, elite variation on tournament selection, and elite selection
using the final genetic algorithm parameters. Varying elitism on tournament selection led
to combining tournament selection with elite selection in the chromosome selection
process.

When the elitism variation was added to the genetic algorithm, fitnesses

improved over standard tournament selection.

Having a higher degree of selection

pressure on the GA provides the opportunity for the best chromosomes to be passed on to
the next generation without modification. In addition, on average elite selection with
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tournament variation converged 1.5 times faster than tournament selection alone and 2.78
times faster than elite selection alone.

Figure 5.4: Fitness comparison of all three selection methods

5.2.4 Top Feature Weights
The best and average fitness for the final GA generation were tabulated as well as
the property and value of the top thirty properties optimized by the genetic algorithm.
Table 14 illustrates the top features from all GA runs. Features consistently resulting in
high weights appeared frequently in various GA runs indicating their importance. These
features are interpreted in the Discussion section.
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Length
CT4
OH2

Molecular Weight
K
H

Y
R
HT1

Negative
HO0
OO1

C
G
L

HH2
HO5
Q

I
OT3
W

HO2
HC5
D

Aromatic
TO5
S

HO6
HC4
N

Table 14: Top properties found from GA

After all parameters were optimized, the GA was allowed to continue iterations
until a final fitness was reached. This final fitness minimum was set at 40 for efficiency.
Subsequent GA runs used this value as a termination condition rather than a fixed number
of iterations to compare runs.
After performing ten identical runs of the GA with no minimum value forced, an
average final fitness and standard deviation were determined. The average minimum
fitness was 37.52 with a standard deviation of 2.05. The variation in fitness levels is
within 5% indicating a high level of reliability in the genetic algorithm.
In addition, the top properties in all runs were collected and their values were
averaged. The weights from the best chromosome from the GA runs were tested using
the DST. All tests yielded less false positives than current search techniques, however,
those feature weight yielding the lowest number of false positives were used in the DST.
The top feature weights are listed in Table 15.
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Property

Weight

Molecular Weight

153815

Length

87352

Cysteine

13429

HC4

4583

Tyrosine

4094

Negative residues

3743

Aromatic residues

2913

Lysine

2504

Arginine

2215

HO0

2112

Glycine

1806

OT3

1533

HC5

1422

TO5

1285

OH2

1277

HT1

1165

OO1

1024

Glutamine

943

Tryptophan

848

Aspartic acid

843
Table 15: Top weights collected when from GA used in the DST

Weight values were not limited in maximum value and thus high weights were
returned. Weight values ranged from 153,815 to 0. These weight values are intuitive and
a detailed explanation of the top weights is given in Section 6.1.2.

5.3 The Use of PSSMs
Recall from Section 4.2.2 the use of PSSMs to improve sequence similarity
searches. Introducing PSSMs to the dataset was also found to improve the remote
homology detection capabilities of the GA. With the initial optimized genetic algorithm,
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analyses showed an improvement over PropSearch at detecting remote homologs. The
addition of the PSSMs provided an even larger improvement on detecting remote
homologs. PSSMs were initially added as part of the feature calculation for the GA for
each query and database sequence. Figure 5.5 shows the fitness variation of the best
chromosome over generation time for both the GA and the GA with the addition of the
PSSMs.
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Figure 5.5: Fitness variation when using GA and PSSM GA using training dataset

The GA using PSSMs as input files resulted in a much lower (and thus better)
fitness than the non-PSSM version. The shape of the curve also indicates that the PSSM
GA made several jumps in finding the best chromosome.
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From the final best chromosome, the weights were transferred and used in the
DST.

Three tests were performed to compare PropSearch, the standard GA, and the GA

with the addition of PSSMs (DST). To compare performance of these remote homology
search programs, the number of false positives retrieved was plotted per percentage of
true positives detected. This plot cumulatively tallied the false positives. Thus for every
percentage of true positives, false positives were reported and added to the previous count
of false positives. Figure 5.6 depicts the comparison between these three remote
homology detectors.

Comparison using GA weights and PropSearch Weights
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between PropSearch, GA weights, and PSSM GA weights by showing percent true
positives versus number of false positives

As can be seen from Figure 5.6, the modifications to the standard GA have
resulted in weights that improved the remote homology detection capability of the
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110.0%

program over PropSearch.

The addition of PSSMs has provided an even larger

advantage. Using PSSMs in feature calculation resulted in 50% less false positives
reported when all true positives were gathered.
The reasons for this can be easily interpreted. PSSMs contain a family profile
providing more information at each position than a simple sequence. When sequence
identity is low, using PSSMs gives a more accurate picture of the true nature of the
sequence and its potential evolutionary history.

5.4 Cosine Similarity
Both Euclidean distance and cosine distance were tested as alternative methods to
calculate the fitness of a chromosome. The cosine distance metric replaced Euclidean
distance in fitness calculation for the GA to determine if it would provide more accurate
performance. Figure 5.7 illustrates the result of cosine similarity compared to Euclidean
distance similarity by comparing the number of false positives returned for a given
percentage of true positives.
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Comparison of Cosine and Euclidean Distance
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of percent true positives versus number of false positives for Cosine and Euclidean
distance using Astral10 dataset

The plot clearly shows that more false positives were returned using the cosine
similarity rather than using Euclidean similarity. This poor performance of the cosine
similarity can be attributed to several factors.

Since the data is normalized for all

sequences within a range from 0 to 1, there are few fluctuations of individual data points.
Properties that may have larger fluctuations (ie. molecular weight) are expressed in the
logarithm to keep all values within the same numerical range.

In addition, feature

distribution is uniform and well measured for each sequence. While cosine similarity
performs more accurately for some cases of fitness calculation, for the given GA,
Euclidean distance metrics have proven to be more accurate.
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5.5 Population Adaptive Weight Modification
In a GA, after two chromosomes are chosen as parents, they are modified and
recombined using a probabilistic method. Recall from Section 3.2 that a variety of
methods can be used to modify a weight from the parent generation to the child
generation in a GA. When bitstrings are used, weights are simply switched (ie. 1 to 0) or
vice versa. However, a more elegant solution must be utilized when real numbers or
integers are used as features. The weight may be modified randomly or by using a
population adaptive scheme. Population adaptive weight modification takes into account
the values of a particular weight across the entire population of chromosomes. Three
methods of weight modification have been evaluated for the GA.
The first method modified weights randomly.

When a feature’s weight was

selected for modification, a random number was generated greater than 0, and that
feature’s weight was added to the new random number.

This method considered

chromosomes’ individual values as completely independent and thus does not look at
values from the entire population. The second method assigned a multiplier based on a
scheme depicted in Table 7. This weight scheme added or subtracted up to three times
the standard deviation across the population of chromosomes to the current weight based
on a random value. The third method calculated a Gaussian number from the original
weight with a mean of 0 and a standard deviation across the entire population of
chromosomes. These three methods were tested in the GA. The method which resulted
in the lowest fitness was used in the final GA. Figure 5.8 illustrates the experimentation
between these three different methods.
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of fitness using three different methods of weight modification

As the plot depicts, the lowest final fitness was obtained from the Gaussian
weight distribution.

The weight scheme also resulted in a low fitness showing that the

population adaptive method of weight modification produces more accurate, lower fitness
results than randomly assigning a weight. The random weight modification showed poor
performance even plateauing in later generations.
In addition to testing different methods of weight modification, modifying the
initial weight given to each feature of the chromosome was also examined. An initial
value of 1 was assigned to each weight in each chromosome. The random weight scheme
described above was used to modify weight values. This was shown to result in higher
fitness values than using an initial random weight value. When an initial random value
between 0 and 100 was assigned to a weight, the Gaussian weight modification scheme
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was used. Figure 5.9 depicts the comparison between the two initial value GA runs. The
plot illustrates the lower weight value when using the random weight. In addition, the
fitness was also lower when using a random weight value at the beginning of the run.
This may be due to the fact that some of the higher initial weights were assigned to
properties with high importance to the fitness calculation.
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Figure 5.9: Plot displaying initial fitness sum values for different initial weights

5.6 Database Search Technique Performance Compared to
Other Remote Homology Detection Programs
The performance of the GA trained remote homology detection program named
the DST was compared to leading methods using the ASTRAL30, ASTRAL20, and
ASTRAL10 datasets. Four methods were tested against the DST. As noted in Section
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3.1, BLAST and PSI-BLAST are leading sequence search programs. PSI-BLAST is
well-known for its ability to detect remote homologs as well.

Since this research

extended the work from PropSearch, their algorithm was also tested. In addition, a
support vector machine implementation of remote homology detection was implemented
for ASTRAL10. Figure 5.10 illustrates the comparison between these techniques using
the ASTRAL10 dataset. Figure 5.11 compares the techniques with the ASTRAL20
dataset, and Figure 5.12 compares all techniques with ASTRAL30.

Figure 5.10: Comparison of Five Remote Homology Detection programs using the ASTRAL10 dataset
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of Four Remote Homology Detection programs using the ASTRAL20 dataset
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of four remote homology programs using the ASTRAL30 dataset

Each of the Figure 5.10 through Figure 5.12 compares the number of false
positives occurring at a percentage of true positives retrieved. SVMs were implemented
for the ASTRAL10 database. The commercial SVM is a classifier with no ranking
system. Because it is a binary classifier, it was unable to find all true positives. Figure
5.10 shows the SVM results, 65% of true positives were found using this method.
Precision and recall for the DST, PropSearch, PSI-BLAST, and BLAST were
calculated.

The formulas for precision and recall are defined by Equation 3.1 and

Equation 3.2 described previously.
Table 16 illustrates the precision and recall for the four methods of remote
homology search. From this table, DST has a 0.5% higher precision than PSI-BLAST,
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BLAST, and PropSearch when sequence identity is less than 10%. Recall for the DST
and PropSearch is always listed as 100% since the implementation of these programs is a
full database scan. All true positives are always detected since the search techniques for
both of these programs calculate distances between the query sequence and all database
sequences. A threshold distance value could be applied to reduce time searching through
the entire database in future searches.
ASTRAL10
ASTRAL20
ASTRAL30
Precision Recall
Precision Recall
Precision Recall
DST
1.73%
100%
0.33%
100%
0.43%
100%
PSI-BLAST
1.01%
55%
1.25%
59%
72.68%
40%
BLAST
1.02%
58%
1.35%
60%
65.66%
66%
PROPSEARCH
1.21%
100%
0.36%
100%
0.30%
100%
Table 16: Precision and Recall for Four Methods of Remote Homology

At less than 20% sequence identity, the DST resulted in more accurate remote
homology detection than BLAST, PSI-BLAST, and PropSearch with a .5% higher
precision as can be seen in Table 16. The DST performs 4% better than PropSearch, 7%
better than PSI-BLAST, and 8.1% better than BLAST when sequence identity is less than
20%.
To test the significance of these results, two-tailed t-tests of equal variance were
performed. The t-tests were performed on the data from the ASTRAL10 dataset results
only. The number of false positives gathered for each of the 207 queries was calculated
for the DST, PropSearch, BLAST, and PSI-BLAST. The null hypothesis of the t-test was
that there was no significant difference in the means between the number of false
positives for the DST compared to PropSearch, BLAST, and PSI-BLAST. The results
from the tests were significant. In the comparison between the DST and PropSearch, the
p-value is 0.0143, in the comparison between the DST and BLAST, the p-value is
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5.06x10-15, and in the comparison between the DST and PSI-BLAST, the p-value is
7.65x10-15. Using a significance value of 0.05, the null hypothesis of the t-test is rejected
and thus the results are significant.

5.7 Observations on Time Complexity
In remote homology search, speed is as vital as accuracy when searching through
large databases. Thus, the time complexity was observed on the GA as well as the
Database Search Technique.

A benchmark analysis was performed against leading

remote homology detection programs as well. For all analyses, the training dataset was
split into smaller databases.

As expected, the running time increased linearly with

database size. Table 17 illustrates the time to complete both the GA and the DST using
varying database sizes:
Number of Queries

Database Size

GA Time

Database Search
Technique Time

52

704kB

10:01:25

00:04:43

26

188kB

00:34:26

00:01:04

13

74kB

00:04:15

00:00:14

7

36kB

00:00:37

00:00:08

4

20kB

00:00:11

00:00:04

2

4kB

00:00:02

00:00:01

1

381B

00:00:01

00:00:00

Table 17: Running time for various database sizes using the training dataset

In addition, times were collected for the various database sizes when using
PropSearch, BLAST, and PSI-BLAST. These results are depicted in Figure 5.13.
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Time Complexity Comparison Between Various Remote Homology
Detectors
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Figure 5.13: Time complexity comparison between various remote homology detectors

The plot shows the DST running time increasing linearly with database size.
While BLAST shows the fastest running time, the DST tracks linearly with PSI-BLAST
but is 17% faster. PropSearch at 52 queries (largest database size) increased considerably
in running time. Thus, while the DST results in slower time performance than BLAST, it
is faster than both PropSearch and PSI-BLAST.
The GA running time also increases linearly with database size. Figure 5.14
illustrates the shape of the curve as the GA database size increases. As can be seen the
GA running time increases significantly with database size.
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Time Complexity Analysis for Genetic Algorithm
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Figure 5.14: Time complexity analysis for GA

5.8 Case Study

To view the entire Database Search Technique process, one protein was input to
the system as a case study. A specific protein was chosen with homologs in the database
and the results of the study will be illustrated below. A protein was chosen for the case
study with a PDB code of 1EZ3_A (A chain only) and a GI of 8569265 and was
downloaded from SCOP as d1ez3a. It is chain A, crystal structure of the neuronal TSnare Syntaxin-1a from the species R. Norvegicus (brown rat). SCOP identifies this
protein as a.47.2.1. Using the ASTRAL SCOP hierarchy described in Section 3.7, three
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homologs exist in the full database to this protein that also have a designation of a.47.2.1.
These are:
•

d1lvfa, Syntaxin 6, SNAP-25 homolog {Rat (Rattus norvegicus)}

•

d1fioa, Sso1 {Baker's yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)}

•

d1hs7a, Vam3p N-terminal domain {Baker's yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae)}

Examining their sequences closely reveals the low degree of sequence identity
these four homologs have. Figure 5.15 depicts the full protein sequence of the query
sequence (d1ez3a) and its remote homologs (d1lvfa, d1fioa, and d1hs7a).
>d1ez3a_ a.47.2.1 (A:) Syntaxin 1A N-terminal domain {Rat (Rattus norvegicus)}
rdrfmdeffeqveeirgfidkiaenveevkrkhsailaspnpdektkeeleelmsdikkt
ankvrsklksieqsieqeeglnrssadlrirktqhstlsrkfvevmseynatqsdyrerc
kgri
>d1lvfa_ a.47.2.1 (A:) Syntaxin 6, SNAP-25 homolog {Rat (Rattus norvegicus)}
edpffvvkgevqkavntaqglfqrwtellqgpsaatreeidwttnelrnnlrsiewdled
ldetisiveanprkfnldatelsirkafitstrqivrdmkdqmsas
>d1fioa_ a.47.2.1 (A:) Sso1 {Baker's yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisiae)}
mhdfvgfmnkisqinrdldkydhtinqvdslhkrlltevneeqashlrhsldnfvaqatd
lqfklkneiksaqrdgihdtnkqaqaensrqrflkliqdyrivdsnykeenkeqakrqym
iiqpeatedeveaaisdvggqqifsqallnanrrgeaktalaevqarhqellkleksmae
ltqlfndmeelvieqq
>d1hs7a_ a.47.2.1 (A:) Vam3p N-terminal domain {Baker's yeast (Saccharomyces
cerevisiae)}
tnqktkelsnlietfaeqsrvlekectkigskrdskelrykietelipnctsvrdkiesn
ilihqngklsadfknlktkyqslqqsynqrkslfplk
Figure 5.15: Full sequences downloaded from the ASTRAL site for d1ez3a, d1fioa, and d1hs7a. Note the low
sequence identity even though they are classified in the same SCOP hierarchy a.47.2.1

To run this query sequence against the sequences in the database, the PSSM files
were generated for all sequences. Local PSI-BLAST was executed to create individual
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PSSM files for every sequence in the database. For this case study, the full ASTRAL10
database was tested against the one query sequence d1ez3a. Input parameters to the DST
include database name, true positive file name, number of query sequences, and number
of hits to be returned. The database is the full ASTRAL10 database with the query
sequence as the first sequence in the list. The true positive file contained the following
three lines:
d1ez3a_,d1lvfa_
d1ez3a_,d1fioa_
d1ez3a_,d1hs7a_

to denote the query sequence and its true positives. The number of hits returned
was input as 10 for this case study. The Database Search Technique ranks all sequences
compared to the query sequence and sorts them. When a number is chosen as the number
of hits to be returned, all sequences, whether true positives or false positives are returned
in the list with the ranking. Output can be customized to display distance metrics, all true
positives no matter where they fall within the rankings, and the first false positive listed
as well. Output can be displayed to the screen or to a file for analysis. If true positives
are known, they are displayed in the list along with their rankings. Data results are
printed in a text format shown in Figure 5.16.
query gi is d1ez3a_ homolog gi is d1biha2 rank is 0
query gi is d1ez3a_ true positive is d1lvfa_ rank is 1
query gi is d1ez3a_ true positive is d1fioa_ rank is 2
query gi is d1ez3a_ homolog gi is d1a6m__ rank is 3
query gi is d1ez3a_ homolog gi is d1nu9c2 rank is 4
query gi is d1ez3a_ homolog gi is d1omra_ rank is 5
query gi is d1ez3a_ homolog gi is d1n3ka_ rank is 6
query gi is d1ez3a_ homolog gi is d1bh9b_ rank is 7
query gi is d1ez3a_ homolog gi is d1uklc_ rank is 8
query gi is d1ez3a_ true positive is d1hs7a_ rank is 9
Figure 5.16: Case study output for query sequence d1ez2a. First 10 hits are displayed
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The three true positives appear in the list at ranks 1, 2, and 9 and are designated as
such. While all three true positives occurred in the top 10 results, several false positives
were retrieved as well. Even so, the DST returns the true positives in the list at higher
rankings than BLAST, PSI-BLAST, SVM, and PropSearch. BLAST returns these three
true positives at positions 1, 2, and 105. PSI-BLAST returns these three true positives at
ranks 9, 32, and 71. PropSearch returns these true positives at 3, 9, and 14, and the SVM
analysis only returned one of the true positives, d1fioa at rank 22. The DST is the only
remote homology detector to locate all true positives within the top 10 results for this
case study.
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6 Discussion
This research had the goal of creating the best remote homology search technique
for distantly related homologs. To create the best search technique, a genetic algorithm
was created and explored to determine the parameters which would produce optimal
weights for the Database Search Technique. This analysis has produced the best existing
method for finding remote homologs with less than 20% sequence identity.

6.1.1 GA
In order to optimize the weights obtained from the genetic algorithm, extensive
testing was needed to determine optimal parameters for the GA. The goal of the GA was
to produce weights that would match query sequences with homologs based on a fitness
function. GA runs were compared by reviewing the fitness at the last generation. Lower
fitness values indicated that query sequences had gathered more of their homologs at the
top of the ranked list of database sequences. In addition to lowering the fitness value
after the last generation, using the weights obtained at the last generation in the Database
Search Technique with various datasets was also a good comparison measure for GA
parameters.
Three different selection methods were examined to determine which selection
method was best for this application.

Tournament selection, an elite variation on

tournament selection, and elite selection methods were employed. The selection method
resulting in the lowest fitness was elite variation which was used in the final GA.

As

detailed in Section 5.2 numerous tests were performed with different selection methods
and with various numbers of generations to determine the optimal selection configuration
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for the GA. Varying elitism on tournament selection resulted in combining tournament
selection in the chromosome selection process. A tournament size of 5 resulted in a 21%
decrease in fitness value over a tournament size of 2 indicating that larger tournaments
resulted in better fitness values. Elite variation on tournament selection improved the
fitness over tournament selection alone. When elite variation on tournament selection
was used with an E value of 8, fitness decreased by 7.5%. Fitnesses improved most when
elite selection was combined with tournament selection as the method of chromosome
selection. The higher degree of selection pressure on the GA provided the opportunity for
the best chromosomes to be passed on to the next generation without modification. Elite
selection as the sole method of selection resulted in slower convergence as the selection
pressure was too high. For this application, high selection pressure using elite variation
resulted in the best fitness.

Experimentation

was

modification and distance calculation parameters.

also

performed

on

weight

Population adaptive weight

modification using a weight modification scheme based on the standard deviation of the
entire population of chromosomes was shown to result in a fitness value 31% lower than
randomly modifying the weight.

This is intuitive since population adaptive weight

modification used in conjunction with elite variation selection can yield optimal results
quickly. With a higher population of chromosomes yielding the best fitness, the absolute
value of the standard deviation will decrease every generation producing chromosomes
with values closer to optimal each generation.
Both Euclidean and cosine distance metrics were tested to find an optimal
distance measure. Euclidean distance calculations resulted in a lower final fitness value
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than cosine calculations and thus were able to gather more true positive hits at the top of
the ranked list of sequences.
The largest improvement to the GA was found in using position specific scoring
matrices as a more accurate method for describing sequences. PSSMs were generated
using PSI-BLAST for both the training dataset and ASTRAL test datasets. While the
number of iterations PSI-BLAST executed to generate the PSSM could be modified, two
iterations were used as few changes were noted after two iterations. The PSSM lists the
probability of finding a specific amino acid at a certain position in the sequence. Two
homologs whose sequences may be very different yet have similar PSSMs will be
discovered as homologs faster than sequence searching alone. The addition of PSSMs in
the genetic algorithm improved the overall fitness score by 63% for the training dataset.

6.1.2 Feature Weights
Sequence properties whose weights were consistently found to be higher than
others are detailed in Table 14. Table 15 lists the weights used in the DST, many of
which are duplicated in Table 14 which contains results from numerous runs. Many
observations can be concluded from these results. Several amino acids appear often, such
as cysteine, tryptophan, lysine, tyrosine, glycine, glutamine, arginine, aspartic acid,
histidine, leucine and isoleucine.

Many of these are understandably conserved

considering the structural limitations they place on proteins. Cysteine plays an important
role within the protein chain by crosslinking proteins. In addition, disulfide bridges
between cysteine residues are vital in protein secondary structure (Lehninger, 2005).
Lysine, arginine and aspartic acid as charged amino acids appear in the top weights along
with negative residues. Tryptophan contains an indole function group and is the most
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bulky amino acid which places structural limitations on the protein.

In addition,

tryptophan and tyrosine contain aromatic rings which can stabilize the core of the protein.
Leucine appears often in alpha helixes and is known for the "leucine zipper" property in
turns (Lehninger, 2005). The “leucine zipper” is an alpha helix with a Leucine residue at
every seventh position allowing the leucine residues to line up while interacting alpha
helices coil around each other. Glycine is structurally simple and compact and provides
the central C2N subunit for all purines. Thus it tends to be evolutionarily conserved.
Isoleucine is a hydrophobic amino acid and useful for stabilizing protein structure. While
isoleucine appeared as one of the top weights often in results, it was not used in the DST
as the presence of isoleucine resulted in significantly more false positives.

When

isoleucine was included as one of the weights 9% more false positives were gathered.
The detrimental effect isoleucine has when included in the DST is not easily explained.
Other properties appearing in the top list include length, aromatic residues,
aliphatic residues, molecular weight, positive residues, negative residues, and polar
composite properties. Length and molecular weight are intuitively conserved within
protein families. Amino acids classified as aromatic and aliphatic residues appeared with
high weights in the final results, so it can be expected that the composite properties of
aromatic and aliphatic residues would also appear in the results. Positive, negative, and
polar composite properties appearing often in the top list is reasonable. Considering that
the amino acids can be grouped according to their side chains, hydrophobic, polar, and
charged amino acids result. It is interesting to note that average hydrophobicity does not
appear as a top conserved property in the list even though several hydrophobic residues
were listed.
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Several doublets also appear in the top list of properties. "Other-tiny" (OT3)
gapped by three residues, "hydrophobic-charged" (HC4) and “charged-tiny” (CT4)
gapped by four residues all appeared on the top list frequently. As doublets with a gap
length of three or four residues may suggest alpha helices, these high results indicate the
conservation of alpha helices. Nine of the twelve doublets appearing frequently had a
hydrophobic residue in either the first or second position. Cysteine and tryptophan are
categorized as hydrophobic and appear near the top as well. These individual residues
appeared in the list of top properties and may explain the doublets also appearing in the
top list. "Hydrophobic-tiny" (HT1) and “other-other” (OO1) with a gap of one appeared
in the top list as well, which can indicate beta sheet structure. Other doublets to appear
include "hydrophobic-other" (HO2) and “other-hydrophobic” (OH2) with a gap of two,
"hydrophobic-other" (HO0, HO5, HO6) gapped by zero, five, and six residues, and
"hydrophobic-charged" (HC5) gapped by five. OO1, like HT1 may indicate beta sheet
structure. The appearance of HO0, HO2, HO5, and HO6 in the top list is not easily
explained. While histidine, serine, asparagine (classified as Other “O”) appear in the top
list of properties, a gap of zero, two, five, and six residues between hydrophobic and
these “other” residues is not obvious. Many of the results from the top properties and
feature composition are intuitive, and the weights assigned to these top properties show
the degree of conservation for each property.
Following the optimization of the GA parameters and analysis of properties
appearing with top weights in the final results, the efficiency of the GA was tested. Time
complexity was studied for the GA and Database Search Technique, noting that the DST
performed faster than PSI-BLAST and PropSearch, other leading remote homology
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detectors. At a database size of 704kB, the DST performed 17% faster than PSI-BLAST
and 22% faster than PropSearch. BLAST, however performed fastest, performing 73%
faster than the DST.

6.1.3 Database Search Technique
When a database of 30% sequence identity is used, both PSI-BLAST and BLAST
retrieve low numbers of false positives. This is intuitive considering that these two
programs are pairwise comparison algorithms and at higher sequence identity, they will
perform better than sequence property approaches. It is clear that the Database Search
Technique performs best when sequence identity is low. When sequence identity is 20%
or higher BLAST and PSI-BLAST return less false positives however when sequence
identity is lower than 20%, the DST has better performance. Therefore, in the “twilight
zone” and “midnight zone” of sequence similarity, the Database Search Technique
returns less false positives than common remote homology programs.
When searching for homologs to sequences with low sequence identity, the DST
should be used to locate true matches quickly and accurately. To answer the question,
“How can remote homology detectors discover evolutionary relationships when sequence
identity is very low?” one must look to the results of this research and note that this
remote homology detection program returns homologs with better speed and accuracy
than others.
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7 Conclusions and Future Work
This research had two major goals. The first was to create a fast, accurate
sequence searching algorithm for remote homologs and the second was to investigate the
parameters of the genetic algorithm used to find the weights for the sequence searching
algorithm. The DST was demonstrated to be the best existing method for finding very
remote homologs in the data sets tested here. The DST uses weights generated from a
genetic algorithm trained on a dataset containing homologs. These weights form the
basis of the Database Search Technique used to locate remote homologs in a database.
To determine optimal weights, various parameters of the GA were explored. These
include selection methods, distance metrics, and weight modification.

In addition,

PSSMs were incorporated into the genetic algorithm to provide a more accurate
representation of the sequences. All database and query sequences were represented in
this format and were shown to greatly impact the fitness of the genetic algorithm in
Section 6.1.3.
The DST locates remote homologs faster and more accurately than current search
techniques. While BLAST and PSI-BLAST are more accurate when sequence identity is
high, the DST consistently outperforms such techniques at low sequence identity (in the
“twilight zone” or “midnight zone” of sequence similarity). These findings differentiate
sequence searching programs such as BLAST and PSI-BLAST from sequence property
methods such as the DST.
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7.1 Contributions
Three major contributions have arisen from this research.

The DST algorithm

developed here has been demonstrated to be highly effective in searching for very remote
homologs. The Database Search Technique is 4% better than the best known property
technique when sequences have less than 20% sequence identity and is 17% faster at
locating remote homologs than the current best algorithm.

The Database Search

Technique uses weights obtained from a GA. The second contribution is in the
investigation of the GA parameters. A thorough exploration of different methods and
techniques was performed to determine optimal weights for the Database Search
Technique. A population-adaptive weight modification scheme was developed from this
investigation and proven to result in better fitness for the GA. In addition, using PSSMs
to represent sequences improved results by 63% over using simple sequences for both the
query sequences and the database. The third contribution lies in the sequence features
discovered from the GA shown to be important in sequence identification for this set of
data. Observation of these properties and the analysis as to why they appear as top
weights is explained in Section 6.1.3. The research discussed in this dissertation has
supported the claims of these contributions and furthered the field of bioinformatics.

7.2 Future Work
While this research expanded on the research initially performed by PropSearch,
it also uncovered several opportunities to improve on the algorithm. These opportunities
are excellent prospects for future research on remote homologs.
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7.2.1 The Dawn Zone
Recall from Section 2.1.1, the primary structure of a protein is composed of the
sequence of amino acids. This linear chain of amino acids is the result of a complex
process involving RNA polymerases and ribosomes that translate an RNA sequence into
a protein. However the genetic code prior to this translation process contains both coding
and non-coding regions.

In eukaryotic (complex organisms) genes, most genes are

composed of exons separated by long introns. The intron is spliced from the sequence
and the regions that flank the intron (exons) are rejoined prior to translation. Figure 7.1
illustrates the concept of exons within a sequence. Only the exons code for a specific
protein.

Figure 7.1: Exons and Introns in Eukaryotic Genes (Adapted from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov)

Dorit et al (1990) and Saxonov and Gilbert (2003) referred to calculating the
“universe of exons” by estimating the number of ancestral exon sequences at the dawn of
time. These sequences, prior to the midnight zone of sequence similarity, can be referred
to as the “dawn zone” of sequence similarity.
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Dorit et al., (1990) sought to answer the question “how many different exons were
required to generate the current protein diversity?” (Dorit et al, 1990). Previous research
on this topic by Gilbert (1987) yielded the concept of “exon shuffling”. Exon shuffling is
the process by which complex proteins can be created by joining previously independent
exons. Dorit et al (1990) investigated the total number of exons (“universe of exons”) by
determining how frequently homologous exons appeared in nonhomologous genes. To
do this, the authors gathered all exons with sequence length greater than 20 amino acids
with less than 80% sequence identity.

They performed a Monte Carlo simulation,

randomizing the sequence of every exon and comparing them to the original data set.
They used a cutoff for sequence identity of 30-40% for protein comparisons. This
simulation resulted 14 exon matches unlikely to occur by chance and an exon universe
estimate of 56,000 sequences. This large number of sequences was determined to be an
overestimate by the authors due to the sequence identity cutoff of 30%. Many remote
homologs have less than 30% sequence identity yet retain three-dimensional similarity.
Since homologs with lower sequence identity are more difficult to discover, this estimate
for the universe of exons is believed by the authors to be a 5-10 fold overestimate.
In Saxonov and Gilbert’s (2003) research two datasets were gathered. The first
was a database of 11,552 unrelated genes with less than 20% sequence identity
containing 56,276 exons. The second database contained sequences labeled as ancient
conserved regions (ACR). Sequences in this database were extracted from the first
dataset based on homology to prokaryotic sequences from BLAST searches. The ACR
database contained 8917 exons. A Monte Carlo simulation was also performed on these
datasets with the results binned by sequence length. Exons were grouped based on the
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ancestral exons. The authors discovered a significant number of matching sequences in
ACR genes. Their estimate of the size of the universe of exons is between 15,000 –
30,000. However the authors note that they are unable to estimate the number of true
matches they may have missed when sequence identity is below 20% sequence identity.
They assume their estimates would drop by an order of magnitude.
The DST could be used to improve estimates for the universe of exons. The 14
exon matches utilized to determine the size of the universe of exons in Dorit et al (1990)
relied on sequence similarity alone.

Saxonov and Gilbert (2003) used sequence

comparison and BLAST searches to group exons and ancestral exons.

Exons with

common evolutionary origins and low sequence identity can be recognized by the DST
and thus be removed from the initial calculations of the exon universe. When culling the
datasets in the initial step, the DST can be used as a second step to determine if any
remote homologs were missed among the sequences. This is especially important for the
ancient conserved regions as their sequence identity may have diverged significantly
while the structure was conserved. As a second measure of significance beyond the
Monte Carlo simulation, a separate DST significance calculation can be performed to
generate matches with the exons. The DST can be an added step in culling exons that are
actually related from the underlying exon universe of 15,000 – 30,000 sequences. Such
sequences can be considered to be in the “dawn zone” of sequence similarity, which can
be located using the DST.
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7.2.2 Database Search Technique PSSM
Recall from Section 4.2.2 the PSSM files for each sequence in the database is
generated using PSI-BLAST. One improvement to this method is to use the Database
Search Technique to generate PSSM files. Position specific scoring matrices can be
created by ranking sequences from the database compared to query sequences. Several
iterations can be performed to attain an accurate representation of the sequences. In
addition, if true positive information is known for the query sequences, this can be used
to improve the PSSMs. Once the PSSMs have been generated, they can be used as input
to the DST. A method that uses PSSMs generated from the Database Search Technique
will become a self-contained program for sequence searching.
These PSSMs could also be used as input to other programs such as BLAST for
further refinement in remote homolog searching. Since these PSSMs are optimized for
remote homologs, several opportunities exist to utilize them with a variety of methods
such as HMMs, SVMs, profile, and motif algorithms to improve remote homology
searching.

7.2.3 Variations on SCOP Classification
This research classified two proteins in the same SCOP superfamily as homologs
for the ASTRAL test datasets.

Queries to the database were created based on this

scheme. However, further distinction could be made within the SCOP hierarchy to
generate queries based on class or fold. The ASTRAL dataset from SCOP could be used
as a training dataset to generate weights that were specific to the SCOP hierarchy from
which the queries were created.
Recall

from

Section

4.8

the

SCOP

SCOPclass.SCOPfold.SCOPsuperfamily.SCOPfamily.
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hierarchy

defined

as:

This research used SCOP

superfamily as homologs. However, if all sequences in the same SCOP fold or the same
SCOP class were chosen as homologs, there would be fewer queries, however weights
could be optimized for those characteristics. For example, the GA could determine
weights for specific properties important for determining a globin.

7.2.4 Support Vector machine
Support vector machines have become a popular method for classification of
sequences as homologs to query sequences. Preliminary studies using the ASTRAL10
database illustrated the capability of SVMs to detect remote homologs. However due to
their binary classification nature, a good comparison was not available for the DST. One
further area of research in SVMs is to develop a kernel function based on the DST.
Kernel function values for each sequence must be equal in length.

By using the

properties from the DST, a kernel function could be developed for each sequence with
equal length for input to the SVM. Because of the nature of the properties and by using
the PSSMs, an SVM using this approach for the kernel function would most likely
retrieve a greater percentage of remote homologs than previous methods of SVMs.
Further research with the SVMs to compare them to the DST can also be
performed. A variant on SVMs known as state vector regression (SVRs) will perform
regression as well as classification (Fan et al., 2005). Using regression, a measure of
similarity can be calculated between similar classes. This will provide a baseline for
comparison between the SVM/SVR method and the DST as well as other sequence
search programs.
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7.2.5

Increased Automation and Availability
Making the DST publicly available is the next step for this research. A web based

client could be written to take a sequence as input and return remote homologs based on a
chosen database. The DST could be publicly available and automated for users. A user
could input a sequence and choose a database against which to query the sequence. All
databases must be stored in property based format with PSSMs gathered. Thus, a great
deal of preprocessing of the databases is needed. A simple, example page is shown in
Figure 7.1. While a more advanced querying interface could be generated, this basic
interface will allow users to access the functionality of the DST.

Figure 7.2: Example web page interface for Database Search Technique

In order for the DST to be available via web access, the PSSM implementation
must be automated or based on the DST. A procedure can be written to create the PSSM
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files from the query sequence input. From the PSSMs, the properties can be calculated
and stored. Euclidean distance metrics will be used to calculate the distance between the
query sequence and all sequences in the database. Following the calculation, the ranked
results can be returned to the user in a timely manner. Noting from the time complexity
analysis in Section 5.7, the turnaround time would be reasonable.

7.3 Improving Accuracy with Higher Sequence Identity
Databases
While the DST operates with the highest accuracy with low sequence identity
databases, improving its accuracy with higher sequence identity databases would improve
the overall function of the search technique.

In this way the DST could be a

multipurpose tool for remote homology detection.
To enhance the sequence searching capabilities of the DST, it could be used in
conjunction with a sequence searching technique such as BLAST or PSI-BLAST. The
DST could be a second step to locate homologs missed by BLAST and PSI-BLAST. The
DST can be configured to return hits BLAST and PSI-BLAST did not catch as possible
remote homologs. Should the user happen to work with an entire database of remote
homologs, the DST can be the first step in sequence search or the final step in sequence
search.
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8 Toward a Comprehensive Search Tool
The Database Search Technique is an excellent tool for searching for sequences
when sequence identity is in the twilight zone of less than 25% sequence similarity. To
provide a more comprehensive search tool, DST can be combined with a sequence search
program specializing in quickly finding exact matches to queries. One method to quickly
find exact matches to queries is to use a database index.
Database indexing is widely known as a method to improve query speed (Agrawal
et al., 1993). An index can be created using one or more columns in a database causing
the data to be stored in a hash, b-tree, or other structure on disk. Data is sorted by the
index allowing quick access to the desired query match. When querying a relational
database without using an index, the DBMS (database management system) must
perform a full table scan. To further explain indexing, consider the following example
using SQL (Structured Query Language). If a user queries a database with the following
SQL query "SELECT first_name FROM users WHERE last_name = 'Cooper' and no
index exists in this database system, the last_name field in all rows must be tested for
equivalency. This is a time consuming procedure which many sequence comparison
algorithms utilize.
Indexing decreases query evaluation costs by eliminating many of the sequences
in the database and generating a much smaller search space. With less sequences to
search, alignments can be performed much faster with no loss of accuracy. Genomic
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databases continually increase in size making the use of exhaustive searches cumbersome
and costly. There is an obvious need to improve query speed in genomic databases.
Using a relational database, a sequence based index tool named iBlast was created
to address the issue of exact matches. The next section discusses the sequence based
index and its performance.

Both the DST and iBlast in conjunction provide a

comprehensive searching system.

8.1 Sequence Based Index
Current search tools assume that all sequences in the database are a priori equally
likely to be related to a query. Eliminating some of the data immediately by using
indexes promises to greatly improve query speed. Due to the extent of the data involved
in genomic databases, two passes over the data will be needed. The first pass will
eliminate much of the data based on the indexing, and the second pass will perform a
Smith Waterman (Smith and Waterman, 1981) alignment on the query results to
determine the optimal answer. Because the alignment will only be needed on a portion of
the data, query time will decrease.
A sequence based index was initially created. This index is comprised of a 16mer word from the genomic database and a pointer to the location in the flat file where
that word occurs. In addition, to reduce space and improve performance, the 16-mer
word was converted into an integer. The conversion mechanism uses the following
scheme: A=00, C=01, G=10, T=11. A 32-bit binary number is generated to represent
each 16-mer, which is in turn converted into an integer. For example, the 4-mer word:
AGCA is located at position 1144 in the database. This word is encoded as 00100100,
which is equal to the decimal integer 36. Thus the record in the database will appear as
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(36, 1144). A unique primary index was created using the word and location.

This

initial implementation was coined iBlast for indexed BLAST. iBlast was developed on
an NCR Teradata relational database management system (RDBMS).

The Teradata

utilizes parallel processing to achieve fast and accurate answers to queries. Results of
iBlast are described in detail in Section 8.2.

8.1.1 Implementation of Sequence Based Index
The proposed indexing scheme was implemented on an NCR Teradata
WorldMark 4800 machine. This system has two nodes, where each node consists of 4
Intel Pentium 3 Xeon processors, 1 GB shared memory, and 72 GB disk space. The nodes
are interconnected by a dual BYNET interconnection network supporting 800 Mbps of
data bandwidth for each node. In addition, the nodes are connected to an external disk
storage subsystem configured as a level-5 RAID (Redundant Array of Inexpensive Disks)
with 240 GB disk space. The Teradata machine utilizes a complete relational database
management system and parallel architecture. The Teradata utilizes Parsing Engine
Processors (PEP) and Access Module Processors (AMP) to perform indexing and
retrieval tasks. The AMPs store and retrieve distributed data in parallel and manage all
data storage. Ideally, data should be divided evenly among the AMPs to allow for
efficient retrieval. When a query is submitted, only those AMPs which contain the result
data participate in the processing of the query. The AMPs return the data to the Message
Processing Layer (BYNET) to be merged and returned to the client (Larkins and Coffing,
2001).
The Teradata machine utilizes both a primary index and a secondary index.
Choice of the primary index is critical for efficient data indexing and retrieval. A hashing
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function is applied to the value of the primary index, and the resulting hash value is used
to map the corresponding data to a specific AMP. When the primary index is unique,
row distribution is even, which allows for quick access. If the primary index is not
unique, then the duplicate values are hashed to the same AMP, which will work harder
than the other AMPs during a query.

The secondary index allows indexed retrieval of

data based on a potentially non-unique key. The Teradata creates a subtable in which the
primary index is the value of the secondary index of the base table. The data in the
subtable row is the hashed value of the primary index of the base table.
For the implementation of iBlast, the simple sequence-based indexing method
described above was implemented in order to evaluate the potential speedup that could be
obtained by applying the Teradata parallel tasking DBMS system to a genomic index for
prokaryotic nucleotide sequences.
Three genomic databases were indexed and loaded onto the Teradata RDBMS.
These include: ecoli (E. coli genomic nucleotide sequences),

yeast (Yeast

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) genomic nucleotide sequences), and drosoph (Drosophila
genome provided by Celera and Berkeley Drosophila Genome Project (BDGP)). In
addition, other test genomic databases of sizes 250kB, 500kB, 1000kB, 2000kB, and
4000kB were loaded. Several smaller tables were loaded as well ranging in size from
200 records to 30000 records. All test tables were subsequences of ecoli.
A unique primary index was created for all three genomic databases consisting of
a 16-mer nucleotide word converted to an integer (“num”) and the location of that word
in the flat file (“location”). Figure 8.1 illustrates this index.
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Genomic Sequence: ACGTATACGCGTATAATGACTATACTGATACTA…

00011011001100011001101100110000 =
456,235,824

Num
456,235,824
324,298,114
112,987,456
…

Location
0
112
72
…

Each 16-mer converted
to an integer using a 2
bit code for each
nucleotide (A=00,
C=01, G=10, T=11)

The database table
consists of the integer
representing each 16mer (Num) and the
offset within the
original genomic
sequence (Location).

Figure 8.1: Translation of genomic data to index

The original genomic data was transformed into an intermediate text file
containing num and location as seen above. The FastLoad utility available in Teradata
was used to input the data to a new table. FastLoad scripts contain the entire definition of
a table including keys and indexes. An example of a FastLoad script can be seen below.

DATABASE iBlast;
drop table idrosoph;
drop table er1_1;
drop table er1_2;
CREATE TABLE idrosoph, no fallback (
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num

integer

location

integer

NOT NULL,
NOT NULL)

UNIQUE PRIMARY INDEX ( num,location );
BEGIN LOADING idrosoph
ERRORFILES er1_1, er1_2;
SET RECORD unformatted;
DEFINE
delimiter0
num

(char(1)),
(CHAR(11), NULLIF=''),

delimiter1
location

(char(1)),
(CHAR(18), NULLIF=''),

delimiter2
newlinechar

(char(1)),
(char(1))

FILE = c:\data.txt;
INSERT INTO idrosoph
(num,
location
) VALUES
( :num,
:location);

The table definition for the idrosoph table sets the fields’ num and location to be
integers with required field values. After the table definition the unique primary index on
num (the 16-mer nucleotide word transformed to an integer) is defined. The intermediate
text file containing the list of locations and num data is stored in C:\data.txt. FastLoad
uses this file to insert data to the Teradata very quickly.
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Both sequence based indexes and biological based indexes in the form of a
Database Search Technique improve the speed and accuracy of sequence search. Using a
sequence based technique stored on a Teradata system results in fast retrieval of sequence
matches whereas an approach based on biological indices retrieves remote homologs that
would be missed when using the sequence based system.

8.2 Sequence Based Index Results
8.2.1 Query Evaluation Techniques
Once all three of the genomic databases were loaded into Teradata, initial trials
were performed to determine the most efficient method to query the database using SQL.
Three methods were employed:
(1) using individual select statements of the form:
select * from iecoli
where num=395273;
select * from iecoli
where num=689032;
(2) using one select statement and the OR disjunctive operator:
select * from iecoli
where num=395273
OR num=689032;
(3) and performing a JOIN operation on the database and query table:
select * from iecoli, query200
where iecoli.num=query200.num;
The results were favorable for joining the tables as can be seen from Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: Comparison of SELECT, OR< and Join query evaluation techniques on ecoli
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Figure 8.3: Size of database in Teradata RDBMS as compared to original database size

In addition to time constraints, space constraints must also be considered. The
original size of a genomic database was plotted against the size of the database in the
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Teradata RDBMS (see Figure 8.3). As can be seen from the plot, a linear relationship
exists between the original database size and Teradata RDBMS size. The Teradata
RDBMS size is approximately 22 times larger than the database due to the overhead of
the index. Even so, this huge increase in size provides fast index retrieval, a benefit that
outweighs the cost of additional storage.

8.2.2 Observations on Time Complexity for Sequence Index
Approach
Several queries were tested against the three databases (ecoli, yeast, and drosoph),
to determine approximate running times. Equal length queries were tested ranging in size
from 200 to 30,000 records. These queries were subsequences of the ecoli database.
Initial tests revealed apparently inconsistent behavior in smaller query sizes as can be
seen from Figure 8.4.
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Figure 8.4: Query times in seconds based on database size

This problem was analyzed thoroughly to discover the reason behind this
behavior. A detailed explanation of the steps to complete a query was captured for a
small query and can be seen below:
EXPLAIN
select *
from iecoli,query2
where iecoli.num=query2.num;

*** Help information returned. 24 rows.
*** Total elapsed time was 1 second.

Explanation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1) First, we lock a distinct IBLAST."pseudo table" for read on a
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RowHash to prevent global deadlock for IBLAST.query2.
2) Next, we lock a distinct IBLAST."pseudo table" for read on a
RowHash to prevent global deadlock for IBLAST.iecoli.
3) We lock IBLAST.query2 for read, and we lock IBLAST.iecoli for read.
4) We do an all-AMPs RETRIEVE step from IBLAST.query2 by way of an
all-rows scan with no residual conditions into Spool 2, which is
duplicated on all AMPs.

The size of Spool 2 is estimated with low

confidence to be 1,152 rows.

The estimated time for this step is

0.16 seconds.
5) We do an all-AMPs JOIN step from Spool 2 (Last Use) by way of an
all-rows scan, which is joined to IBLAST.iecoli.

Spool 2 and

IBLAST.iecoli are joined using a product join, with a join
condition of ("IBLAST.iecoli.num = num").

The input table

IBLAST.iecoli will not be cached in memory, but it is eligible for
synchronized scanning.

The result goes into Spool 1, which is

built locally on the AMPs.

The size of Spool 1 is estimated with

low confidence to be 295 rows.

The estimated time for this step

is 11 minutes and 20 seconds.
6) Finally, we send out an END TRANSACTION step to all AMPs involved
in processing the request.
-> The contents of Spool 1 are sent back to the user as the result of
statement 1.

The total estimated time is 11 minutes and 20

seconds.

The above explanation was studied to determine the cause of the data
inconsistency. The size of this query table is 300 records, and the inconsistent behavior
generally was seen with queries of size smaller than 500 records merged with the ecoli
table. Step 5 performs a “product join,” and is stated to take 11 minutes and 20 seconds.
This is obviously the step that is causing the slower return of data. The actual entire
processing time of this query was two minutes and 19 seconds. Another query detailed
explanation was gathered for a query table with 700 records and can be seen below:
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EXPLAIN
select *
from iecoli,query7
where iecoli.num=query7.num;

*** Help information returned. 31 rows.
*** Total elapsed time was 1 second.

Explanation
--------------------------------------------------------------------------1) First, we lock a distinct IBLAST."pseudo table" for read on a
RowHash to prevent global deadlock for IBLAST.query7.
2) Next, we lock a distinct IBLAST."pseudo table" for read on a
RowHash to prevent global deadlock for IBLAST.iecoli.
3) We lock IBLAST.query7 for read, and we lock IBLAST.iecoli for read.
4) We execute the following steps in parallel.
1) We do an all-AMPs RETRIEVE step from IBLAST.iecoli by way of
an all-rows scan with no residual conditions into Spool 2,
which is redistributed by hash code to all AMPs.
a SORT to order Spool 2 by row hash.
will not be cached in memory.

Then we do

The result spool file

The size of Spool 2 is

estimated with low confidence to be 4,657,548 rows.

The

estimated time for this step is 18 minutes and 6 seconds.
2) We do an all-AMPs RETRIEVE step from IBLAST.query7 by way of
an all-rows scan with no residual conditions into Spool 3,
which is redistributed by hash code to all AMPs.
a SORT to order Spool 3 by row hash.

Then we do

The size of Spool 3 is

estimated with low confidence to be 852 rows.

The estimated

time for this step is 0.04 seconds.
5) We do an all-AMPs JOIN step from Spool 2 (Last Use) by way of a
RowHash match scan., which is joined to Spool 3 (Last Use).

Spool

2 and Spool 3 are joined using a merge join, with a join condition
of ("num = num").

The result goes into Spool 1, which is built

locally on the AMPs.

The size of Spool 1 is estimated with low

confidence to be 873 rows.

The estimated time for this step is

6.34 seconds.
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6) Finally, we send out an END TRANSACTION step to all AMPs involved
in processing the request.
-> The contents of Spool 1 are sent back to the user as the result of
statement 1.

The total estimated time is 18 minutes and 13

seconds.

This explanation is for a table with 700 records joined with ecoli. On step 5 of
this explanation, a “RowHash match scan” is performed with an estimated time of 6.34
seconds. The actual processing time of this operation was 16 seconds. When the two
explanations are compared, the product join is more computationally expensive than the
rowhash join. In a product join one row of a table is joined to multiple rows of another
table, and is thus a mathematical product. The Teradata optimizer determines the most
efficient path for data movement when performing a query. When small tables are used
and non primary index values are included, the optimizer duplicates all rows of the small
table onto every AMP. A faster method is to redistribute the rows of both tables by the
hashed join column value. Since the redistribution requires much overhead, using a
column that is not the primary key as a nonunique primary index will decrease the need
to redistribute data since the join columns are stored on the same AMP (Larkins and
Coffing, 2001).

8.2.3 Secondary Index to Improve Performance
To alleviate this performance inconsistency problem, a secondary index was
created on num.

This increased query speed greatly and removed the spikes and

inconsistent behavior from smaller query sizes. This index was at most 100 times faster
than queries performed without a secondary index (see Table 18). However, the addition
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of a secondary index doubled the size of the database on the RDBMS. Figure 8.5
illustrates the size in MB of the three genomic databases.
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Figure 8.5: Query times in seconds based on database size using a secondary index

Database

Before Secondary Index

After Secondary Index

Ecoli

102

260

Yeast

267

671

Drosoph

2700

6600

Table 18: Genomic database size comparison in MB

By using the secondary index in addition to the unique primary index, the size of
the database on the Teradata RDBMS is now approximately 60 times the size of the
original database. Therefore in order to reduce space and maintain speed, a primary
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index was created on the num field and no unique index was employed. When a unique
primary index is used, the data is more evenly distributed across the access module
processors of the Teradata system.

By removing the unique primary index, the

possibility existed that an uneven distribution of data would occur resulting in load
imbalance. However, due to the nature of genomic data, the skew among the processors
was very low. Thus by using one primary index on num, the size of the database
remained small while enabling rapid query processing. In addition, the query
performance was improved by using a single non-unique primary index when compared
to a unique primary index and a secondary index. These results are illustrated in Figure
8.6.
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Figure 8.6: Query times in seconds based on database size using a nonunique primary index
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Genome-to-genome comparisons can be done very quickly using the parallel
nature of Teradata’s RDBMS. Table 19 contains a table illustrating these times for the
three databases. The most significant improvement over current sequential search tools is
seen in large, genome sized queries.
Database

Query

Time

Ecoli

Yeast

8

Ecoli

Drosoph

61

Yeast

Drosoph

729

Table 19: Query times in seconds for Genome-to-Genome Comparisons

In order to compare iBlast with a sequential search tool, standalone BLAST was
used. The standalone version of BLAST was executed at the Ohio Supercomputer Center
on a Sunfire 6800 server. This machine contains twenty-four 900 MHZ UltraSPARC III
microprocessors chips with a memory size of 48 GB. However, the version of BLAST
that was used was a single-threaded uniprocessor version. As query sizes increase, the
time required to execute these queries grows linearly when standalone BLAST is used as
the search tool. This is expected, and can be seen in Figure 8.7. While BLAST performs
linearly as query size increases, iBlast is virtually constant for a variety of query sizes.
Figure 8.8 shows the difference in query times when the entire ecoli genome was
compared to the entire yeast genome. This plot suggests an improvement in query time
of iBlast over BLAST. iBlast performs 68 times faster than standalone BLAST for the
entire genome comparisons evaluated here. However, iBlast is not returning aligned
sequences like BLAST, just finding hits.
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The output of these genome-to-genome comparisons from the Teradata is crude.
While data is returned quickly, it is not in the format returned by BLAST and other
sequence searching programs.

Figure 8.9 illustrates the output from an ecoli-yeast

comparison.
select *
from iecoli,iyeast
where iecoli.num=iyeast.num;

*** Query completed. 21343 rows found. 4 columns returned.
*** Total elapsed time was 8 seconds.

num

location

num

location

-----------

-----------

-----------

-----------

-1743178322

389403

-1743178322

10332847

-34017667

2646967

-34017667

10664504

-1992257482

655304

-1992257482

7591408

-1072640128

42373

-1072640128

5789867

-130599497

804567

-130599497

1626176

50643145

4393581

50643145

5617203

155941385

4430196

155941385

7260476

-2096629398

3762705

-2096629398

3285053

2818879

2916992

2818879

39555

135180540

893448

135180540

4614783

-2111830015

1832194

-2111830015

7048545

Figure 8.9: Direct output from the Teradata RDBMS

The first “num” and “location” values are from the iecoli table and the second
“num” and “location” values are retrieved from iyeast. The “num” values are the 16-mer
binary representation of a string converted to an integer. The “location” field is the
position in the database at which this string occurs. The next step from this output is to
convert the “num” fields to sequences and perform a Smith Waterman analysis based on
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sequence position.

Sequences are expanded on either side of the base position to

determine a maximum alignment.
These results demonstrate the potential of iBlast as a rapid sequence comparison
and retrieval algorithm. Even so, iBlast has limitations in that it retrieves sequences with
matching 16-mer words and thus has difficulty with remote homologs. Due to this
limitation, the DST is an excellent accompaniment to iBlast.

8.2.4 Sequence Based Index Efficiency
Three genomic databases were loaded into the Teradata machine using an index
scheme for query processing improvement. Efficiency in querying the databases was
tested using three different methods: join, OR, and select. The join operator provided the
fastest results whereas the individual select operations were significantly slower in
performance.
Time and space constraints were also analyzed. The addition of a secondary index
in each genomic database doubled the size of the RDBMS; however queries were 100
times faster using a secondary index than without. A greater speedup was realized by the
addition of a nonunique primary index on the “num” field (field containing the sequence
information) in the database.
The power of iBlast can be fully utilized by genome-to-genome comparisons. As
the Teradata is a parallel processing machine, large pairwise comparisons can take
advantage of the parallel nature. The largest speedup over BLAST is realized using
genome-to-genome comparisons.

Section 8.2.2 detailed the increase in speed over

current sequential search tools.
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Implementing BLAST on the Teradata machine has provided excellent data for
comparison and testing of the indexing scheme proposed. A great deal of pre-processing
was needed for the proposed index scheme, as well as varying sequence interval lengths.
Several scripts were written to calculate the indices as well as insert the data into the
database. The interface to the database was through the client software. Queries were
submitted at the client to be performed on the database, which returned all exact matches.
A Smith Waterman alignment was implemented on the Teradata RDBMS to produce
properly aligned results. However, the Smith-Waterman algorithm was slow since it was
implemented on the front end, due to the communications costs.
Even so, iBlast very quickly returned exact matches of query sequences to the
user. The speedup over BLAST was significant while still maintaining the accuracy
using Smith Waterman to return hits.
iBlast is an indexed technique seeking to improve query sequence processing by
using an RDBMS. Three genomes were loaded into the Teradata database system.
Query processing was tested and optimized for efficiency. Due to the parallel nature of
iBlast, this program is best used for genome to genome comparisons.
When iBlast is used in conjunction with the Database Search Technique, a
comprehensive search tool is realized. iBlast can be used to find exact matches very
quickly with a second step of performing a Smith Waterman alignment. The DST can
locate remote homologs that iBlast misses for greater accuracy in the twilight zone of
sequence similarity. These two programs provide excellent sequence search capabilities
for molecular biologists requiring sequence searches.
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9 Appendix
9.1 Full Flow Chart for GA and DST
To accurately describe the flow of data throughout the Genetic Algorithm to the
Database Search Technique, a flow chart was created and illustrated below. This flow
chart steps through the major processes undertaken in this research.

9.2 Flow Chart to Create PSSM files
The previous flow chart shows the PSSM files for each query sequence as a data
object, yet several processes are required to create the data file. The following flow chart
details these data processes.
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9.3 Genetic Algorithm Code
PSSMGADB.java
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import
import

java.io.BufferedReader;
java.io.BufferedWriter;
java.io.FileNotFoundException;
java.io.FileReader;
java.io.FileWriter;
java.io.IOException;
java.util.Date;
java.util.HashMap;
java.util.Random;
java.util.Vector;

;public class PSSMGADB
{
public static void main(String args[]) throws IOException
{
//Output the date and time starting the program and ending
the program
long now = System.currentTimeMillis();
Date d = new Date(now);
System.out.println("Date is "+d);
//Declare a new PSSMGA
PSSMGADB search = new PSSMGADB();
//set all chromosomes initally to random variables
search.loadChromosomes();
//read in all gene data from propdata.txt
search.loadproteins();
//Build arrays of features for each chromosome
search.createFeatureList();
search.clearGeneList();

//read in all true positive data from
truepositives_propdata.txt
search.loadTPs();
//Normalize the data between 0 and 1
search.normalizedata();
//Output data in SVM format
search.SVMDataFormat();
int i=0;
while (_bestfitness>40){
//This loop calculates the fitness by using a weighted
Euclidian distance method
//for the number of iterations specified. The chromosomes
are then sorted and the
//next generation of chromosomes are chosen
System.out.println("iteration "+i);
search.fitness();
search.sortChromosomes();
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_bestfitness=search.getBestFitness();
search.nextGeneration();
i++;

_itrCount++;
}

search.printFinalChromosome();
long end = System.currentTimeMillis();
Date dend = new Date(end);
System.out.println("Date is "+dend);

}
//Procedure: printFinalChromosome
//Input:none
//Process:Loops through best chromosome (top in sorted list) and prints
to Standard out the
//weight at each position
//Output:none
public void printFinalChromosome()
{
Chromosome c;
c=_chromosomelist[0];
for (int i =0;i<FEATURE_MAX;i++)
{
float wt=c.getWeight(i);
System.out.println("Weight "+i+" is "+wt);
}
}
//Procedure: pullIndexFromGI
//Input:gi
//Process:Loops through all genes to locate the input gi and returns
the
//index in the gene array at which the gi is located
//Output:integer pointing to the array where the input gi is located
public int pullIndexFromGI(String gi){
String temp=null;
for (int j=0;j<_numgenes;j++)
{
temp=_gilist[j];
if(temp.equals(gi))
{
return j;
}
}
return -1; //Return -1 if gi is not found in full list
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}
//Procedure: SVMDataFormat
//Input:none
//Process:Creates a file that contains features for all sequences in
the original database.
//The subroutine loops through all queries. Within each query loop, it
will loop through the
//list of true positives. Each time it will output the data to the
file that is created
//Queries and true positives are grouped such that each will have the
same number. ie.
//query 1aaj and its true positives: AMCY_METEX, Q73S57_MYCPA,
PLAS_SYNY3 will all have the same group number
//Output:file generated
public void SVMDataFormat()
{
try
{
BufferedWriter out = new BufferedWriter(new
FileWriter("astral10SVMinput.txt",true));
String gi=null;
String tpgi=null;
int index=0;
for(int k=0;k<_numqueries;k++)
{
gi=_gilist[k];
Vector tparray=new Vector();
//tparray contains a vector of all true positives to the gi
tparray=(Vector) _tplist.get(gi);

out.write((k+1)+" ");
//Loop through all features (except feature 29) and output them
to the above file
for(int qfeat=0;qfeat<FEATURE_MAX;qfeat++)
{
if(qfeat!=29){
out.write((qfeat+1)+":"+_featurearray[k][qfeat]/_featuremaxes[qfe
at]+" ");
}
}
out.write("\n");
//Within each query, loop through its true positive list
for (int j=0;j<tparray.size();j++)
{
tpgi=(String) tparray.get(j);
index=pullIndexFromGI(tpgi);
if(index>=0){
out.write((k+1)+" ");
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for(int feat=0;feat<FEATURE_MAX;feat++)
{
if(feat!=29){
out.write((feat+1)+":"+_featurearray[index][feat]/_featuremaxes[f
eat]+" ");
}
}
out.write("\n");
}
}
}
out.close();
}
catch (IOException e)
{
System.err.println("File input error");
}
}

//Procedure: copyChromosome
//Input:Chromosome 1
//Process:Creates a new chromosome 2 by iterating through all of the
features in chromosome 1
//and copying them to the new chromosome.
//Output: Chromosome 2
public Chromosome copyChromosome(Chromosome c1)
{
Chromosome c2 = new Chromosome();
float wt=0;
for (int i =0;i<FEATURE_MAX;i++)
{
wt=c1.getWeight(i);
c2.setWeight(i,wt);
}
return c2;
}
//Procedure: loadChromosomes
//Input:none
//Process:Creates a list of new chromosomes by looping through until
the desired number
//of chromosomes has been created
//Output:Array of Chromosomes
public void loadChromosomes() {
for (int i=0;i<numChromosomes;i++)
{
_chromosomelist[i]=new Chromosome();
}
}
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//Procedure: createFeatureList
//Input:none
//Process:Loops through number of genes and checks to see if the number
is below a certain
//threshold (number of queries). If the gene is a query, the function
buildfeaturearray with a
//parameter of 1 (indicating it is a query) is called
//on that gene. If the gene is not a query, the buildfeaturearray
function is called
//with a parameter of zero. In addition, the gi (gene identifier) is
added to an array.
//Output:Array of gi's and Array of Featurelists
public void createFeatureList()
{
_featurearray = new float[_numgenes][FEATURE_MAX];
_gilist = new String[_numgenes];
Gene g;
for (int j=0;j<_numgenes;j++)
{
g=(Gene)_genelist.get(j);

_featurearray[j]=g.buildFeatureArray();
_gilist[j]=g.gi();
g.clearFeatureArray();

}
}
//Procedure: clearGeneList
//Input: none
//Process:removes all genes from the genelist array
//Output: none
public void clearGeneList()
{
_genelist=null;
System.gc();
}
//Procedure: loadTPs
//Input:none
//Process:Reads in a file containing true positive information for each
query. Loops through
//all lines of the file putting the true positives in a vector for each
query.
//This vector is then stored in a hashmap
//Output: hashmap containing all true positives for each query sequence
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
public void loadTPs() throws FileNotFoundException
{
FileReader fstream = new FileReader(fileTP);
// Open data file containing the gi numbers of the
// query sequences and those that are the true positives to them
// the format looks like this: 1433, 633635 where 1433 is the
// query sequence and 633635 is the true positive match
// there may be more than one true positive match for each query
sequence
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BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(fstream);
//Read in data line by line
try {
String temp,gi1,gi2;
String tempgi="";
String patternmatch=",";
String[] tps=null;
int index=0;
Vector temparray = new Vector();
int count=0;
while((temp=in.readLine())!=null)
{
tps=temp.split(patternmatch);
gi1=tps[0]; //query sequence gi
gi2=tps[1]; //true positive match

if ((gi1.equals(tempgi))||(tempgi.equals("")))
{
//Set the tempgi to the query gi in the
previous line
//so we can see if this new query gi still has
more
//true positve matches and add them to the
temparray
temparray.add(count,gi2);
count++;
tempgi=gi1;
}
else
{
_tplist.put(tempgi,new Vector(temparray));
//The tplist is a hashmap that maps the query
gi
//to a vector of its true positives
temparray.removeAllElements();
count=0;
index++;
temparray.add(count,gi2);
count++;
tempgi=gi1;
}
}
_tplist.put(tempgi,new Vector(temparray));
} catch (IOException e) {
System.err.println("File input error");
}
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}
//Procedure: loadproteins
//Input:none
//Process:Reads a file containing all sequences in fasta format and
//creates Gene type for each protein in the database and stores them in
a hashmap
//Output: Chromosome 2
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
public void loadproteins(){
try
{

String
String
String
String
String

temp=new String();
gi=new String();
aa=new String();
patternmatch="\\|";
space = " ";

String words[];
String newWords[];
int i=0;
aa="";
String sub=null;
FileReader fstream = new FileReader(fileNM);

// Open data file containing the gi numbers and sequence
//of all proteins in the database in a FASTA formatted file

BufferedReader in = new BufferedReader(fstream);
//Read in data line by line
while((temp=in.readLine())!=null)
{
if(temp.length()>=3)
{
sub=temp.substring(0,3);
//Checking first three letters to see if the line is the
beginning of a gene or
//the continuation of the previous gene
if(sub.equals(">gi"))
{
if(aa!="")
{
//The variable aa is the concatenation of the
sequence and gi is the gi number
_genelist.add(_numgenes,new Gene(gi,aa));
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_genemap.put(gi,new Integer(_numgenes));
_numgenes++;
}
i++;
words=temp.split(patternmatch);
newWords=words[1].split(space);
gi=newWords[0];
aa="";
}
else
{
aa=aa+temp;
}
}
else //This second else statement handles the case when the
sequence line is less than three characters long
{
aa=aa+temp;
}

}
if(aa!="")
{
//Gene type is created for each protein in the database
//Genelist contains each Gene type stored as a vector
//Genemap is a hashmap storing the gi and the index number of
the gene
_genelist.add(_numgenes,new Gene(gi,aa));
_genemap.put(gi,new Integer(_numgenes));
_numgenes++;
}
in.close();
}
catch (Exception e)
{
System.err.println("File input error");
}

}
//Procedure: normalizedata
//Input:none
//Process:Searches through all feature values for every gene and
creates an array
//containing the maximum value for each feature used to normalize data
later in calculations
//Output: none
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
public void normalizedata()
{
float f;
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//initialize _featuremaxes array to 0
for(int ct=0;ct<FEATURE_MAX;ct++)
{
_featuremaxes[ct]=0;
}
//Search through all feature values for every gene and
store the maximum entry
//in an array of featuremaxes
for(int i=0;i<FEATURE_MAX;i++)
{
for(int j=0;j<_numgenes;j++)
{
f=_featurearray[j][i];
if(f>_featuremaxes[i])
{
_featuremaxes[i]=f;
}
}
}
}
//Procedure: fitness
//Input:none
//Process:For each chromosome in the list, calculate the fitness by
calling the calcDistance function
//Output: none
public void fitness()
{
Chromosome c;
float f=0;
for (int i=0;i<numChromosomes;i++)
{
c=_chromosomelist[i];
f=calcDistance(c);
c.setFitness(f);
}
}
//Procedure: getBestFitness
//Input:none
//Process:Returns the fitness value of the first chromosome in the list
(when sorted - this one
//has the lowest fitness value)
//Output: lowest fitness value
public float getBestFitness()
{
Chromosome c;
float f=0;
c=_chromosomelist[0];
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f=c.getFitness();
return f;
}
//Procedure: mutate
//Input:index to the chromosome that will be mutated and integer flag
indicated the degree of mutation
//Process:Loops through all feature values and generates a random
number for each. Depending on the value
//of the random number, the feature may or may not be mutated based on
a newWt function
//Output: mutated weights for a particular chromosome
public void mutate(int i, int k)
{
Chromosome c;
float mutatedWt = 0;
for (int j=0;j<FEATURE_MAX;j++)
{
double r = Math.random();
//This if statement is used for the cases when a low
mutation rate is needed
//in the elite selection strategy, this is used for
the chromosomes
//with better fitness to ensure they are not mutated
as much
if(k==0)
{
if(r<=.035)
{
c=_chromosomelist[i];
float wt = c.getWeight(j);
mutatedWt = newWt(wt,j);
c.setWeight(j,mutatedWt);
}
}
else
{
if(r<=.175)
{
c=_chromosomelist[i];
float wt = c.getWeight(j);
mutatedWt = newWt(wt,j);
c.setWeight(j,mutatedWt);
}
}
}

}
//Procedure: recombine
//Input:index to the chromosome that will be recombined
//Process: Randomly chooses a location in the list of features for a
chromosome to apply
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//crossover to two chromosomes. Depending on a random number, the
chromosome may or may not
//be recombined.
//Output: Two chromosomes with one point crossover applied
public void recombine(int i)
{
int r2=i;
int split=0;
Chromosome c1,c2;
double r = Math.random();
double rsplit = Math.random();
split = (int) (rsplit*FEATURE_MAX);
if (r<=.2)
{
while(r2==i)
{
r2 = (int) (Math.random()*numChromosomes);
//Choose the second chromosome
}
c1=_chromosomelist[i];
c2=_chromosomelist[r2];
for(int j=0;j<split;j++)
{
float wt1=c1.getWeight(j);
float wt2=c2.getWeight(j);
c1.setWeight(j,wt2);
c2.setWeight(j,wt1);
//Apply one point crossover to the two
chromosomes
}
}

}
//Procedure: stDevCalc
//Input:none
//Process: Creates an array that will store the standard deviation of
each weight across
//the entire population of chromosomes. This function calls stDev
which calculates the standard
//deviation
//Output: Array containing the standard deviation of each feature
across all chromosomes
public void stDevCalc()
{
float temparray[]= new float[numChromosomes];
float sum=0;
for (int i=0;i<FEATURE_MAX;i++)
{
sum=0;
for (int j=0;j<numChromosomes;j++)
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{
temparray[j]=_chromosomelist[j].getWeight(i);
sum+=temparray[j];
}
_stDevArray[i]=stDev(sum/numChromosomes,temparray);
}
}
//Procedure: stDev
//Input: mean value of all chromosomes for a specific feature, array
containing specific feature weights for all chromosomes
//Process: calculates the standard deviation of a list of values given
in an input array
//Output: float value standard deviation
public float stDev(float mean, float[] tmp)
{
float sum=0;
float newavg=0;
for (int i=0;i<numChromosomes;i++)
{
newavg = mean + (tmp[i]-mean)/(i+1);
sum+=(tmp[i]-mean)*(tmp[i]-newavg);
mean = newavg;
}
return (float) Math.sqrt(sum/(numChromosomes-1));
}
//Procedure: newWt
//Input: Weight to be modified, index in feature array at which the
weight resides
//Process: Generates a random number and retrieves the standard
deviation across all
//chromosomes for the particular weight. Finds the next gaussian
number based on a mean
//of the standard deviation value. If the new value is negative, it is
set to 0
//Output: float value modified weight
public float newWt(float oldWt, int index)
{
Random psrand = new Random();
float retvalue = 0;
double gausrand =0;
float stdevvalue = _stDevArray[index];
//finds next gaussian number using a mean of the standard
deviation across all chromosomes
gausrand=stdevvalue*psrand.nextGaussian()*5;

retvalue = (float) (gausrand+oldWt);
//Do not allow negative weights
if(retvalue<0)
{
retvalue = 0;
}
return retvalue;
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}
//Procedure: sortChromosomes
//Input: none
//Process: Loops through entire list of chromosomes and compares
fitness values. Puts
//chromosomes in order based on ascending fitness value
//Output: chromosome list sorted by fitness value
public void sortChromosomes()
{
int f, i,sz;
Chromosome c1, c2,c3,c4,temp;
sz=_chromosomelist.length;
//Loop through entire list of chromosomes
for (i = 1; i < (sz); i++) {
c1=_chromosomelist[i];
c2=_chromosomelist[i-1];
//Put chromosomes in order based on increasing fitness
if (c1.getFitness() > c2.getFitness()) continue;
temp = c1;
f= i-1;
while ((f>=0)&&((
_chromosomelist[f]).getFitness()>temp.getFitness())) {
c3=_chromosomelist[f+1];
c4=_chromosomelist[f];
_chromosomelist[f+1]=c4;
_chromosomelist[f]=c3;
f--;

}
c3=temp;
}
//chromosome 0 has the lowest fitness (best chromosome). Print
out the fitness to standard out
//and calculate the average fitness and print it out as well
float avgsum=0;
System.out.println("fitness of best chromosome is
"+_chromosomelist[0].getFitness());
for(int q=0;q<numChromosomes;q++)
{
avgsum=avgsum+_chromosomelist[q].getFitness();
}
avgsum=avgsum/numChromosomes;
System.out.println("fitness of average chromosome is "+avgsum);
}
//Procedure: nextGeneration
//Input: none
//Process: Copy chromosomes (with or without mutation and crossover)
based on
//an elite selection scheme
//Output: Child generation of chromosomes
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public void nextGeneration()
{
int count=0;
this.stDevCalc();
//Create templist of Chromosomes which is equivalent to the list
of children chromosomes
//The following code uses elite selection
Chromosome[]templist = new Chromosome[numChromosomes];
for (int i=0;i<numChromosomes/10;i++)
{
switch (i)
{
case 0:
for (int j=0;j<50;j++)
{
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//Copy the best chromosome 50 times without
mutation or crossover
}
break;
case 1:
for (int j=0;j<20;j++)
{
mutate(i,0);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//Copy the second best chromosome 20 times.
Apply mutation
//at a lower rate and crossover
}
break;
case 2:
for (int j=0;j<10;j++)
{
mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//Copy the third best chromsome 10 times with
mutation and crossover
}
break;
case 3:
for (int j=0;j<5;j++)
{
mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//Copy the fourth best chromosome 5 times with
mutation and crossover
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}
break;
case 4:
for (int j=0;j<4;j++)
{
mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//
Copy the fifth best chromosome 4 times with
mutation and crossover
}
break;
case 5:
for (int j=0;j<3;j++)
{
mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//
Copy the sixth best chromosome 3 times with
mutation and crossover
}
break;
case 6:
for (int j=0;j<3;j++)
{
mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//
Copy the seventh best chromosome 3 times with
mutation and crossover
}
break;
case 7:
for (int j=0;j<2;j++)
{
mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
//
Copy the eigth best chromosome 2 times with mutation
and crossover
}
break;
case 8:
for (int j=0;j<2;j++)
{
mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
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//
Copy the ninth best chromosome 2 times with mutation
and crossover
}
break;
case 9:

//
and crossover

mutate(i,1);
recombine(i);
templist[count]=copyChromosome(_chromosomelist[i]);
count++;
Copy the tenth best chromosome 1 times with mutation

break;
}
}
_itrCount++;
//Copy chromsomes from the child list (templist) back to the
original chromosome list for
//the next generation
for (int m=0;m<numChromosomes;m++)
{
_chromosomelist[m]=copyChromosome(templist[m]);
}

}
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
//Procedure: calcDistance
//Input: Chromosome
//Process: For each query sequence in the database, the weighted
Euclidean distance is calculated
//between it and every other sequence in the database. This entire
list is sorted in ascending
//order by distance. Then the rank of each true positive to the
queries in the database are
//calculated. The addition of the rank calculations yields the fitness
which is returned to the
//calling program.
//Output: The fitness of the given chromosome
public float calcDistance(Chromosome c)
{
String gi1=null;
String gi2=null;
float wt=0;
float rank=0;
float fitnesssum=0;
float fa=0;
float fb=0;
int count=0;
float sum=0;

//Loop through query list and retrieve gene identifier
for(int prtcnt=0;prtcnt<_numqueries;prtcnt++)
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{
gi1=_gilist[prtcnt];

//For each query, loop through each of the proteins in the
database
for(int i=_numqueries;i<_numgenes;i++)
{
gi2=_gilist[i];
fa=0;
fb=0;
sum=0;
//Search through all features
for(int j=0;j<FEATURE_MAX;j++)
{
if(_featuremaxes[j]>0)
{
fa=_featurearray[prtcnt][j]/_featuremaxes[j];
fb=_featurearray[i][j]/_featuremaxes[j];
}
else
{
fa=0;
fb=0;
}
wt=(c.getWeight(j));
sum=sum+(((fa-fb)*(fa-fb))*wt);

}

//The distance list contains a distance type operator
that contains the outer gi
//the inner gi and the weighted euclidian distance
between them. The count is used to keep track
//of the number of genes added
_distancelist.add(count,new
Distance(gi1,gi2,(float)Math.sqrt(sum)));
count++;
sum=0;
}
//Sort the distance list so that the gene with the smallest
distance to the outer gene is at the top
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SortArray(_distancelist);

//The rank for a particular gi is the sum of (Ri-(i1))/N where i is the number of the true
//positive gi. The i's are numbered starting at the
beginning of the distance array list
//After the sum of these ranks are calculated, they
are divided by the number of true positives
//which is N
rank=calcRank(gi1);
fitnesssum=fitnesssum+rank;
//Clear the distance list to use in the next
iteration
_distancelist.removeAllElements();
count=0;
rank=0;
}
//The fitnesssum is the sum of all the rankings for
all the genes
//This sum is used to determine the overall fitness
of the chromosome

return fitnesssum;
}
//Procedure: SortArray
//Input: Vector
//Process: Loops through entire vector list compares values.
//list in order based on ascending value
//Output: Sorted input vector
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
public void SortArray(Vector list)
{
int f, i,sz;
Distance d1, d2,d3,d4,temp;
sz=list.size();
for (i = 1; i < (sz); i++) {
d1=(Distance) list.get(i);
d2=(Distance) list.get(i-1);
if (d1.getDistance() > d2.getDistance()) continue;
temp = d1;
f= i-1;
while ((f>=0)&&(((Distance)
list.get(f)).getDistance()>temp.getDistance())) {
d3=(Distance) list.get(f+1);
d4=(Distance) list.get(f);
list.set(f+1,d4);
list.set(f,d3);
f--;
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Puts

}
d3=temp;
}
}
//Procedure: calcRank
//Input: String of gene identifier
//Process: Loops through list of true positives to input query sequence
and calculates
//their rank in the entire list of database sequences
//Output: True positive rank calculation for specific query gi
public float calcRank(String gi)
{
float retvalue =0;
Vector tparray=new Vector();
Distance d;
int cnt=0;
int i=0;
tparray=(Vector) _tplist.get(gi);
//Search through entire database sorted by distance to query
sequence
for (int j=0;j<_distancelist.size();j++)
{
d=(Distance) _distancelist.get(j);
//Locate true positive sequences in distance list and
calculate the ranking in the full
//distance list of each true positive
//This calculation is returned as the ranking of the gi
for( i=0;i<tparray.size();i++ )
{
if(d.getGI2().equals(tparray.get(i)))
{
retvalue = retvalue +(j+1)-cnt ;
cnt++;
}
}
}
retvalue = retvalue/tparray.size();
return retvalue;
}

private Vector
_genelist = new Vector();
private Chromosome[]
_chromosomelist = new Chromosome[numChromosomes];
private int
_numgenes = 0;
private static int
_itrCount=0;
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private float[][]
_featurearray = null;
private String[]
_gilist=null;
private static float
_bestfitness=(float) 100;

private Vector
_distancelist = new Vector();
private HashMap
new HashMap();
private HashMap
_genemap = new HashMap();
private float[]
_featuremaxes = new float[FEATURE_MAX];
private float[]
_stDevArray = new float[FEATURE_MAX];

_tplist =

public static final String
= "astral10_fulldata.txt";
public static final String
= "truepositives_astral10.txt";
public static final int
numChromosomes
= 100;

fileNM

public static final int
= 207;
public static final int
=144;
public static final float
=(float) 5;

fileTP

_numqueries
FEATURE_MAX
itrModify

}
Chromosome.java
import java.util.Vector;
public class Chromosome
{
public Chromosome()
{
for (int i=0;i<144;i++)
{
//Initialize entire weight vector to random values
between 0 and 100
_weightVector[i]= (float) (Math.random()*100);

//
//
//

}
}
Procedure: getWeight
Input:index
Process:returns weight vector associated with given index
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//

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

Output:weight vector value associated with given index
public float getWeight(int index)
{
return _weightVector[index];
}
Procedure: setWeight
Input:index, weight
Process:sets weight vector associated with given index
Output:none
public void setWeight(int index,float weight )
{
_weightVector[index]=weight;
}
Procedure: getFitness
Input:none
Process:returns fitness of chromosome
Output:fitness value
public float getFitness()
{
return _fitness;
}
Procedure: setFitness
Input:fitness value
Process:sets fitness value for chromosome
Output:none
public void setFitness(float f)
{
_fitness=f;
}
public float[]
_weightVector=new float[144];
public float
private static final int

1;
}

Gene.java
import java.io.BufferedReader;
import java.io.BufferedWriter;
import java.io.FileReader;
import java.io.FileWriter;
import java.io.IOException;
import java.util.HashMap;
import java.util.Hashtable;
import java.util.Vector;
public class Gene
{
public Gene(
String gi,
String aa
)
{
_id = gi;
_sequence = aa;
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_fitness=0;
initialWeight =

_length=_sequence.length();
//Initialize all amino acid types
for(int i = 0; i < AA_MAX; i++)
{
_acids[i] = new AminoAcid();
}
//Initialize features doublets to 0
for(int i = 0; i < PROP_MAX; i++)
{
for(int k = 0; k < 7; k++)
{
_doublets[i][k] = 0;
}
}
//Initialize all properties and features to 0
for(int i=0;i<MAIN_PROPS_MAX; i++)
{
_properties[i]=0;
}
for(int i=0;i<FEATURE_MAX; i++)
{
_features[i]=0;
}
//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

//

}
Procedure: gi
Input:none
Process:Returns the gi of the gene
Output:String gi id
public String gi()
{
return(_id);
}
Procedure: sequence
Input:none
Process:Returns the sequence ot the user
Output:String sequence
public String sequence()
{
return(_sequence);
}
Procedure: getAcid
Input:index to amino acid list
Process:Returns the amino acid based on the index to the list
Output:Amino acid
public AminoAcid getAcid(int index)
{
AminoAcid retValue = null;
if(index < AA_MAX)
{
retValue = _acids[index];
}
return(retValue);
}
Procedure: getAcidCount
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//
//
//

Input:index to amino acid list
Process:Returns the number of amino acids in sequence
Output:integer count
public int getAcidCount(int index)
{
int retValue = 0;
AminoAcid acid = getAcid(index);
if(acid != null)
{
retValue = acid.count();
}
return(retValue);
}
//
Procedure: getAcidPSSMPercent
//
Input:index to amino acid list
//
Process:Returns the value of the percentage in the PSSM file
//
Output:float percentage
public float getAcidPSSMPercent(int index)
{
float retValue = 0;
AminoAcid acid = getAcid(index);
if(acid != null)
{
retValue = acid.getPSSMPercent();
}
return(retValue);
}
//
Procedure: getAcidPercent
//
Input:index to amino acid list
//
Process:Returns the percentage of the specific amino acid in the
sequence
//
Output:float percentage
public float getAcidPercent(int index)
{
float retValue = 0;
AminoAcid acid = getAcid(index);
if(acid != null)
{
retValue = acid.percent();
}
return(retValue);
}
//
Procedure: calcMolWt
//
Input:none
//
Process:Loops through all amino acids and calculates the
molecular weight based on the molecular weight of
//
each individual amino acid
//
Output:none
public void calcMolWt()
{
float temp = 0;
for(int i =0;i<AA_MAX;i++)
{
temp=(float)
(temp+this.getAcidPSSMPercent(i)*MOLECULARWEIGHT[i]);
}
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_features[PROP_MW]=(float) Math.log(temp);
}
//
Procedure: calcResidue
//
Input: Array of residue type eg. charged, hydrophobic, positive,
negative, etc; and index in full feature
// list where this residue type is stored
//
Process: Iterate through residue type array, getting the
percentage
// of that type in the entire sequence
//
Output:none
public void calcResidue(int[] resProp, int index)
{
float temp=0;
float f=0;
for(int i = 0; i < resProp.length; i++)
{
int propIndex = resProp[i];

temp=temp+this.getAcidPSSMPercent(propIndex);

}
f=(float)temp/_length;

_features[index]=f;
}
//
Procedure: calcProperties
//
Input:none
//
Process:This is the main function in the Gene.java program which
calls all other programs
// and builds the feature array. It loops through all amino acids and
counts the number of occurrences in the
// sequence taking the PSSM into effect. Calls the calcProperty
function for all doublets
// and calls the calcResidue function for other properties
//
Output:populates feature array with values based on the
percentage of each property in the sequence
@SuppressWarnings("unchecked")
public void calculateProperties()
{
// initialize hashtable for locating specific amino acids
Hashtable tTable = new Hashtable();
float tmpval = 0;
for(int i = 0; i < AA_MAX; i++)
{
tTable.put(_aaIndex[i], _acids[i]);
}
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// count the occurances in the sequence
for(int i = 0; i < _length; i++)
{
for (int j=0;j<20;j++)
{
tmpval=_pssm[i][j];

String aapos = _pssmIndex[j];
AminoAcid tAcid = (AminoAcid)
tTable.get(aapos);
tAcid.addPSSMPercent(tmpval);
}
}
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this.calcResidue(TINY,PROP_TINY);
this.calcResidue(BULKY,PROP_BULKY);
this.calcResidue(HYDROPHOBIC,PROP_HYDROPHOBICITY);
this.calcMolWt();

}
//
Procedure: calcProperty
//
Input:property, array of left doublet type, array of right
doublet type, distance between
//
left and right doublet types
//
Process:This is the main function in the Gene.java program which
calls all other programs
// and builds the feature array. It loops through all amino acids and
counts the number of occurrences in the
// sequence taking the PSSM into effect. Calls the calcProperty
function for all doublets
// and calls the calcResidue function for other properties
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//
Output:populates feature array with values based on the
percentage of each property in the sequence
private void calcProperty(
int property,
int[] left,
int[] right,
int distance
)
{
for(int i = 0; i < left.length; i++)
{
float tmpLeft=0;
float tmpRight=0;
int leftIndex = left[i];
int leftOffset=-1;
//Loop through entire list of left property type (eg.
hydrophobic, charged, etc)
if(this.getAcidPSSMPercent(leftIndex) > 0)
{
String leftString = AMINOACIDS[leftIndex];
int index=pssmorder.indexOf(leftString);
//Loop through entire sequence checking to see
if there is a value in the PSSM
//if there is a value, store the position in
the entire sequence and remember the
//PSSM value
for(int j=0;j<_length;j++)
{
if( _pssm[j][index]>0)
{
leftOffset = j;
tmpLeft=_pssm[j][index];
break;
}
}
int leftCurrent = -1;
//Continue iterating past the position stored
above and find the residue a given
//distance from the stored position. If this
residue is in the array of the right property
//parameter, store its PSSM value
while(leftOffset > leftCurrent)
{
int rightOffset = leftOffset +
(distance+1);
if(rightOffset<(_length))
{
for(int j=0;j<AA_MAX;j++)
{
if( _pssm[rightOffset][j]>0)
{
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String
rightString=_pssmIndex[j];
tmpRight=_pssm[rightOffset][j];
for(int k = 0; k <
right.length; k++)
{
int rightIndex =
right[k];
String
rightTargetString = AMINOACIDS[rightIndex];

if(rightString.equals(rightTargetString))
{
//Store
value in a doublets array (non-percentage) of left and right multiplied
together
_doublets[property][distance]+=(tmpLeft/100)*(tmpRight/100);
}
}
}
}
}
}
leftCurrent = leftOffset;
for(int j=leftOffset+1;j<_length;j++)
{
if( _pssm[j][index]>0)
{
leftOffset = j;
tmpLeft=_pssm[j][index];
break;
}
}
}
}
}
//Procedure: clearFeatureArray
//Input:none
//Process:Sets feature array and amino acid counts to null
//Output:feature array is set to null
public void clearFeatureArray()
{
for(int i = 0; i < AA_MAX; i++)
{
_acids[i].clearCount();
}
_doublets=null;
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_features=null;
_acids=null;
_pssm = null;
}
//
Procedure: loadPSSMs
//
Input:none
//
Process:Opens a file associated with the gi id and put the pssm
values in an array
//
Output:array containing pssm values
public void loadPSSMs(){
String filename = new String();
int line=0;
filename=_id.concat(".txt");
try
{

String temp=new String();
String words[];
FileReader fstream = new FileReader(filename);
BufferedReader in = new
BufferedReader(fstream);
//Read in data line by line
while((temp=in.readLine())!=null)
{
//PSSM values are separated by commas.
Each value is read in and put into
//an array
words=temp.split(",");
for(int i=0;i<20;i++)
{
int
val=Integer.parseInt(words[i].trim());

_pssm[line][i]=val;
}
line++;
}
line=0;
words=null;
temp=null;
in.close();
fstream.close();
}
catch (Exception e)
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{
System.err.println("File input error"+e);
}
}

//
Procedure: buildFeatureArray
//
Input:none
//
Process:The feature array is populated with values by calling
calculateProperties
// and the loadPSSMs functions
//
Output:feature array is set to null
public float[] buildFeatureArray()
{
//All features are expressed in percent sequence length
except for
//sequence length and molecular weight which are expressed
as logarithm
//Run the calculate properties function to calculate the
properties and
//store them in temp arrays
_pssm = new int[_length][20];
float tmp=0;
loadPSSMs();
this.calculateProperties();
//Add percent of amino acids to feature array

//Loop through all amino acids and put their
percentage values in the feature array
//as percentage of the sequence length
for(int i=0;i<(AA_MAX);i++)
{
tmp=this.getAcidPSSMPercent(i);
_features[i]=(tmp/_length);
}
_features[PROP_LENGTH]=(float)Math.log(_length);
_features[PROP_PI]=0;
tmp=0;
int ctr=MAIN_PROPS_MAX;
//Calculate the doublets value utilizing the PSSM
values.
for(int k = 0; k < 7; k++)
{
for(int i = 0; i < PROP_MAX; i++)
{

tmp=_doublets[i][k];
_features[ctr]=tmp/_length;
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ctr++;
}
}
return _features;

//
//
//
//

}
Procedure: getFeatureValue
Input:Index to the feature array
Process:Returns the feature value from the feature array
Output:float value associated with the input index
public float getFeatureValue (int Index)
{
return _features[Index];
}
Procedure: setFeatureValue
Input:Index to the feature array, and value associated with that

//
//
index
//
Process:Sets the value of the feature array associated with the
input index
//
Output:none
public void setFeatureValue (int Index, float value)
{
_features[Index]=value;
}
// attributes
private String
private String
private int[][]

_id = null;
_sequence = null;
_pssm =null;

private int
private AminoAcid[]
AminoAcid[AA_MAX];
private float[][]
float[PROP_MAX][7];
private float[]
float[MAIN_PROPS_MAX];
private float[]
float[FEATURE_MAX];

_length = 0;
_acids = new
_doublets = new
_properties = new
_features = new

private static String[]
{
"c",
"f",
"i",
"l",
"m",
"v",
"w",
"y",
"h",
"n",
"p",
"q",

_aaIndex =
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"s",
"t",
"d",
"e",
"k",
"r",
"a",
"g",
"x",
"b"
};
private static String[]
{
"a",
"r",
"n",
"d",
"c",
"q",
"e",
"g",
"h",
"i",
"l",
"k",
"m",
"f",
"p",
"s",
"t",
"w",
"y",
"v"
};
public static final String
"arndcqeghilkmfpstwyv";
public static final int
FEATURE_MAX=144;
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int
public static final int

_pssmIndex =

pssmorder =

C_IDX
F_IDX
I_IDX
L_IDX
M_IDX
V_IDX
W_IDX
Y_IDX
H_IDX
N_IDX
P_IDX
Q_IDX
S_IDX
T_IDX
D_IDX
E_IDX
K_IDX
R_IDX
A_IDX
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0;
1;
2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;
9;
10;
11;
12;
13;
14;
15;
16;
17;
18;

public static final int

G_IDX = 19;

public static final int

AA_MAX =

20;
private static final String[]
{
"c",
"f",
"i",
"l",
"m",
"v",
"w",
"y",
"h",
"n",
"p",
"q",
"s",
"t",
"d",
"e",
"k",
"r",
"a",
"g"
};
public static final int[]
{
4,
13,
9,
10,
12,
19,
17,
18,
8,
2,
14,
5,
15,
16,
3,
6,
11,
1,
0,
7
}; //Map AA indices to PSSM matrix

AMINOACIDS =

pssmMap =

public static final int

PROP_hc =

public static final int

PROP_ht =

0;
1;
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public static final int

PROP_ho =

public static final int

PROP_ct =

public static final int

PROP_co =

public static final int

PROP_to =

public static final int

PROP_hh =

public static final int

PROP_cc =

public static final int

PROP_tt =

public static final int

PROP_oo =

public static final int

PROP_ch =

public static final int

PROP_th =

public static final int

PROP_oh =

public static final int

PROP_tc =

public static final int

PROP_oc =

public static final int

PROP_ot =

public static final int

PROP_MAX =

2;
3;
4;
5;
6;
7;
8;
9;
10;
11;
12;
13;
14;
15;
16;
public static final
PROP_CHARGED
public static final
PROP_POSITIVE
public static final
PROP_NEGATIVE
public static final
= 23;
public static final
PROP_ALIPHATIC
public static final
PROP_AROMATIC
public static final
= 26;
public static final
= 27;
public static final
= 28;
public static final
= 29;
public static final
PROP_HYDROPHOBICITY
public static final
= 31;

int
= 20;
int
= 21;
int
= 22;
int

PROP_POLAR

int
= 24;
int
= 25;
int

PROP_TINY

int

PROP_BULKY

int

PROP_LENGTH

int

PROP_PI

int
= 30;
int

PROP_MW
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public static final int
MAIN_PROPS_MAX = 32;
private static final int[]
{
C_IDX,
F_IDX,
I_IDX,
L_IDX,
M_IDX,
V_IDX,
W_IDX,
Y_IDX
};

HYDROPHOBIC =

private static final int[]
{
D_IDX,
E_IDX,
K_IDX,
R_IDX
};

CHARGED =

private static final int[]
{
A_IDX,
G_IDX
};

TINY =

private static
{
H_IDX,
N_IDX,
P_IDX,
Q_IDX,
S_IDX,
T_IDX
};
private static
{
H_IDX,
K_IDX,
R_IDX
};
private static
{
D_IDX,
E_IDX
};
private static
{
W_IDX,
Y_IDX,
H_IDX,
N_IDX,
Q_IDX,
S_IDX,

final int[]

OTHER =

final int[]

POSITIVE =

final int[]

NEGATIVE =

final int[]

POLAR =
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T_IDX,
D_IDX,
E_IDX,
K_IDX,
R_IDX
};
private static final int[]
{
I_IDX,
L_IDX,
V_IDX
};
private static final int[]
{
F_IDX,
W_IDX,
Y_IDX,
H_IDX
};
private static final int[]
{
Q_IDX,
K_IDX,
E_IDX,
M_IDX,
H_IDX,
F_IDX,
R_IDX,
Y_IDX,
W_IDX
};

ALIPHATIC =

AROMATIC =

BULKY =

private static final double[]
{
121.15,
165.19,
131.17,
131.17,
149.21,
117.15,
204.23,
181.19,
155.16,
132.12,
115.13,
146.15,
105.09,
119.12,
133.10,
147.13,
146.19,
174.2,
89.09,
75.07,
0.00,
0.00
};
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MOLECULARWEIGHT =

}
AminoAcid.java

public class AminoAcid {
private int
private float
private float

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

//
//
//
//

_count = 0;
_percent = 0;
_pssmpercent=0;

public AminoAcid()
{
}
Procedure: increment
Input:none
Process:Increases count of individual amino acid
Output:none
public void increment()
{
_count++;
}
Procedure: addPSSMPercent
Input:percentage
Process:Calculates percentage of amino acid from PSSM file
Output:none
public void addPSSMPercent(float percentage)
{
_pssmpercent=_pssmpercent+percentage/100;
}
Procedure: getPSSMPercent
Input:none
Process:returns percent value from pssm variable
Output:percent value from PSSM
public float getPSSMPercent()
{
return _pssmpercent;
}
Procedure: count
Input:none
Process:Returns private count variable
Output:count value
public int count()
{
return(_count);
}
Procedure: clearCount
Input:none
Process:Sets amino acid count to 0
Output:none
public void clearCount()
{
_count=0;
}
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//
//
//
total
//
//

//
//
//
//

Procedure: calcPercent
Input:length
Process:Determines the percentage of amino acids by taking the
count of amino acids and dividing it by the length
Output:none
public void calcPercent(int length)
{
_percent = (_count/length)*100;
}
Procedure: percent
Input:none
Process:Returns private percent variable
Output:percent
public float percent()
{
return(_percent);
}

}
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